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OuÈmigration has been recognized as a major regional

problem contributing to disparity in Agro-Manitoba. Since the

1960s, both the federal and provincial governments have

attempted to solve this problem mainly through economic-

oriented initiatives. These initiatives include the }and and

water resources programmes, not to speak of the agricultural

and non-agricultural programmes. It has been the intention of

governments to resolve the migration problem by stimulating

regiOnal economic Arowth. The latter, in turn, aims to narrov¡

the gap in the level of development among the rural

municipalities in Àgro - Manitoba. However, despite more than

two decades of governmental attention, regional disparity was

still very much in evidence in 1981. This may reflect an

absence of adequate understanding of the outmigratíon

phenomenon. Therefore, the objective of this research is to

examine the major determinants of outmigration for Àgro-

Manitoba in a longitudinal study through two time periods,

1961-1971 and 1971-1 981 , so as to shed light on future

regional development planning for the 112 rural

municipalities. Past studies indicated that outmigration is

not only a result of economic, social and environmental

forces, but it, Èoo, affects regional economic growth in terms

of t'he level of income and employment opportunities. Mutua1

interaction relationship between outmigration and regional
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groyrth has thus been weII realised. If the real- mechanism

underlying outmigration is to be understood, then, the two-way

interaction relationship ought to be examined, and that

purpose has been accomplished in this thesis. Thusr a

simultaneous-equations modeL which allows for the

incorporation of the two-way interaction between outmigration

and the regional growth variables is constructed for each time

period. Outcomes of the model indicate that outmigration is a

disequilibrium process, having the effect of widening regional

disparity in the more recent period. This reaffirms the vital

role of governments in tempering regional disparity. Besides,

this study shows that the economic dimension should still be

the primary focus of regional development. In short, more

attention should be paid .to the non-agricultural sector

because of its capacity for providing more employment

opportunities to the localities. At the same time, the model

indicates that improvements in the quality-of-life would

complement the implementation of economic initiatives because

individuals are increasingly concerned rúith the avaitability

of public services and the betterment of housing conditions.



Migration is an on-going important issue for academic

researchers and regional policy-makers for its role as the

major factor leading to demographic change, economic

development and improvement of quality-of-Iife among regions

through the redistributing process of population (Stone, 1969;

Lewis, 1982).1 Àccordin9ly, this chapter attempts to make a

case for the importance of migration in affecting demographic

characteristics, economic development and quality-of-life.

CHAPTER ONE

IMPORTÀTTCE OF MIGRATION

1.1. Mioration and Demoqraphic Chanqe

The very first thing that is associated with migration is
the demographic changes effected, firstly, in population size,
and secondly, in population structure.

With respect to the former, Canadian and U.S. studies have

reflected the fact that migration nas the major component for
popuration growth rather than natural increase (Ànderson,

lEconomic development or economic arowthin the total value of income, employment
in a region; while quality-of-life
subjective satisfaction. concerning
environmental amenities or well-being of
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19651 Canada Manpower and Immigration, 1977; Berry and

Dahmann , 1980; Foot , 19821 and migration will create

fluctuations more than stablization of population size. For

for instance, in the period of 1951-1961, the provinces of

Ontario and gritish Co1umbia, in Canadar êxperienced the

highest rate of population growth but, at the same time, they

happened to be the provinces with the lowest rate of natural
increase (Ànderson, 1965). And for the United States, in the

decade of 1970-1980, among the highest popuration growth rate
states, ßigration accounted for 83% of. population growth in
Nevada, 76% in Arizona, 92% in Florida and 70% in Wyoming (

United States Bureau of Statistics, 1984). Between 1940 and

1970, half of the counties in the United States lost
population as a result of outmigration (r,ee , 1977l . Besides,

in 1970-1975, American central cities experienced an absolute

population loss of nearly two million t ot approximately 3% of.

their total number of residents (nerry and Silverman, 1980).

AlI these researchers magnify the importance of migration in
contributing to net gain or net loss of population to the

respective regions with the belief that net zero-growth is
rare.

In respect of population structure, the highly selective
process of migration wiIl inevitably undermine the existing
age and sex-ratio characteristics of the related regions. The

potential movers are mostly young adults (Lee, et al., 1957;

Beale, 1964). As a consequence, the gaining regions would

have a larger proportion of young-adult population. At the

-2-



same time, the losing regions are left with a large proportion

of elderly people ( Mcoonald, 1968; T{hite, 1980). Indeed, the

rural non-metropolitan counties of the U.S. Great Plaíns,

which experienced high outflows of migrants; had percentages

of population over 65 years of age twice those of Èhe

metropolitan counties-(ruguitt, 1978). As far as sex-ratio is
concerned, some people would argue that males are likely to be

more mobile than females (Jones, 1965). Nevertheless, this
argument is not supported by much evidence. On the contrary,
various researchers have demonstrated that either gender may

prevail, depending on circumstances. What is certain,
however, is Èhat migration will affect the balance in the

structure of sex-ratio characteristics in the regions.

L.Z. Miqration and Economic Development

As Kuznets (1964) states, population redistribution and

economic development are inexorably linked together through

the mechanism of economic growth. Migration, as an underlying

force of population redistribution, becomes the under-current

pointing towards'economic development. It will contribute to

the changes in the pattern of economic arowth and in the

development level of those growing economic activities.
Nevertheless, different directions of flow, that is,
inmigration or outmigration, will differently contribute to

the receiving and sending regions.

-J-



!.2.L. Inmiqration

Historicarly, inmigration has been seen as a contributor
to industrialization and other economic activities in the

'well-developed' countries. The most generally accepted

statement about the effects of innigration is to the effect
that rurar-to-urban migration can .supply the required amount

of labour that makes industriarization possibre. with a lack

of mobirity of rabour, the industrialization process in many

urban settings will be impeded (wi11is, 1g74) . For inst,ance,

England's industrialization in the 19Èh century was definitely
a result of migration f rom rural areas (wfrite and l^7oods,

1980). In fact, the economic development of Western Europe

and North America has often been described in terms of the

continuous transfer of economic activity and people from rural
to urban areas, both within and between countries (Todaro,

1985). For example, it is documented that prior to the 1970s,

the Baxter county of Arkansas in the ozark-Quachita uprands,

Ìûas controlled by the waxing and waning of one industrial
component. But in the 1970s, because of the great influx of
migrants into the region, the county's economic structure was

transformed, becoming furnished with manufacturing, whoresare

and reÈai1 trade, construction, personal and professional

services (Oailey and Campbell, 1980).

Besides, inmigration is both theorized and observed to have

positive effects upon productivity of the labour force, its
income level and employment growth. It is undoubtedly

-4-



recognized that the persons who possessr of have acquired,

special skil1s are not necessarily born or educated at the

site where their talents are needed (¡ogue , 1959).

Inmigration, with iÈs capability of maximizing the utility of

labour, transfers this skilled manpolter to the places where it

can be most fully or adequatety utilized (gicfs, 1940;

Sjaastad, 1962'). Through this selective processr migration

provides the regions with large pools of labour that are

young, more educated and skillful than those existing

elsewhere (Ànderson, 1965). Productivity of labour in the

receiving regions will be raised to a higher level and, in so

doing, contribute to further economic development.

In this context, Borts and Stein (1964) theorized that a

rise in labour supply induced by migrants will lead to a rise

in employment; assuming t,hat the labour demand curve for a

given locality is perfectly elastic. More inmigrants will

mean more investment expenditure; consequently, the labour

demand curve will shift upwards and lead to a rise in vrages.

Some researchers seem to sustain Borts and Stein's claim,

although many others are sceptical about this theory

(Greenwood, 1981). After studying 31 states of the United

States for the period of 1969-1977, Peterson and Mueller

(1980) found that 23 out of the 31 states with above average

population gains had also benefited from average gains in

income. For the period 1950-1960, Burrows and his associates

(1971) found that doubling of the population size would

increase future employnent by a factor of 2.72 in the counties

-5-



of the United States. Kleiner (1984) also found in his cross-

sectional research for 1971, 1973 and 1g75 that U.S.

inmigration was positively and significantly correlated with

enployment change by industry in the Standard Metropolitan

Statistical Areas (SuSes) .

Doubts have not only been cast upon Borts and Stein's

theory for its underlying assumptions, but also on the ability
of inmigration to raise income levels and employment in the

receiving regions. In fact, a virtual consensus view is that
most inmigrants will enter lower income jobs. They would

assert downward pressure on the income level of the existing
poor; thus, this will either create or aggravate the

unemployment rate of the receiving regions (Kogut and Longoni,

1975; Chalmers and Greenwood, 1985). Wrage (1981) concluded,

in his research for the five economic regions of Canada from

1960-1971, that, to a certain extent, inmigration of labour

has a retarding effect on the rate of growth of wages; and,

moreover, the innigration will cause a rise in unemployment.

Chalmers and Greenwood (1985) carried out similar research for

the United States counties for the same decade with the

findings that the unemployment rate will increase with an

influx of labour.

Those contradictory findings reflect only a limited view

of the rnigration situations. A more appropriate and overall
conceptual view of the economic functions of inmigrants to the

receiving regions should be one which looks into the economic

-6-



characteristics of the inmigrants in relation to the economic

needs of the receiving region rather than simply as a

'numbers' problem. To a region which has had abundant

availability of capital investment and fast pace of

industrialization, the influx of migrants wilI serve to

further its economic development process. On the other handt

a region which is experiencing a shrinking economy or having a

slow pace of industrialízaEion, may not be able to digest the

vast number of inmigrants. The absorption capacity of its

economy cannot cope with the urbanization needs of the

neyJcomers; therefore, the 'negative' economic effects of

migration are virtually inevitable. The economic endowment of

the inmigrants sometimes can make up for the economic

deficiency of t,he receiving regio.ns. Besides the skills and

manual labour that they possess, the migrants may bring with

them their savings which can be transformed into investments

in the receiving regions. Inmigrants can be a blessing or a

curse to Èhe economic development of the receiving region; it

all depends upon the economic characteristics of the

inmigrants in relation to the economic opportunities open to

them (lee, 1977; white, 1980).

1 .2 .2 . Outmi qrat i on

Relative to the economic 'gains' of the receiving regions

of inmigrants, the sending region will have to face the

consequences of losing population in terms of retrograde

-7-



economic development.

outmigrants may impede

development of other
productivity, income and

regions. The Maritime

example.

Ì{ith the understanding that many rural Maritime peopre (or

human resources) moved to the metroporiÈan areas of other
provinces instead of within the Maritime provinces, McDonard

(1968) imputed to them the fact that the rate of capitar
accumulation and the pace of industrialization vrere both less
favourable in the Maritime Provinces. His conclusion related
outmigration to economic activities by craiming that
outmigration inhibits the extent to which the regions can

capitarize on the economic advantages of agglomeration for
industriar development. some ot,her researchers suggested the
idea that migration robs the sending regions of valuable human

resources that are young, educated, skiIled, and ambitious for
innovation and modernization. what is evident from this is
that the sending regions are destined to retain the elderly,
undereducated, unskirled labour force ( Myrdar, 19si;. Lansing

and Mueller, 1967; tfcDonald, 1958; Addo, 1974). Even in the

agricurturar sector, the prospects are mediocre. The net

outcome will be a high average age of workers in the farm

family, with a rower productivity and stagnant economic growth

of the sending communities (Hathaway, 1964) and lower per

capita income (McDonald, 19GB).

-8-
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what is more, through the chain reaction of the multiplier
effect, in the first place, outmigrants reduce the lever of
expenditure of the sending region by carrying away their
transfer payments, including unemployment insurance. secondry,
the lowered aggregate demand of the region will induce further
unemployment. vanderkamp (1970) indicated that, in the years
from 1951 to 1961, every five unemployed people leaving the
canadian Maritime provinces adds another two previousry-
emproyed peopre Èo the unemproyment rolls. In a study of the
rural communities in Normandy (France), white (1990) found

that 45.2% of lhe reduction in agricultural employment between

1962 and 1972 could be directly ascribed to the effect of
outmi grat i on .

counter-arguments to the demerits to the sending regions
are also forthcoming. In this view, the sending regions are
not net rosers but, instead, they are 'gainers' in the sense

that the great outflow of migrants reduces their labour
pressure on land and provides a new environment conducive to
changing rural productive techniques. Modern labour-saving
techniques become feasibte and economicar for the first time.
The smarler number of skilled rabour will probably increase
agriculturar productivity and wirl have higheç monetary

returns than before (road, 1 980; oberai , 1 994 ) . The

neoclassical economists will further theorize that the
outmigrants wirl reduce the excessive labour supply of the
sending regionsi the suppry of the remaining labour noyr

egualizes with the level of local demandr so wages will tend

-9-



to rise (willis, 1974; courchene, 1974; canada Manpower'and

rrnmigration, 1977) . co.urchene (1970) showed that the

interprovincial outmigration rate in canada was negativery
correlated with the amount of unemployment insurance for the
period of 1952-1967. This implies that, as the outmigration
rate increases, the number of unemployed people wirr decrease.

outmigration then results in a lowering of the unemployment

rate. wrage( 1 981 ) presumed that the outmigration rate
decreased the unemployed by as much as 34.6% in the five
'economic regions of canada in the period 1961-1971; whire

other factors such as per capita investment and human capital
contributed to 30% and 12% of the reduction rate of

unenployment. In respect of income revel, empiricar studies
are inconsistent, with both positive and negative effects
being documented.

To conceptualize these contradictory views, the threshord
perspective is singred out to shed light on this issue (wtrituy

et ar., 1974). The theories and empirical studies seem to
suggest that whenever the outflow of migrants goes beyond the
threshold leveI required for serf-sustained economic arowth,
the sending regions cannoÈ avoid the adverse economic fate of
recession, in the very short run, or depression, in the longer

run. the sending regions will be further afflicted with the
loss of productive labour and capital investment. The already
shrinking economy may impose pervasive negative infruences on

those who still remain. Besides, the stream of human outflow
is difficult to hart. Therefore, chronic outmigration wirl be
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destructive to economic

social elements, of the

1.3. Mioration aqd Oualitv-of-Life

Migration is a sympÈom of basic sociar change (Bogue,
1959). Àt the same time, its impacts on environmentar changes
are more easily felt by the residents of any region. rn
contrast to the theoretical analysis in economic devel0pment,
empiricar studies have substantiated the importance of
migration to sociar and environmental changes. They can be
influenced in two ways: positively and negatively.

development, which is tied with other
sending regions.

Positive Relationship

rt has been stated that the influx of migrants wirr bring
social and environmental advancement to sparsely-popurated
regions in the sense that expanded population size can now
enable the existing and future services or facilities to
attain economies to scare, that is, they can be offered at a
lower average unit cost (Àlonso , 1975). In the united states
prior to the 1970s, sociar services, public heatth, income
support and personal health care were heavi.ry concentrated in
the north-eastern part of the country and in urban areas of
high population density. rn Èhe southern part of the country,
however, only inadequate levers of these services vrere
provided. The situation of the southern country started to

-1 1-



change with the great inftow of inmigrants after the 1960s.

More and better social services and facilities accompanied

them. The tax base had been enlarged and unit costs for
s.ocial services and f acilities had been lowered (tteyes, 1981 ) .

By way of contrast, during the late 1960s and mid-1970s, ât
Ieast a dozen musical-dance-theatre companies were established
in the rural communities in Mainer largely Èhrough the work of
neyrconers to the state (Gupti11, 1977r. There v¡as also
renewed interest in the rocar neyrspaper in Maine (eloch,

1980). A prima facie case exists, then, for supposing that
cultural and social life in these rural communities has been

enriched and maintained.

At the same time, it is also berieved that the out-flow of
migrants will benefit the sending region which is densery

popurated by improving the ratio of resources to population

size and by the return of social services and facilities to
their 'efficient' lever of production that wirr optimize
social costs and benefits (Davis, 1977). The reduction in
population wirl then impry the slow-down in the rate of
environmental or ecorogicar deterioration of the sending

region. Prior to the 1970s, the north-eastern part of the
u.s. reported the greaÈest environmentar stress in air and

water porlution. since the 1970s, the out-frow of migrants to
the south and west has lessened the rate of porlution, while
the rate of pollution 'disperses' widery ¡¡ithin the nation
(tteyes, 1981 ) .

-12-



Neqative Relationship

The very last observation of Keyes brings out one of the
probrems of the inmigrants. The other negative effects may

include the exertion of heavy pressure on the infrastructure
of the receiving regions with respect to water and electricity
supply, mass-transportation facilities, fire protection
services, refuse collection and social or public institutions
such as schoors, hospitals, post offices, werfare centres,
housing management and recreation centres (oaileyr êt â1.,
1980; whiter1980; Murdock and Lerstritz, 1gg0). rt has been

observed that Baxter county of Arkansas, u.s.A., had faced

such an in-flow of migrants and heavy traffic arong the
principal thoroughfare (uighway 62') that the rocar government

lfas compelled to construct a bypass to ease the stress
(Dailey, et al., 1980). The most imminent effect of arl this
of the receiving region wirl be the rise of housing prices
under the pressure of abrupt increase in demand and the
driving of the lower-income residents into housing plight
(niew, 1973; Beegre et al., 1979). Às in Maine, most of the
inmigrants came to settre down arong the coastar areas; inland
migration was increased because of lower rand and housing

values there (ploch, 1980). Às far as the environment is
concerned, under the condition of low population density,
human waste can be dumped into a river and natural
purification wiLl occur; but, with the increase of popuration

density, the waste-degrading ability of the river will
-13-



decrease (ehrLich and EhrIich, 19721. Furthermorer clean air

will diminish with the gradual increase in population density

and absolute size. À historical report for the 1952 London

fog showed that some 4r000 deaths were directly attributable

to the continuous inhaling of smog which, in turn, resulted

from heavy consumption of coal for heat by the crowded

residents (Akkermann, 1 982) .

In respect of human interaction, the inmigrants who are of

different cultural or ethnic background may be received with

hostility by segments of the local population. Social

conflicts become the undercurrent of social advancement. As

revealed by Ploch (1980) in his study of the social conflicts

between the nerrcomers moved from northern to southern Maine

and local residents, the young inmigrants were often accused

of aggressiveness and were perceived as threats to local
potential leadership.

Not only have inmigrants been observed as a cause of

trouble to the receiving regions but they also leave problems

in the regions which they have left. They create a situation

where the 'stayers' have to bear high costs' of services

provisions which have not been reduced in step with the

population falI. At the same time, the change in demographic

structure will create new demand in some other sectors which

also have to be sustained by the remaining taxpayers. Under

the selective process of migration, it is most likely that the

sending regions are left with the elderly who need the greater

-1 4-



proportion of social servicesi thus, the tax burden is bound

to fall on the shoulders of the 'stayers' (Wtrite, 1980).

In some other cases, the loss of population below the

required self-sustaining socio-economic Arowth level will mean

the withdrawal of schools, banks, shops, post-offices,

professionals and the tike from the communities (WtritUy et

aI., 1974; Lewis, 1982). The residual population may have to

depend heavily upon the more distant centres for their basic

needs or services (Lewis, 1982). For example, Saskatchewan

had removed the raison d'etre of many communities because of

the rural outmigration of farmers (todd, 1980). Meanwhile,

certain cultural or social traditions or customs would fade

away owing to the lack of supports in terms of both the number

of organizers and size of audiences. Ploch (1980) once again

documented the fact that, in Maine of the 1960s, few children

in the remote outmigration-prone communities had ever

experienced a Iive dramatic or musical performance. In short,

culture and quality-of-life wilI deteriorate with a shrinking

community life and economy.

Neve-rtheless, basic relationships between migration and

social or environmental welI-being can be asserted. The net

consequence of inter-regional migration is either a promoting

or dampening of the activities of the social, public and

private institutions in the respective regions. Therefore,

the effects of migration on the emergence or withdrawal of

those institutions depends upon the number of migrants
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involved as well as the social,
characteristics of Èhe migrants.

L.L. Conclusion

The importance of migration has been reveared in the
foregoing descriptions of the relationship between migration
and demographic changes, economic deveropment and social or
environmental well-being. rn the absence of uniformity of
concrusions, two statements are serf-evident. The importance
of migration is reflected through, one, the absolute volume of
human flow, and two, the socio-economic characteristics of the
migrants (Lee, 1977; white, 1gg0). The former has
comparatively greater influences upon demographic changes and
the quality-of-life of both sending and receiving regions. rt
can be easily understood that the basic needs of rich and poor
are very much the same at reast in quantities, although there
may be differences in quality. Therefore, certain basic
social or public and private institutions or facilities are
required by all sections of the community, regardress of the
abiIities or sociar status of the migrants. Thus, their
growth and decline are susceptible to the absolute volume of
migranis concerned. on the other hand, the socio-economic and

ethnic characteristics of the migrants have greater importance
to regional economic development than does absolute number of
migrants. The process of economic development is selective in
respect of human resources. on one occasion, the guality of

-1 5-
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migrants is mòre important than the quantities of migrants; a

well 'qualified' migrant (in terms of his/her education level,
training, available capit.al investment and heatth) wilr be
more varuable than ten or more under-qualified migrants in the
promotion of economic development. The effects of the
absolute volume of human flow cannot be self-explanatory;
instead, they have to depend upon the economic absorption
capacity and the stage of development of the region. without,
for instance, the skill or the capital investment brought by
or generated by some of the migrants, the economic capacity
and the stage of development may not be abre to advance
further. rt is not surprising to note that as far as the
quality of the migrants is concerned, various governments
generally attach some discriminative rules and regulations to
their immigration policies. Ar1 these reflect the tight
relationships between migration with the socio-economic and
ethnic elements of the respective region, and its policy
impl icat ions .

After a1r, while uncertainty stil1 surrounds the
fornulation of adeguate theories of regionar economic
development, demographic structure and social/environmental
well-being, it is clear thaÈ migration analysis has an
important part to play in them. The understanding of the
forces behind migration is a necessary complement to the
understanding of the direcÈion and magnitude of regional
developrnent.2 Therefore, it is an interesting topic that
requires careful and serious inquiry and the intent of this
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work is to do just that using Agro-Manitoba as the framework

for analysis.s Before the relevance of migration to Manitoban
regionar development can be fully addressed, a thorough
grounding in the evolution of regional poricy is cal.led for
and is done in chapter 2. rn the same chapter, a review of
Èhe 'problem region' characteristics pertaining to Agro-
Manitoba is both required and subnitted so as to place poricy
in context. For its part, chapter 3 reverts to the migration
theme, and provides a review of models germane to the
principal task of this thesis, that is, the modelJ_ing of Agro-
Manitoba migration determinants appricabre for the 1961-19g1

period. Chapter 4 essentially calibrates the model deduced in
the previous chapter, whire chapter s ponders the significance
of the results so obtained. Finarly, chapter 6 considers the
value of migration anarysis for regional development planning,
especially in light of the findings inferred for Agro-
Manitoba. The regional situation is now on the agenda, and

accordingly, it is timery to commence with chapter 2.

tR.gionaL development is defined as the quaritative orguanfitive process of economic and quality-or-Íitã --hung" 
oflasting characteristic.sAgro-Manitoba is defined as the southern part of the province

of Manitoba in which agricultural activities are dominant.This term wiIl be used iñterchangeably with t"iuÍ-l¿"nitoba andsouthern Manitoba. Foy details oi the study area, see AppENDrxrv.
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REGIONAL DISPÀRITY AND DEVELOPMENT TN AGRO_MÀNITOBA

2.1. policies and proorammes

Regional disparity within provinces has long been the most
politically-cruciar issue in the canadian scene (r,ivingston,
1979'). The province of Manitoba is no exception to this
general statement. Àn extremely high degree of regional
disparity has been recognized within Manitoba aÈ least since
the 1960s (reo, 1969). such conditions denote the existence
of serious imbalances in economic opportunities as werl as
inequitable distribution of education, health, social
development services and housing for many areas within
Manitoba (reor 1969; cuidelines, 1g73a). Às a matter of fact,
imbalances of economic opportunities and quality-of-rife are
particurarly acute within Agro-Manitoba. rt is not uncommon
to find that the rnterrake and the parkland region, or the
sorely farming or smalrer (ress than 1o0o peopre) rural
communities have particurarly row income and high unemproyment
rates (uanitoba Economic Àdvisor]¡ Board , 1971; TED, 1969).
underrying these economic conditions are the equalry serious
problems of maldistribution of housing, medical, education,
retail and recreational services (reo, 1969). Thus, in the
1950s, Èhere was'widespread agreement that this disparity was
too great to be acceptabre and needed government initiatives
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and development programmes to address it.

since the 1 960s, both the federal and provincial
governments have been actively involved in reducing regional
disparity within Agro-Manitoba. rn a sense, regional
disparity can be a problem of sociar injustice: as long as

substantiaL regionar disparity continues, all canadians do not
enjoy an equal opportunity to improve their weLl-being. Its
related hidden probrem is the fairure to ensure full and

efficient use of the resources endowed in each and every
region. rn this context, regional disparity can serve as an

indicator of underdeveropment of the resources in many

potentiar areas where they are not being used to their best
possibre advantage (teo, 1969). Experience overwhermingry

suggests that the problem of unbalanced regional development

cannot be sorved by market forces. For example, in the 1 950s

and 1960s; the canadian economy enjoyed rapid economic arowth
but regional differences in income and employment became more

apparent than ever (Duncan, 1 984 ) . Meanwhile, Manitoba' s

economy as a whole shared the overarr rapid growth rate;
while, at the same time, the intra-regional economic imbarance

became much more acute than before. Àr1 these trends have

suggested that some form of government 'intervention' is
required to handle the probrem of regional disparity directly.
Fortunatery, some efforts have been made at both federal and

provincial leve1s to attend to this very problem.
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2.1.1. Historical
Development

2.1.1 .1. Introduction

over the past twenty years, the progressive conservative
Party (pc) and the New Democratic party (Nop) had alternately
been in power in the Manitoba parriament: yet, their policy
towards regionar deveropment in Agro-Manitoba was very much in
line with each other; with an exceptional change in emphasis

for the 1971-1977 NDp government. Al1 those governments

recognized that regional disparity was/is the major problem in
Agro-Manitoba. with the belief that economic development

wourd contribute social benefits (cuidetines , 1g73a), they
began to initiate and direct the deveropment of agricultural,
manufacturing and tertiary industries (particularly tourist
industry) in Agro-Manitoba. The catchword for the programmes

impremented was efficiency; that is, the efficient use of the
endowed resources of the respective 1ocalities.a

on the issue of regional industrial deveropment, the
committee on Manitoba's Economic Future (coMgr) suggested in
1963 that rnanufacturing should be located where there are the
best economic advantages, that is, in those areas either with

Perspective of Provinc iaI Reqional

o .This emphasis on efficiency in regional development isevident in many of the documents (which wilr be disäussed inthe next section) published by different potiticar parties aswerr as the statement of regional development polici releasedby the Department of Regional Industrial Expansion.
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the economic conditions necessary to attract nev¡ manufacturing
or providing the basis for growth of existing firms. These

can be the areas with adequate supply of raw materials,
labour, easy accessibirity and large regional markets (counr,
1 963) . on the issue of rural communities and service
development, the coMEF (p.xr -4-2) suggested that ' the
consolidation that is taking place in the rural communities is
not necessarily bad because, rike the consoridation of farms,
it generalry results in a more economic unit which can perform
its functions better'. Together, the consoridation of
manufacturing as well as service industry was believed to not
only provide efficient productive activity, but it was thought
likery to offer new employment opportunities to the people in
the surrounding towns. Thus, communities within the region
wourd continue to reap benefits from these consoridated
economic activities (couer', 1 963 ) .

The Report of the commission on Targets for Economic
Development (reo) uy the pc government arso suggested that
government policy must be based upon what is both feasible and
economically efficient and incentives must be based on the
best avairable knowledge concerning the total benefits and
costs of attracting people or industry into a particur4r
location. Despite the fact that, after the publication of
'Guiderines for the seventies', there is no explicit
statements or documents concerning regional development
policy, the governments' stated policy on fiscal restraint and
streamlined assistance for economic deveropment indicate an
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emphasis on the efficiency of economic development.

Programmes supporting social development have been reduced or
eliminated and the development of many depressed regions has

been de-emphasized (Johnston, 1979). This is evident from the
consolidation of new hospital facilities and major housing
programmes in the principal regional towns (Johnston, 197Ð.

The temporary break in the emphasis of economic development

based on the principre of efficiency came in the years of the
NDP government from 1971-1977. The NDP government shifted the

basic principre of regional development from efficiency to
equi ty and the development pol ic ies ,were documented in

'Guidelines for the seventies'. unlike its predecessors, the
Guiderines stressed not onry economic development but arso

sociar development as the strategies for reducing regional
disparity in terms of greater equity in income and in access

to social services and economic opportunities between regions
and occupationar groups. Besides, the Guiderines enphasized

decentralization as opposed to centralization. rt was hoped

that through decentalízation, the pubtic sector itself could
be a useful vehicre for imprementing the 'principles of
Guiderines' and such a programme would constitute a positive
step in the direction of baranced regional deveropment. To

comply with the poricy of decentrarization, the government's

administration offices were distributed to fifteen totüns in
Northern and southern (agro-) ltanitoba (Johnston, 1979). As

far as the farmer crientele was concerned, it vlas suggest.ed

that most government services should be situated no more than
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thirty minutes travelling time from a

Àgriculture centre. Simi1arly, facilities
basic social services and education were

accessible (road and Brierley, 1982).

rn effect, then, there vrere initially only fairly broad
statements concerning the direction of regional development.

This situation was endemic to canada. rt was not until 1959

that a more direct approach towards regionar development was

esÈablished. rn 1969, a federal regional deveropment
government agency known as the Department of Regional Economic

Expansion (onee) was formed to promote direct goars, and

substantial programmes contributing to greater regional growth
nere eventuarly implemented. Nevertheless, in 1993, it was

reorganised and combined with the rndustry, Trade and commerce

Department to form a new department carred the Department of
Regionar Industrial Expansion (onre). This new department's
goal sras more or ress the same as that of the DREE: to reduce
regional disparity through various direct programmes.

However, its focus has been shifted from public effort to
private effort (particularly the private smal1 business) as a
means for stimulating regional deveropment (onre, 19g4a). rt
vras on the verge of eclipse in late-1987 with the announcement

of government intentions to create a gtestern canada-wide

development agency.

Department of

for health care,

to be readilv
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Z.1.L.Z- The Evolution of Provincial rnitiatives of Reoional
Development for Aqro-Manitoba

Provincial regionar development policies concerning ê-gro-
Manitoba to"r. well ilrustrated in three rna jor documents;
namely, the coMEF (1963), TED (1959) and Guidelines (1973).

since 1973r rìo explicit statement of rural poricy from the
successive provincial governments has emerged. Thus, to have

a better understanding of Manitoba's rurar development
poricies, a review of each of those three documents is in
order. They are discussed in chronologicar order.

2.L.1 .2.1 . coMEF ( 1963 )

This is a comprehensive regional planning document

initiated by the pc government (red by Duff Roblin), which
held power from 1 958-1967, and was aimed to accererate
economic deveropment so as to provide emproyment opportunities
for the growing labour force in the province. rt identified
the problems of the rural areas and attempted to sorve those
problems.

rt intimated that many rurar areas, particularly the rural
tonns' were facing the probrems of Iow income and high
unemployment. These problems had been a resuLt of technical
change arising out of mechanization and consolidation of
farms, and improvements in transportation. The former had

resulted in the decline in farm population in many rural
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communities. Automobiles and better roads, resurting in
improved transportation, enabled the farmers to travel further
to larger cities and towns which offered a wider variety of
goods and services than neighbouring smarrer towns. For their
part, the favoured communities experienced simultaneous
increase in dernand for goods and services and might end up

with the promotion of employment opportunities. on the other
hand, smaller communities might face a decline in businessand
fewer locar employment opportunities to the effect that
unequal distribution of economic opportunities became more

pronounced. The small communities continuously rost
population to the larger communities. Those rarger
communities were virtually growing at the expense of the
smaller rural communities. Furthermore, communities which
hitherto had grown through consoridation of services, in turn,
might falI victim to still rarger and more aggressive
communit ies.

since growth by redistribution did not seem to be a

promising answer, the need for new employment opportunities to
encourage people to come in, or remain in, the vulnerable
communities was aired. rn order to provide new employment

opportunities, coMEF suggested new industry must be attracted
to the rurar areas or communities. The coMEF (1963) also
considered severar vrays of attracting new industries into
those target areas. Àrthough some towns in rurar Manitoba

looked pleasing in appearance and had excelrent banks,

schoors, libraries, streets, stores and other facitities, many
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towns were still behind in service guality and quantities. on

this account, they became unattractive to prospective new

firms. Therefore, in order to attract ne* industries
(economic activities) to the region, the infrastructure or the
community facilities ought to be improved or installed. rn
supporting this solution, coMEF reflected that the development
of Norwich, England, wourd present a good example for unified
efforÈs to improve the appearance of the existing business
districts in many rural towns. The artistic touch in
serection of colours, awning materiar, sign lettering, etc.,
did much to transform the area into an attractive business
district, and the result was reflected in increased business
activities. New industries could also be attractedr âs the
coMEF (1963) suggested, through the deveropment of standard
rndustrial parks in the communities. rn this respect, the
availabirity of sites and buildings became an increasingry
important consideration affecting future industrial expansion
in rural Manitoba. Therefore, communities should ensure the
ready availability of properly-zoned, adequatery-serviced and
reasonably-priced sites: that is, provide 'standard'
industrial parks or districts in order to stimulate industrial
development in the rural areas. .

Additionarly, the coMEF suggested that properry-organised
and directed regional planning organisation could work towards
increasing opportunities for agricurtural processing and other
types of manufacturing. rn recognizing that many of the
'problems facing rurar Manitoba r¡ere regionar in nature, this
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approach offered individuar communities the mechanism for
attacking these problems on a united front. The regional
organisation could be especíarly effective in dealing with
problerns of initial concern such as the devel0pment of water
and other resources, the establishment of regionar parks,
adjusÈment in agriculture to encourage nelr crops and livestock
enterprise, and the prornotion of industry and Èourism
development on a broad front.

Despite the fact that the coMEF (p.xt-4-3) made many
recommendations on regionar deveropment in the rural areas, it
conformed to 'raissez faire' thinking in the sense that it
earmarked responsíbility for development onto the local
communities' suggesting 'action by individuals and communities
are key to rural deveropment,. At the same time, it decraimed
'the Province cannot be expected to carry the fuIl toad of
pubrícizing and promoting Manítoba. Arthough it can provide
assistance, the real responsibility for the deveropment of
Manitoba ries with the individual in communities throughout
the province'. Therefore, it suggested that the banks, the
railways, the gas and erectric utilities, the terephone
system, the åg'riculture extension service, and other
organisations with sÈaff stationed throughout the province
should participate in the economic development of the rural
areas; only then could a real contribution be made to the
development effort. such 'raissez faire, attitudes are also
explicitly expressed in dearing with the problematic rural
communities- For the development of those problematic or
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decLining rural communities, the coMEF (xt-+-z) concruded
that, 'which communities grovr, and which decline, need not be

left to chance. Local initiative action can determine the
course of future community growth'.

z.!.L.2.2.

During 1968-1969' a commission was established under the pC

government led by walter weir which was charged .with defining
the goars for Manitoba's overarl development for the period of
1969-1980. The product of the commission was the report
entitred tReport of the commission on Targets for Economic
Devel0pmenÈ' (rno). rn fact, many conservative politicians
refer to it as a 'guide book' for Manitoba's future.

The major charrenge confronted by the report rras to define
the governmental policy of regional development as baranced
growth throughout the province. unlike the coMEF (1963)

report which emphasized technical change and outmigration as
the cruciar factors affecting regional problems, the TED

suggested that the failure of the rural areas or communities
to adjust to technical change lvas the fundamental reason for
reg i onal imbalan.ces . I t stated that :

In large measure, substantial economicdisparity in rhe qualiry-of-Iife .*p.ii;;;;ãin rural Manitobã is the result of thesl-owness of adjustment to the massive anã
l?pid technicar èhanges that are transforminglife all over the world. Such chanfes ;;ãessential to modern growing economieã, U"i
lhey g"T?ng_ a high degree oi adjustmeár f;o;both individuars and iegions. itrey penarizã
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Nevertheless, this report did not deny the fact that
outmigraÈion and regiona] disparity were highly correlated.
rt say¡ that outmigration might not be detrimental to the
economic development of the regions or communities if these
rural communities courd make .rapid strucÈura1 adjustment to
the changes. outmigration had led to the ross of human

resources, incruding a major proportion of rurar educated
youth. The report had also estimated that roughly 40% ot the
disparity in average income between Manitoba regions resulted
from regional variations in population-age structure and

labour force participation. Àlso, lower-income regions
tended to have a lower proportion of their totar popuration in
the working age group. The remaining 60% ot. the disparity in
average income between Manitoba regions in 1961 resulted from
variations in levels of regional productivity.

TED asserted that technical change and outmigration is a

natural outcome. Therefore, 'regardless of ¡chat course of
action chosen, Manitoba's farm popuration wirr continue to
shrink and the smarrer rurar centres will continue to
disappear. By 1980, it is conceivabre that there wilt be

201000 farmsr âs opposed to roughly 37roo0 at present and that
there will be fewer than 40 agricultural centres in Manitoba's
rural regions, compared to more than 50 at present' (TED,

1969 r p.431 ). such a natural trend was deemed difficult to
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halt unless the regions or communities can rapidly adjust
themselves to these changes. For instance, TED ( 1 969)

pinpointed the main concern of Manitoba's .agricultural
industry as the challenge of adaptation to the modern

industrial state. Àdjustments in management, farm inputs,
farm capital and narketing procedures vlere as urgently
required as adjustrnents in farm members and farm population.

And the rate of adaptability of this key industry wou1d, in
large measure, dictate the rate of evolution of total regional
incomes, employment and service industrial development. In

other words, since the farm population would continue to
decline, the critical question l¡as the rate at which toÈal

farm cash income, farm purchases and farm family income could

rise and thereby could stimulate development throughout

Manitoba. As for the residents of the service centres faced

with declining population, they should assume the centres'
role to be residential areas or tourist centres for survival.
Otherwise, these declining centres would enter the 'slowdeath'
option in which the process of economic and social erosion

would continue remorselessly.

Like the COMEF report, TED also emphasized the importance

of regional planning. Nevertheless, this report averred that
most Manitoba regions were at the primary stage of regional

development. Àt this stage, a strategy of research, of

informing the people of a region about their development

opportunities, of developing necessary links between people of

a region and the senior levels of government had to be called
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for.

rnterestingry, TED (1959) adopted a less 'laissez faire'
attitude towards regional development than that stated in the
coMEF. rnstead, it laid emphasis on the coordination of all
levels of government, particularly the involvement of federal
and provincial governments in the development of rurar
Manitoba. rt had craimed that the process of research,
consultation and development of an agreed-upon pran wouLd

reguire at least two years and probabry cost between $1sor0oo
and $200r000. Arr of these expenditures should be financed by

the senior governments. Besides, the federar and the
provincial governments shourd assume virtuarly all the cost
invorved in regionar upgrading because most Manitoba regions
rüere incapable of financing their own development projects.
The report finalry concluded that on the basis of past

experience, major regional development nas unlikery unless the
federal government was prepared to finance at least 60% ot the
total cost.

2.1 .1 .2.3. Guidelines f or the Seventies ( 1973 )

rn 1973, the NDp government (red by Edward shreyer) laid
down its economic development policy in the report entitled
'Guidelines for the seventies'. The Guiderines (1973)

accepted that technical change and outmigration were the major

factors responsible for regional imbalances in Manitoba's
rurar regions. But it nas strongly against the view that
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outmigration is a naturar course and cannot be changed.
Rather, the Guidelines saw outmigration as a result of
inappropriate government policies in rural development. .As it
asserted, 'frequentl1z... migration is the coerced resurt of
world and national economic forces often reinforced by
inadequate or inappropriate policy such has been invoruntaryr
cruel and wasteful' (Guide1ines, 1973a, p. 14, .

In respect of technicat changes, the Guidelines believed
that such benefits to the rural areas could be rearized by
improving transportation and communications, and by providing
more leisure time for farmers through farm consolidation and
mechanization. However, the adverse effects vrere also
recognized; namely, the improvement in transportation,
communication and farm consolidation and mechanization would
bring great disadvantages to many rurar areas in encouraging
large-scale outmigration. Residents of the smalrer rural
communities might opt to purchase more goods in the nearest
sizabre centres because of easier transportation; and that
would lead to the shrinking of the business services in the
smal1 towns. Farm consolidation and mechanization would also
squeeze out large numbers of surplus labour from the rurar
communities. All these resurted in higher unemproyment rates
in the rural conmunities as peopre sought better economic
opportunities in the rarger centres. Guiderines noted that,
between 1966 and 1971, farm and non-farm population had
decreased by about 20r000.
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To the Guidelines, outmigration is not an end in itself.
outnigration would further depreciate the econornic and .social

environment of the communities and thus cause generarry more

outmigration. This would be so because outmigration would:
1 ) reduce the market of commerciar and retail

establishments, creating a negative
multiplier in the 1ocal economy;

2) result in underuse of publicly-supported

services such as schools, hospitals,
telephone Iines and the road network,

causing increased taxes and declining
standards of service for those who

remained;

3) remove from the population the youngest and

most able members of the work force; and

4) add to the expense of the receiving towns

and cities by requiring the construction of
expensive additions to the infrastructure.
Furthermore, it reduced the quality-of-life
by over-burdening public services
(Johnston, 1979J.

rn fact, boÈh technical change and outnigration are
responsible for regional imbalances. BuÈ the Guiderines
recognized that technical change vras a natural phenomenon and

it is necessary for modernization of rurar areas.
Furthermore, there is no doubt that it did improve the
quality-of-life of the community by improving productivity
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(and, hence, incomes) and providing more leisure for the rural
popuration. But on the other hand, though outmigration itserf
is a conseguence of technological change, it is not a natural
course that cannot be halted. people left because they vrere

poor or lrere confronted with no economic opportunities or
because of the deteriorated sociar environment. Therefore, if
economic opportunities and social benefits y¡ere both
available, the outmigration trend would be curbed and balanced
regional development might have the chance of attainment.

under such a rationale, the Guidelines (1973) placed the
'stay option'as its cent.ral theme of regional policy in rural
Manitoba. The main objective of the 'stay option' is to
provide significant opportunities in alr regions in rural
Manitoba so that people can find a satisfying rife in the
region of their choice. The Guidelines suggested that such a
policy is vital for curbing outmigration since history has

shown that, in its absence, rarge numbers of people have been

leaving the countryside to take advantage of opportunities
ersewhere. Therefore, this 'stay option' represented a

determined effort by the government to reverser or to srow

down, trends of outmigration which came about as a result of
the system of agriculturaL modernization.

rn its term of office, the NDp government implemented a

variety of programmes dwerling on both the development of
economic and social opportunities in support of the 'stay
option' . These include:
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1 ) employment and industrial development

through job creation, upgrading of skills,
financial assisÈance, and taxation
benef i ts ;

2) agricultural stablization through

encouraging increased farm outputs,
diversification and financial management

assi sÈance ;

3) improvement of social goods and services
through community health centres, nevr

housing and housing repairs programmes, as

well as maintaining rural schools; and

4, decentralization of government offices and

services to all parts of southern Manitoba
(Johnston, 1979) .

rn pursuing these programmes, the Guidelines favoured the
widening participation of all revels of government as well as

individuars. rt particurarly encouraged the involvement of
citizen representatives as erected officiars or members of
locar area deveropment boards, farmers' organisations and

chambers of commerce in the government process, be it with
regard to health, education, sociar servicesr or any of the
major public programmes directly affecting rural Manitoba.

Perhaps

summed up

1)

the rural development poricy in Guidelines is best

by its four basic principles:
maximization of the weII-being of aI1
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Man i tobans ;

greater equality in incomes and in access

to social services and economic

opportunities between regions and

occupational groups;

implementation of the stay option, that is,
the provision of government services and

resources to allow rural dwellers to remain
on their farms and in small centres if they
so desired; and

the provision of public participation in
the process of development.

2l

3)

The two successive governments, the pcs led by sterring
Lyon (1977-1 981 ) and the NDps led by Howard pawley
( 1 981 -present ) did not have any particurar blueprint
concerning Èhe issue of reg.ionar development policy. rn the
absence of expricit statements, we can only detect poricy
through the major provinciar initiatives. one of these is the
Jobs Fund programme initiaÈed by the pawley government in
1 981 . This programme does not directry address the
development of Agro-Manitoba. Rather, it is an arr-round
provinciar programme concerning alr parts as well as all
economic sectors of Manitoba. The programme was, in fact, a

response of the provincial government to the economic
depression triggered in 1991. As t.he programme indicates,

The Manitoba economy was in disarray,businesses were being iorced into bankruptåíin increasing numbers, segments oi-trrã--ä;;ñ;i,
-37 -
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which had traditionally been strongcontributors to stability- and growth yrere
reelilg, and thousands ol uanitoËans, young
and old alike were suddenly $,ithout joUã anawithout prospects for néw ones (úanitoba
Economic Ðevelopment Cooperation, 1994, p.2).

Therefore, the Manitob. Jobs Fund was established to meet the
need of job creation.

Às far as Agro-Manitoba is concerned, the Municipal
community Àssets programmes under the Manitoba Jobs Fund

provides capital assistance for construction, rehabilitation
and renovation of small-to-medium-sized community projects.
rn the short term, it is hoped to meet the cycrical concerns
of high unemployment, whire broadening and strengthening the
communities' economic foundation in the long run. Job Funds

emphasized local participation in asset provision
(construction) and job creation. so far, through the efforts
of the Manitoba Job Fund and the co-operation and

participation of rocal governments, community organisations
and the private sector, many construction projects have been

undertaken: and nelr firehalrs, hearth centres, theatres,
services and water projects and schools have been added.

rmportantry, however, the government has recentry
emphasized Federal-provinciar co-operation in ensuring that
their policies are complementary and mutually reinforcing with
those of the federal government. The NDp government led by

Pawrey is different from its predecessors on regionar
development policy in that it does not stress the rore of
rural outmigration in rural deveropment. RaÈher, it is
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ínterested in the current probrems of rural areas: economic
depression and unemployment. rn fact, rural outmigration is a

deep-rooted and rong-term probrem that needs particurar
attention. Furthermore, previous governments have emphasized
the development of manufacturing in dealing with the rural
problems. rn conÈrast, within the Jobs Fund programmes, the
construction industry is given pride of place. rt is hoped
that through the expansion of the construction industry, more
jobs can be provided and the environmentar amenity of the
rural areas can be improved. yet, like its predecessors, the
government points to the role of local community organisations
and the private sector in rural development.

since the 1960s provinciar governments have expressed great
concern about regional devel0pment in Agro-Manitoba. The

three documents pubrished by the provincial governments
hording snay during the years 1969 to 1973 recognized that
outmigration (induced by technical change) was a major probrem
of the rurar areas. The suggested sorution of the pc

government in the earry 1960s to this probrem ldas to encourage
growth in different economic sectors. conversery, the pc

government of the late 1960s encouraged the rural communities
to adjust themselves to this secular trend of migration
through exploration of their own potentials for economic
development. rn other words, these two governments stressed
the stimurating of economic arowth of the rural areas to cope
with outmigration. Meanwhile, the NDp government of the 1970s

had a somewhat different emphasis in dealing with this
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probrem. Not only did it endorse economic development, but it
arso believed that, if onry the sociar werr-being courd be

improved, then the people wourd be willing to stay in their
originar rocations. There are no particular statement for
regional development policy published by the two successive
governments in the most recent yearsr yet it seems quite clear
that the interest of the current provincial government has

focused not onry on the economic arowth of the areas, but also
on the environmentar amenity of the rocare through the
development of infrastructure. put explicitry, the recenÈ

provincial government is concerned with the quality-of-life
of the population.

2.1.2. Institutional perspective of Reoionar Devel_opment---

The Joint rnvorvement of the Federal and provincial
Governments

Prior to 1969r Do centralized and co-ordinating agency

responsibre for regional development yras in existence. By

that time, regional development programmes were carried out by

various agencies or departments with their ov¡n targets, which
were usuarly overlapping. only in 1969-lras DREE formed to
handle the rong-term, large-scare, and integrated deveropment

programmes. Nevertheless, throughout its existence, DREE was

severely criticized for its inefficiency. Às recounted, in
1983, it was formally reconstituted as DRIE. The effects of
these institutions on regional development can be consolidated
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into three distinct phases. They are: the period prior to
1969, from 1969 to 1982, and the period from lggz to the
present.

Z.!.2.1. prior to 1969

Prior to 1969, many rurar problems had been addressed and

attended to by different government departments; nevertheless,
these issues were treated in an 'ad hoc' manner. Different
departments just tried to solve the problems which came under
their 'rural' jurisdictions. Àt the federal revel, the
Department of rndustry, and the Department of Agriculture,
together with the Forestry and Rurar Deveropment Departments,
nere primarily responsible for rurar issues. The federal
Department of Industry was particularry concerned with the
areas suffering from high unemployment, row incomer or areas
in decline. The Area Deveropment Agency (ao¡) which was

mandated by the Department, was aiming at the provision of
incentives for manufacturing industries to rocate in these
areas (walker, 1975r. The federal Department of Agriculture
had arso set up its own Brogrammes such as those implicit in
the Agricurtural and Rural Deveropment Act (anoa),

encompassing a wide range of rural issues, from soil problems

through farm reorganisation to rural education (walker , 197S).

rn general, the federal and provinciar governments were

handring rurar probrems independentry through separated
departments. yet on occasion, they would joint together to
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initiate joint prograrnmes that shared common interests. The

establishment of the Fund for Rural Economic Development Ac¡
(r'npn) of 1966 was a sarutary exampre. The tasks of
administration and co-ordination of the FRED $¡ere divided
between the federal Forest and Rurar Departments, and the
Manitoba Department of Agriculture.

At the provincial revel, the Department of Agriculture and

the Department of rndustry and commerce were primarily
responsible for rural issues. rn 1963, the former had a
tot,al of 47 members of staf f ; of which 43 nere agrículturar
representatives and four were agricultural extension
engineers. At the same time, the Department of rndustry and

commerce had a crew of nine members; with six town planners
and three rural development officers. The staffing structure
more or less reflected the functions of those two Departments.

A preliminary review of the approaches of Èhese institutions
to dealing with rural issues would readily corroborate the
over-lapping of the provincial and federar programmes (canada

: Economic council of canadar 1977). At the same time, some

aspects would have been neglected by both revers of
governments because effective co-ordination v¡as apparently
lacking and an overall lhrust v¡as hardry att,ained (canada

DREE, 1973b).

Therefore, in the late 1960s, i! was generally felt thaÈ a
central department was necessary not only to consolidate and

to co-ordinate the federal and provincial administration
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functions, but to direct its'own efforts towards reducing

regionar dispariÈy. Against such a background, the Liberar
Party was selected to form the government in 1 968. under the
premiership of Pierre Trudeau, the new Department (onee) was

estabrished in'Ju1y 1968, with the nobre aim of encouraging

'economic expansion in regions of canada where the growth of

ernployment and income have been lagging' (walker , 1l97S,

p.208). rn other words, the policy of reducing regionar
disparity was to be centralized under one roof.

z.!.2.2.

2.L.2.2.L. The Orqanizational Structure of DREE

The formation of DREE nas an attempt to integrate and co-
ordinate sets of policies for regionar development that
depended upon the reduction of disparity in economic

opportunities between the regions of canada. At the same

time, when it was set üpr DREE consisted of pranning,

programming, implementation and incentives components under

four assistant duputy ministers plus the necessary

administrative and technical support functions. However,

criticism of DREE in those early years crystarrized round the
fact of over-centrarization. consequentry, a major policy
review yras launched in 1972. The review concluded that
regionar developnent required the effective co-operation of
many federal, provincial and private agencies; such that the

DREE should decentralize its operations and that federal-
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provincial co-operation might be achieved more readiry through
broad, flexible and enabring agreements with each province.
Following the recommendations of the review, DREE was

restructured to faciritate its decentralization.
subsequently, the department amargamated planning and
programming components under one assistant deputy minister
(planning). At the same time, the implementation function,
previously under one assistant deputy minister, rras

reallocated on a regional basis --- Àtlantic (Moncton), west
(saskatoon), euebec (Montreal), and ontario (Toronto) -
(canada DREE, 1923b). The management of the incentive
programme remained under an assistant deputy minister
(rncentive). The DeparÈment operated offices in each
provincial capital headed by a director. The directors in the
provinces reported to the assistant deputy minister for
operations in oÈtawa. rn so doing, the federal staff were
decentrarized to the regions in order to encourage better
first-hand knowledge and a greater sensitivity to attitudes
across the country. Later, the provincial offices were given
power to make incentive grants for smaller projects within
their areas (watker, 197s). .They could authorize grants for
projects with capital costs between $so0r0oo and $1,50or0oo
and likely to create up to 100 jobs (canada DREE , 1g7s,).
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Z.L.Z.Z.Z. proqrammes Initiated þ¿ the DREE

on its formaÈion, DREE had drawn together existing
programmes like the PFRÀ (1935), FRED (1966) and AD1A (1965).
At the same time, it arso issued nelr programmes like RDIA
(1969) and ARDA (1972): alr of which had some bearing on the
development of rural Manitoba. These programmes were of two
kinds. some were industrial incentives where the strategy
was to create productive employment by making investment in
viabre industry more attractive in rerativery slow-growth
regions. Examples of such ventures are the ADIA and RDIA.
others vtere infrastructure assistance programmes in which the
objective was to provide the additionar sociar capital
necessary to facilitate economic expansion and social
adjustment in the areas requiring speciar measures. Exampres

of these measures are the pFRÀ, FRED and ARDÀ.

Nevertheless, in the early years of DREE, its programmes

v¡ere also open Èo criticism. The policy review of 1g7z
recognized that a wide range of provinciar and federal
policies and programmes that were dealing with underdeveloped
regions lacked a unified direction and these poricies and
programmes needed particurar federal and provincial co_
operation (canada DREE, 1g7s). Furthermore, the early DREE

programmes had also been criticized for too much emphasis on

the overall sectoral growth rather than the overall growth of
individual regions. Therefore, the.inportance of deveJ_opment

of the depressed regions was often undermined (walker, 19g3).
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As a remediar action, the federal government signed the
Generar Deveropment Agreements (c¡as) of ten-year duration
with each province (except Prince Edward rsrand which was
immersed in a 1s-year pran dating from 1969). Five-year GDAs
ylere later signed with the yukon in 1977, and with the North
west rerritories in 1g7g (canada DREE, 1gg'a). For Manitoba,
the GDA was signed on 5 June 1974 by the federal Minister of
Regional Economic Expansion and the provínciar Minister of
Mines' Resources and Environmental Management (canada DREE,
1980a) ' The GDÀ not onry provided for better federal-
provincial co-operation through a combined federal-provincial
funding (shared on a 40-60% basis) and co-managed subsidiary
agreements over a wide range of programmes concerning economic
development, but it arso covered arr erements of the economy
as well as spatial issues concerning desired regional patterns
within a province (walker, 1983). rnterest in sectoral as
well as regionar programmes can be evidenced through the
subsidiary agreemenÈs for Manitoba. rn the manufacturing
sector, there was the rndustrial Development Àct signed in
1978 (for 1979-1993); for the agriculturar sector, there was
the varue Added cropped Act signed in 1g7g (for 1g7g-19g4)
and for the tertiary sector, the Tourism Devel0pment Act was
formulated in 1979 (for 1979-19g4). The GDÀ,s scope covered
aLl regions in Manitoba and is exemplified by the Manitoba
Northland Àgreements (for 197g-1gg2), winnipeg core Àrea Àct
(for 1981-1986), and Agro-Manitoba ect (for 1974-present). As
far as the development of Agro-Manitoba is concerned, the
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pr09rammes

according

1)

could be divided into three broad categories
to their functions:

Iand and water resources programmes: PFRA

(1936-present), FRED (1967-1977) and ARDA

(1972-1977);

agricultural industry programmes: Value

Added Cropped (1979-present) ;

non-agricultural industry programmes: ÀDIA

and RDIA (1963-1980), Tourism Development

Subsidiary Act (1979-198S).

2)

3)

To concrude, DREEr s initiatives were, by and rarge,
economic-oriented. They were implemented to promote regional
economic growth in Agro-Manitoba in the hope that both
desirabre economic and quality-of-1ife conditions of the
popuration would be brought about and regional disparity
narrowed. Furthermore, the criterion for deveropment

assistance in this period of time was very much based on

efficiency rather than equity. The underdeveroped areas ( in
terms of income and employment opportunities) tt¡at had the
relative advantages in resource endowments would have received
the earliest attention of the government rather than the
disadvantageousry-endowed counterparts. The 'sorution' to
regional disparity became a 'naturar process of growth' which

was supposed to spread outward from the first type of area.
Based on the efficiency criterion for development assistance,
it is not difficul-t to perceive that the original intention of
the federal governmenÈ to create DREE was to promote 'sectoral
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growth' more .than 'regional growth'.

2_.t .2.!. 1 983-present

2.L.2-3.1. The Downfall 0f DREE and the Rise of DRIE

rn its early years, DREE had received much acclaim from
provinciar officials. Particularly after the introduction of
the GDAs ' many provincial governments became its strong
supporters. rn the first place, they were the principal
clients of the DREE. Àt the same time, the GDAs had offered a
nurnber of attractive features to them. rt meant nen
discretionary spending in a high profire field - economic
deveropment. They had the provinciar government actualry
derivering Èhe initiative and thereby monopolizing the
credits. By and rarge, it y¡as the provinces that came forward
with proposals and the federar government responded. Às weI1,
there h'ere very few trade-offs dernanded from provincial
governments in return for federal funding of provincial_
packaged and implemenÈed initiatives (savoie, 1gg4) .
Nevertheless, this provincial or regional approach had upset
many federar officiars. For one thing, many federar officars
fert thatr orì the one hand, there was through DREE an
instrument being substantiarry financed with federal funds;
yet on the other, this instrument rras clearly favouring the
poritical profile of provincial governments; and the DREE
programming was simply an extension of provincial government
programmes (savoie, 1gg4). rn fact, many senior officiars
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were opposed to the transfer of federal discretionary spending
to support initiatives from provincial line depa.rtments
rather than their own. DREE wourd sign subsidiary agreements
with provincial governments in such sectoral areas as
agriculture and forestry while other federal ministers were
being denied funds for new initiatives for these very same

sectors by their own Treasury Board. The federal Minister of
Àgricurture in fact remarked that, 'DREE, it is just a give_
avray budget... they (oRee of f icials) turn of f half
informed on agriculturar programmes' (savoie, 1gg4, p.6). As

a result, DREE was criticized for its provincial or regional
approach and racked integration with the federal interests.
Most crucially, however, this regionar approach contradicted
the sectoral approach of the federal government; hence the
aforementioned disaffection of federal department officials.
To the federal officiars, regionar concerns were decidedly
secondary to their own sectional interests. rn criticizing
the negrigence of DREE in sectoral growth¡ â former, DREE

Minister Pierre Debane, added.pubricly that he ,woul_d be

surprised if 10% of canadians are anare that DREE grants to
business account for 20% of. the Department,s total budget, the
rest going to the provinces, (Savoie, 1gg4, p.S).

Finarly, another force working against the agency came from
those who argued that DREE sirnpry racked the resources and the
instruments necessary to launch
promoting regional development.

Prime Minister shortly after
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suggesting that 'DREE's responsibility to ensure that aIr
canadians have an equar chance to make a living with dignity
can't be handled by one department with 1% of the federal
budget' (savoie, 198a, p.B). pierre Trudeau, the prime

Minister at the time, also pointed out that, 'it is no longer
enough that one deparÈment alone is primarily responsible for
regional economic development' (Savoie, 1984, p.1).

under these criticisms, DREE was disbanded in earry 1gg2

and another organisation, the comprex merger of elements of
the Department of rndustry, Trade and commerce and Regional
Economic Expansion into an entirery new department the
Department of Regionar rndustriar Expansion (onre) began. As

iÈs name denoted, its objective is to promote industrial,
comrnercial and tourism sectors. The institutional structure
is then reorganised to faciritate the sectorar approach of
development. The federal revel has gained more direct rinks
and contror over the provinciar or regionar development

strategies. Previousry, DREE was independent in pranning,
programming, and operation. But the new DRrE, conparatively
speaking, has lost much of this independence because it is now

under the Minister of state for Economic and Regional
Deveropment (Mseno). As compensation, it gains the benefits of
having regionar concerns erevated to a top-priority position
in arl economic-decision-making at the cabinet revel (simpson,

1985). The DRIE department itself is headed by the Minister
of Regional rndustrial Expansion with assistance from the
Minister of state for Tourism and the Minister of state for
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smarl Business. At DR'E headguarters, the assistant deputy
ministers (eous) consider the nationar perspective for their
specific sectors (capital and industriar goods, consumer
goods, services and resource.processing, crown investments and
special projects, smalr business and tourism) and provide a
policy framework and administrative support on matters of
regional economic development.

Like the previous regionar offices of DREE, the ten
regional offices of DRIE focused on deveropment in particular
regions. A regionar executive director is in charge of
operations in each province. These regional executive
directors possess some powers of fund distributing. For
example, in the rndustrial Regional Development program
(rnoe), with few exceptions, apprications are reviewed and
analyzed in the DRrE regional offices; decision_making for
small cases involving contributions of up to $100r000 in
crov¡n support has been decentralized to these offices (canada
DREE' 1984b). Àgainr ât this provincial revel, in order to
ensure fuI1 co-ordination between the federal and provincial
governments' a federal economic development co-ordinator is
set up in each province encouraging cohesiveness among
policies and progranmes of various government departments.
These federal economic development co-ordinators chair
councils of senior economic officials in each province, report
regularly to the Federal-Provincial Relation office (r.pno) and
provide feed-back on regional responses to matters on the
federal agenda of particurar interest to Èhe regions (canada
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DREE, 1984a;1985). Furthermore, regional executive directors
and headquarters' ADMs often come together to ensure that
departmental regional and sectoral policies concur. Hence, it
is quite clear that the DRIE has tried to avoid the mistakes

committed by the DREE in the way of poor integration within
the federal governmenÈ. The transformation of DREE into DRIE

is then an indicator of a shift of interest from the mainly
provinciar regionar approach to a stronger federal
provincial integrated and sectoral approach towards regional
development.

2.1.3. Summarv

Provincial documents of different poriticar parties
indicate that regionar disparity is the major problem in rural
Manitoba. These documents have suggested that the disparity
is mainly a combined result of Èechnical change and rural
outmigration. Despite the fact that regional disparity has

long been recognized by many governments, it r{as only in 1969

that a more direct approach towards regionar deveropment

materiarized, that is, v¡ith the formuration of DREE. since
then, governments have attèmpted to reduce disparity through
largery economic-oriented programmes focusing on land and

water resources and sectoral incentives. Particular emphasis

was, and continues to be, placed on the regions and sectors
with highest potentiar for growth. Efficiency is seen as the
catchword of growth. The underlying rationare is the
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assumption that growth would be spread from the assisted areas
or sectors to problem regions via the operations of backward
or forward linkages. Nevertheless, the institutional
organisations did not display co-ordination in their
objectives and strategies for development. conseguently, in
the early 1980sr DRrE yras formed in order to ensure a stronger
federal and provincial co-ordination approach towards regional
development. Though the organisation has changed Èo ensure
stronger federal and provinciar integration in regional
development, the DRrE's aims towards rurar development, the
types of programmes adopted, and the efficiency approach
largely remain unchanged from the discredited predecessors.

consider, then, the regionar backcroÈh. rn the rast zo
years' government policies have been directed towards reducing
regional disparity within Agro-Manitoba. rn order to evaruate
the effectiveness of the poricies and programmes in reducing
regional disparity, an assessment study is undertaken in the
next section for the period of 1961-1991 highlighting the
outcome of the regional development strategies in southern
Man i toba .

z.z. An rnvestiqation into Disparitv of Deveropment in the
Rura1 Economv of Àqro-Manitoba

As mentioned in section 2.1., both
provincial governments have attempted to
regional disparity, in Agro-Manitoba over
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rn this section, the degree of disparity in regional
development within Agro-Manitoba will be assessed for the year
1981 to highright the efficiency of government policy in
reducing regional disparity in the past 20 years. since
agriculture is the fundamentar economic activity in rural
Manitoba, thereforer âr examination of the major underlying
dimensions of its agricurtural economy may highright the r.ever
of development in the whole region. rn this case, the
principal component technigue is used to identify the major
characteristics underpinning the rural econony. Furthermore,
the component rnatrix was subject Èo varimax rotation to
sirnplify orthogonal structure and maximize the loadings of the
variables (Hodge, 197o). Meanwhile, the scores which are
derived from each of the principal components are used as the
index for deveropment for each rural municipality of Agro_
Manitoba. Finally, the existence of regional disparity will
be assessed' rn due course, this section will be divided into
two subsections. The first wirl focus on the discussion of
the various aspects of farm structure, farmer or operator
characteristics, technological characteristics and physical
characteristics in contributing to.the prosperity of these
rurar regions. The second will focus on the identification
of the major characteristics underrying the rurar economy and
the degree of disparity in terms of agricurtural development
in 1981.
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Z.Z.L. StrucÈural Characteristics

2.2.1 .1. Phvsical Environment and Aqricultural productivj¡!¡¿

spatial difference in crinate, topography and soirs are the

fundamental elements contributing to intra-regionar
differences in reration to agricultural productivity.
Temperature, rainfall and the duration of the frost-free
period are important factors affecting the types of crop grown

and the regurar use of land which are vital elements for
determining productivity of land and efficiency in farming.
For instancer each plant grows best under certain climatic
conditions. some varieties of wheat germinate at 3oc to 4oc

and grow to maturity in as little as 90 days in temperature

averaging 18oc to 21oc; as do barrey and rye. But field corn
germinates at a higher temperature of 12oc to 13oc, and grows

and matures in a high temperature of approximatery 24oc in a

longer growing period, that is, of 140 to 150 days (Robinson,

1972r. Nevertheless, a more favourabre climate arrows the
growth of a wider range of crops, ranging from cerear crops to
vegetables and arror¡s diversification of cropping in the

rurar economy. Àlso, a more favourable clinate arlows for the
permanent or regular use of rand ior the growth of crops and,

therefore, increases land productivity and the more efficient
use of land. rn the extreme climatic regions, only a limited
number of crops can be gronn in the usually short period of
mird climate; therefore, the rand returns will be strictry
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limited. As a resulÈ

farmers' earning power is

The importance of topography to agriculturar prosperity
lies in its influence on land quality and scale of farming.
For instance, frat relief favours soil accumulation. It has

low susceptibility to soir erosion when cultivated. It
permits adequate drainage and is readiry adaptable Èo various
field layouts and mechanized activities (uighsmith and

Northam, 1968). Flat relief is usually highry productive
whire rugged rerief rimits the use of machinery and farm size
(Robinson, 1972). The nature of soil varies in structure,
texture workability and fertirity and, in turn, affects the
types of crop grorrn too (r,owry, 1g4g; Robinson, 1g7Ð. very
heavy wet crays may not be suitabre for farrning for they are
often sour; hence, they are commonry taid down for grass.
Lightrporous sandy soils which lrarm up easiry are werr-suited
to market gardening (nouinson, 1972). rn summary, aspects of
the geographical environmenÈ like climate, topography and soil
are vitar to the economic prosperity of the region in as much

as they affect its farming productivity.

of low levels of production,

severely curtailed.
the

?.?.L.?. Farm Structure

The structure or organisation
farm size, ownership arrangement

will be considered in turn.

features of the farm include:
and non-farm residence. Each
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: Farm Size

rn a rural context of disparity, farm size is a fundamental

. factor affecting agriculturar production and shourd not be
overl00ked (todd, 1g7ga). rt has 10ng been recognized that
size enlargement is a crucial element in raising agricultural
output particularly in the advanced countries. rt is also
found that the boundaries between smalr farms put a large
proportion of land outside the possibility of effective
cultivation or economic developnent. And smarl farm-holding
also causes inefficient use of human supervision and of
capital and machines because it nakes necessary duplication of
all these human and capital resources. And, what is more, the
small plots are dífficult to work with modern machines such as
tractors (Husain , 1979) . By way of contrast, the larger farms
suffer less from excess labour (employee or famiry) or under-
utilization of machinery and equipment. This tends to give
them higher output per unit of input. À study of farm
productivíty made by the Economic Development committee in
1973 showed rhat among the sample of an: 1 33 farms in Engrand
and $lales, those crassed as highly productive were of an

average size of 290 acres, whire those categorized as being of
low productivity were of an average size of 1s7 acres.
Furthermore, Britton and Hirr (1g7s) arso found that the
productivity increase was most marked in the transition from
20 to 150 acres; it was stirr quite perceptible between 1so

and 400 acres; but beyond 400 acres, there was no further
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consistent upward movement. Hefferman and Green (19g6), on

examining Èhe relationship between farm size and estimating
soil loss in mid-western counties in the united states,
concluded that the larger the farms, the less the soil ross.
smarr farms cannot preserve the environment as well as rarge-
scale farms because of environmenÈa1 and institutional
constraints.

Despite the wel-I-documented positive relationship between

farm size and productivity, some researchers have not been

disposed to accept the unrimited enrargement of farms in
achieving higher productivity. They craim that the
enlargement of farms will be tempered by the unavailability of
managerial expertise, problems of co-ordination of large
organisations, the question of capitar and rabour supply and

the increasing risk factor which accompanies business
expansion (Krause and Kyle, 1960). Based on the concept of
economy of scale in farm size, Moore (1973) suggested that
below a certain size, farms are too smarr to give the rowest
possible cost per product unit, while above another point on

the size scale, farms or firms are too rarge and use resources
ress economicarry than they wourd if they were small. rn
coping with the controversy over the productivity of the large
scale farms, Todd (1979ar p.zía) suggested 'farm sizes, in
themserves, are indicative of the consotidation of farms at
the appropriate optimum size for the function undertaken as

well as its comparative advantages'. rn an examination of the
rerationship between farm size and productivity in 1961-1976
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in Manitoba, it is found that farm size is highly correrated
with farming types. There is strong rerationship between
rarge farms and cattle rearing, medium-size farrns and grain
and mixed farning, and smarl farms rinked to locar markets.
Furthermore, it is also found that these farming types are
highly locarized (roda, 1979a). Todd's study indicates that,
in fact, the largest farm size is not necessariry associated
with the greatest productivity. Rather, if the farm scales
best represent farming types and locational advantages, then
the productivity of farms wirr be high. rn other words, all
kinds of farm scares can achieve equarly high productivity if
their functions are werl-fitted to their sizes.

so far, farm size has been referred to soleIy in terms of
its contribution to productivity, efficiency or the economic
hearth of the region either positivery or negatively. rn
factr ês well as being a product of sociar fqrces, farm size
is also important in affecting the social aspect of the rife
of the rurar people. Goldschmidt ( 1 979 ) asserted that the
scare of farm operation determined the quarity-of-rife in
rurar communities. For instance, constandse et ar. (196g), in
examining the social implications of farm enlargement in rural
Louisiana communities, found that farm enlargement resulted in
more income for the farm family but less time for invoLvement
in social and community af f airs. Linder (1g70') also noted
that highly-productive people earned higher income, their work
time increased and their consumption time decreased wíth
intensive agriculturar work. The high-income earners often
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discovered that, even though their increased productivity
yields then a higher income, they were unable to find the time
to enjoy the added income. However, these findings were not
without contention. Lionberger ( 1 954a;1 9s4b) found in his
studies of rural rife that prominent citizens in rural
communities were usually operaÈors of large farms. These
farmers were generally more active in arr types of formal
social organisatíon for civic and educational improvement.
straus (1956) also concruded from his study that wives of
farmers who operated the larger, more mechanized farms nere
more sociarry active in the community than wives of the
operators of smaller, less mechanized farms. Studies by
Bertrand ( 1 9s1 ) and wirkening ( 1 950 ;19s2) complement these
latter findings, lending additional support to the concrusion
that operators of rarge farms have a positive particípation in
social affairs.

- Farm Tenancv

Land tenure arso has fundamentar effects on the werr-being
of the agricultural sector. rt may be crosely related to the
fertility of soir. Generarly speaking, where the rand is
owned by farmers themselves, it will be better managed and
kept in better condítion with, in consequence, a greater yield
in output (Robinson, 1972'). On the other hand, where the land
is rented, it will have poorer management and is often closely
related to rapid depletion of soir. The interest of the
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tenant in maximizing his profits while returning an absorute
minimum to the land often results in rapid soil erosion,
breakdown of soil structure and rapid loss of its fertility.
À farmer planting soir-buirding crops alrowing land to be
falrowed in order to accumurate moisture is sacrificing his
ovrn benefits for that of his successors. Moreover, to practice
contour ploughing and strip cropping is a burden and not a

benefit to the tenant especialry with a short rease. He may

serve his imrnediate interests much better by ploughing across
terrraces than along them. Fertilizers cannot be used
profitably unless contributions can be harvested during the
period of the lease; and soil-building organic fertirizers are
of no use whatsoever under these conditions (schuler, 193g;
smith and zopf, 197o) . Recent adoption-diffusion studies
indicate that tenancy is usuarly found to be inversely rerated
to the adoption of improved tirrage practices and other
agriculturar technorogies (Albrecht and Thomas, 19g6).

Land tenure also affects the amount of capitar accumurated
and reinvested in the farms. The farmer's expenditure for
land must compete with his expenditure for equipment, and
other operating needs. rf much of a man's capital is tied up
in land, he may have inadequaÈe funds with which to provide
suitabre polrer sources, imprements and supplies; and as a
consequence, be unable to achieve farm surplus. Therefore, in
some areas' Lhere is a close relationship between the extent
of farm tenancy and the degree to which farming is
commercialized ; where tenancy is highest, the average value
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of a farm is highest, because farm operators are least able to
acquire prosperity or are least willing to render themserves
'poor' by tying up the greater part of their capital in
expensive real estate (smittr and zopf., 197o) . Finarly,
tenancy may affect the social commitment of the rurar people
(Bertrand, 19bB). rn areas where family farms or ownership
type of tenure is dominant, the satisfaction or the commitment
of the rural people to the area is greater. They have r.ots of
chances to exercise the management and proprietar functions.
They are also able to transfer to their chirdren their
attitudesr aptitudes and skills, and new technorogy can be
adopted. on the contrary, where tenancy is high, the
satisfaction or the commitment of the people to the society
will be much lower. This is supported by many studies
concluding that levers of tenancy resurt in problems for
communities because tenants are less involved than orûners in
all types of community activity (Albrecht and Thomas, 19g6).
rn fact, all these studies seem to bring out the fact that
tenancy has an adverse effect on agricultural productivity as
well as social satisfaction.

Recent researchers, however, contradict that received
wisdom in indicating thaÈ the tenants are more productive and
are better involved in the community than the rand ovrners.
Arbrecht and Thomas (1986), in a study of Texas crop producers
in 1 983, found that farmers who renÈed most or alr their
farmrand had the rargest and the most productive farms, used
better farming practices and were more invorved in community
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affairs. They then suggested that the recent changing role of
tenancy in a rural economy is a resurt of the changed values
of farmland, interest rates and the economic crimate of
agriculture. During the 1g70s, the inflationary trend of the
value of farmland made it excessively expensive for the
earnest farmers but attractive to non-farmer investors.
Neverthel-ess, more recently, high interest rates and
unfavourable cost-price relationship have led to substantial
declines in farmland values across the U.S.A. (elbrecht and
Thomas, 1986). Falling rand values have pushed some farm
debt-to-asset ratios to dangerousry high levels. These trends
may have caused the purchase of farmtand to be less desirable
Èhan in years past and made renting a more attractive
alternative for the farmers.

The changing economic crimate of agriculture may have also
resulted in other changes that led to a different tenancy
structure. rf farmers are working towards the end of income
gain rather than ownership, in many cases, it makes economic
sense to rent land rather than buying it because renting
conserves capital. Likewise, if a farmer has fixed machinery
costs' and this machinery cost can be utilized over more (that
is, rented) land, it may resurt in greater profits for the
farmers (albrecht and Thomas, 19g6). As a result, renting
land has now come to be an advantage for prosperous farm
operators.

Finally, the erimination of many tenant farmers in an
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earlíer period may be a factor contributing to the changing
role of tenancy. The numerical decline of the tenant farns
begins as technorogicar developments result in fewer and
larger farms: Ar it becomes possible for the individuals to
operate larger acreages, many tenant farmers are no 10nger
needed. The tenant farms least rikery to survive are the
smalrest and the most socially and economicarly disadvantaged.
consequentry, the tenant farmers of today may be affected by
the actions of predecessors simpty because the most
disadvantaged tenants were eliminated.

z-?-1.3. operaÈor characteristics and Technicar Advance.

- Ethnicitv

The spatial form of culturar segregation has an important
role to play in determining the economic attitudes and ensuing
performance of economic activities among regions (roaa and
Brierrey, 1977'). Kindreberger (1965) points out that it is
the culturar attitudes which condition the attitudes of a

peopre towards their occupation and, hence, income earning.
rn fact, the impact of differences in farmers' curtural
background on agricurÈurar activities is widely documented
(r1ora, 1985). Mceuirlan (1970) indicated great disparity
in agricultural performance for French canadians, ukrainians
and Mennonites. salomon (1995), in his study of two ethnic
farming counties (German and British), found that, despiÈe
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simirar farm saLes and a separating of onty zo miles,
signíficant differences existed between the communities in
terms of farm size and agricultural types. German farms are
smarler and diversified with dairy, hogs and beef and grain
whire the British are focussed on monocurture and are mostly
grain operators. Moreover, the ¡ritish are more

individuaristic and concerned more with profits. Thus, if
success is measured by scale, the British farmers may be more

successful. Bachter and Molnar ( 1 9go) , for their part,
examined the perception of the black and white rural 1eaders
on the deveropment of rural-based industry. The black leaders
are most favourably disposed towards labour-related activities
while the white leaders are more concerned about the expansion
of technologically-advanced industries.

-Aqe and Farm Residence

The distribution of the lever of development varies with
the age of the farmers. rn the early. career stage, the young

farmers may thrive on economic aspiration and work towards a

personal vision of success. rn rater years, they may place
more emphasis on family ties and informal interaction with
other farmers (uornar, 1995). Many may think that young

farmers must be more productive than their older counterparts.
However, Ervin, êt al. (1980) noted that age is negatively
reLated to soil ross and this suggested that the younger
farmers may have success only with the rand endowed with more
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eroded soil. Às for farm residence,

farmers who are resident on the

commitment to farming. Therefore,
will be greater.

- Technoloqical Advance

Technorogical innovations rike the use of tractors,
threshers and harvesters are important in boosting rabour
productivity (Andreae , 1981; Berardi, 1 991 ) . Mechanization

saves labour cost particularry in the harvesting period.
Production costs are markedly lower so that a competitive
advantage for the farming operator is obtained (Àndreae,

1981 ). with mechanization, the previousry uncultivabre land
with heavy clay soil becomes workable. The working conditions
of labour have also been irnproved, resulting in a shorter
working day as well as less 'drudgery' (Berardi, 1991).

For several decades, the use of fertilizers and other soil
amendments have been used by nany farmers to maintain or
improve soir productivity (uighsmith and Northam, 196g). This
growing use of f ertilizers has greatry improved the v¡orld's o-r

the region's cropland output in the last three decades
(Higtrsmith and Northam, 1968 ) .

it is like1y that those

farms may have greater

their farm productivity

To conclude, the foregoing reviews have refrected the
comprexity of the underrying components of the rurar economy

which contributed to the level of development (particularly
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agricultural deveJ-opment ) . Irì the f ollowing section, the

major components underlying the rurar economy of Agro-Manitoba

in 1981 will be identified by means of principar component

analysis and the leve1 of development among the rural
municipalities wiIl be examined in detail. The study units
include the 108 rural municipalities in Àgro-Manitoba. A

total of 23 variables in the categories of farm structure,
operator characteristics and technological advance were

chosen. A listing of the 23 variables can be found in
Appendix V.

Z.Z.Z. å Principal ComponenÈ Analvsis of the LeveL of

Development in Àqo-Manitoba

In this analysis, four conponents were derived, accounting

for 53.08% of the variance in the data matrix (rable 1).

Component 1, responsible for 16.74% of, the variance, is named

the 'Iarge-sca1e gritish farrning dimension' and is the most

important factor contributing to the leve1 of development in

Àgro-Manitoba. The variables therein that load both highly
and positively are '% of farms with size between 1120 and 2239

acres' (0.83) and '% of farms with size between 560 and 1119

acres' (0.82). The other variable that has a sizeable
positive relationship on this dimension is '% of population

British' (0.66). At the same time, the negative loadings are

'% ot farms with size between 10 and 248 acres' (-0.85),
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'number of hens and chicken' (-0.56), '% of fàrms owned'

(-0.46), % of. farms with size between 249 and 559 acres
(-0.45), '% of population French' (-0.35) and '% of population

German' (-0.33). As its name suggests, this dimension ís

characterized by the dominarice of large-scale farms.

Furthermore, the major ethnic group which dominate these

large-scaIe farm units is the British. Also, rented farms

are common as is indicated by the small number of owned farms

on this dimension. Possib1y, some of the farms on this
dimensíon are owned by large corporations rather than the

domestic farmers. But interestingly enough, these large-scaIe

farms do not stand out as being prominent in any type of

farming such as crop growing or animal rearing. The loadings

on this dimension only show that hens and chickens are very

rarely found in these large-scale farms which are dominated by

the British. This may suggest that either the gritish or,
more Iikely, the large-scale farming are rarely related to the

keeping of poultry.

As far as the spatial distribution of the component scores

is concerned, the rural municipalities with above average

scores on this component are mainly located in the South-west

part of Agro-Manitoba except EIIice and Rosedale (rigure 1 ).
Some scattered patches with above-average scores are found in

the North-west corner of the Parkland region and along the

eastern shore of Lake Manitoba in the Interlake region; while,
the below-average scores are mainly found in the eastern

portion of Agro-Manitoba. These areas include a large part of
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the central Prain, Pembina valrey, rnterrake, and the whore

area of East Manitoba. particurarry low scores are
concentrated in Eastern Manitoba and the southern part of the
Pembina Va1ley

Àccounting for 14.s2% of the total variance, the
'commercial crop farming' dimension constitutes the second

most important dimension in describing the level of
development in Àgro-Manitoba. The highest positive roadings
are 'bushels of wheat' (0.87), 'bushels of barley' (0.g2,), and

' bushers of rapeseed' ( 0 . 79 ) whi le the other noteworthy
loadings embrace variables for 'amount of chemicars used'
(0.66), '% of population German' (0.44) and ,% of non-
residential farmers' (0.37). As indicated by the statistics,
this dimension is most characterized by the growing of various
kinds of commercialized crops. wbeat and barley are the
dominant crops while the growing of rapeseed is arso
important. The use of large amounts of chemicars in
fertilizing the soir to ensure higher productivity is a common

practice. Most of the farmers are German and they usuarly
reside elsewhere other than on the farms.

The rural municipalities which score highly on this
component are mainly concentrated in the South-central and the
south-west fringes of Àgro-Manitoba (rigure z). These areas
include armost all of the pembina varrey (except rhompson

which has a below-average scoring), the southern part of the
centrar Plain and some parts or the southern fringes of souÈh-
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west Manitoba. Low scores are mainly found in the eastern and

North-west parts of Agro - Manítoba. These .areas include

Eastern Manitoba, the northern Interlake, a large part of Èhe

Parkland region and Soutb-west Manitoba. It is quite

interesting to note that many of the low scores are found in

the French municipalities of St. Ànne, La Broquerie, Tache, de

Salaberry and St. Clements in Eastern Manitoba. This may be

due to the fact that many of the economic activities in these

French communities are non-farm activities such as service

industries. As a result, they record particularly low scores

on this dimension. However, the lowest scores are

concentrated in the northern part of the Interlake; possibly

owing to the fact Èhat the northern Interlake is rnainly a

cattle rearing region.

The third dimension accounted for 11.52% of. the variance

and can be labelled as a 'livestock rearing dimension'. The

principal positive loadings are '% of. residential farmers'

(0.71), 'number of cattle' (0.64), 'number of milk covrs'

(0.52), '% of population German' (0.45) and 'bushels of peas'

(0.44). The variables with negative loadings are '% of. non-

residential farmers' (-0.72) and '% of owned farms' (-0.42).

Overall, this dimension is characterized by the dominance of

livestock rearing together with some practices of vegetable

gardening. Its dominant ethnic group is Germans. Though

these farmers are living on the farm, they may not be the

owners of their farms. It is highly likely that most of them

are tenant-farmers. This dimension, meanwhile, can best
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illustrate the effects of governmental efforts in diversifying
the agricurtural sector in Agro-Manitoba in the past 20 years.
Not onry is the keeping of cattre encouraged, but the
activities of dairying as werl as market gardening are
encouraged too.

on examining the spatial distribution of the component
scoresr one finds that the areas with above-average scores are
widely scattered a1r over Agro-Manitoba, though Èhe rnterrake
area is stirl the dominant area on this dimension (rigure 3).
It is quite interesting to note that in many of the rich soil
areas like the penbina valley, the keeping of rivestock is
popular. This indicates that it is no longer true that only
those areas with poor soir and drainage wirl practise
rivestock keeping. The areas with belov¡-average scores are
quite scattered too. Nevertheless, the lowest scores are
mainry to be found in the north-centrar part of south-west
Manitoba.

The dimension accounting for 10.30% of the total variance
is the 'ukrainian farming' component. This dimension has
positive loadings for '% of popuration ukrainian' (0.74), ,%

of population over 65 years ord' (0.62i and ,% of. farms with
size between 249 and 559 acres' (o.ss). The negativery-loaded
variables are '% of population French' (-0.s1 ), '% of
population less than ZS years old, (-0.47), ,% of farm
operators less than 2s years old' (-0.41 ), and 'amount of
chemicals used'(-0.40). This 'ukrainian farming dimension, is
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characterized by an ageing population. Às a result, where

this dimension is dominant, the number of people aged over 65

is unusually high. Correspondingly, the number of young

people r oF young farmers that are below 25 years of age r are

disproportionately low. In comparison to the ¡ritish group,

the Ukrainians in general occupy smaller-sized farms.

Moreover, the Ukrainian farmers seldom used chemicals or

fertilizers in their farming practices. AIso, Èhe French are

seldomty found to reside in the Ukrainian municipalities.

As indicated by the component scores, the areas which gain

high values on Èhis dimension are quite scattered (rigure 4).

Nevertheless, the areas with the highest scores are mainly

concentrated in the northern portion of Agro-Manitoba. They

include a large part of the Parkland region and North-east

Interlake. The lowest scores are mainly found in the South-

west and the northern portion of the Pembina Valley. It is
quite obvious that this 'Ukrainian farming dimension'

represents a less prosperous leveI of development when

compared with other farming dimensions as can be inferred from

its large proportion of ageing population, its inefficient

farrning practices and its unfavourable location in the

northern tringes of Agro-Manitoba.

Z.Z.!. À Spatial Index of Development

The component scores can be

comprehensive index of development
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I

municipalities in the region. The scores represent the
spatial distribution of system explanation embodied in the
dimensions and, therefore, aggregation of the scores provides
an indicatión of the degree to which each of the rural
municipalities participates in the total systen explanation.
Those municiparities which possess row or negative scores are
considered to be 'underdeveroped' ; whereas those rural
municipalities with high posiÈive scores are considered to be
'developed'- Thus, when these scores are mapped, a pattern of
inÈra-regionar spatiar disparity of development can be
discerned (rigure 5). rn order to maintain consistency of
interpretation, the 'ukrainian farming' dimension, which
indicates poverty, wirl not be included in the formation of
the developmenÈ index. That is, onry those dimensions which
can affirm prosperity in the rural economy wiIl be included.
Às a resurt, the other three dimensions only are incruded.

The above-average index scores are mainly found in the
central prain and the pembina Varley. Nevertheress, the areas
with the highest level 0f devel0pment are quite scattered.
For instance, Grahamdale and.siglunes in the Interlake,
nbrthern Alonsa in the parkrand region, southern Aronsa in the
central prain region, pembina in the pembina varrey and Roblin
in south-west Manitoba, are all exampres of high scores. This
indicates that the centrar plain and pembina valley and the
western portion of south-west Manitoba are by far the most
prosperous regions in terms of the level 0f devel0pment,
although some exceptional highly-developed municipalities are
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also found

By way of contrast, belovr-average scores are mostly

concentrate¡l in the eastern portion of Agro-Manitoba ; places

such as the Interlake and Eastern Manitoba, a large part of
the Parkland region and the North-east part of South-west

trlanitoba (except North Cypress). The very lowest scores are

concentrated in three rural municipalities located at the

northern end of Eastern Manitoba; namely, St. C1ements,

Àlexander and La du Bonnet. Às suggested by Brierley and Todd

(1976, p.61), ' the eastern margins are to a greater or lesser

extent located on the Canadian Shield which provides obvious

hurdles for the practising of agriculture; and where

alternative economic activity is insufficient to offset the

deprived primary base of this area. Hence, the outcome is a

lagging subregion in Southern Manitoba'. A few other rural
municipalities with depressed leveIs of development are found

dispersed across the region. They are Park North, park

South, Ethelbert and McCreary in the Parkland region and

Ellice and Odanah in South-west Manitoba.

In conclusion, these index patterns clearly underscore the

fact that disparity of development is evident in Agro-

Manitoba. The highly-developed areas in terms of the level of

agricultural development are mostly concentrated in the

Central Plain and the Pembina VaIIey, while the most depressed

regions are Eastern Manitoba and a large part of the Parkland.

This implies that despite twenty years of regional
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devel.opment poricy in Agro-Manitoba, a significant degree of
regionar disparity sti11 persists in the rurar economy. As

indicated in the previous section of this chapter, most

governments have recognized that outmigration is the major

probrem of Agro-Manitoba which leads to the widening of
regional disparity. consequently, several programmes have

been set up to handre the problem of outmigration so as to
prevent further widening of the level of development among

regions. Nevertheressr âs the pattern of the development

scores clearly attestsr regional disparity remained a force to
be reckoned with in 1981. This suggests that though both the
federal and provincial governments have made efforts to deal
with the outmigration probrem, the rack of. in-depth
understanding of outmigraÈion determinants is a major

hindrance to the incorporation of more powerfur or appropriate
programmes for coping with this problem. Theref ore, a ful_r

understanding of the forces underlying outmigration is in fact
necessary to complement more effective government policy on

regional deveropment. To that end, this thesis attempts to
investigate the determinants of outmigration in Agro-Manitoba

by constructing a simultaneous-equations model expressly
geared to unravelring them. As a point of departure, and the

subjecÈ of the next chapter, the issue of migration modelling
is addressed.
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The study of migration determinants within the rearm of
rural or intra-regional studies has rong been a popular

subject in the academic fierd. Despite the fact that
approaches to the question of migration are highly
diversified, most of these studies are rargely based on the
push-pulr concept and the twin economic concepts of spatial
equilibrium and spatial disequiribrium theories. The former
push-puIl concept suggests that migration is a resultant
phenomenon of economic r social and environmental
differentiation or imbalances of regional development between

praces. Migrants are pushed away from the unfavourable
conditions prevalent in the places of origin or are attracted
to destinations with more favourable conditions. The ratter
economic concept views migration as either a process which

v¡idens the economic gaps among regions or a process which

narroyrs the regional gaps. Numerous ernpirical studies are

theoretically grounded in either one or other of these two

concepts. Multipre regression techniques are commonry

employed in push-purr studies while simultaneous-equations

techniques are largely used by those researchers favouring
the spatial economic eguilibrium or diseguitibrium concepts.
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In using the multiple regression technique, the researchers
are provided with the means of identifying the major
dimensions which affect migration. Meanwhile, many other
researchers are focusing on how migration has affected the
local economy and how the economyr in turn, has influenced the
process of nigration again. The primary focus of the ratter
researchers is to investigate the two-way interaction
rerationship of migration and regional economic arowÈh. rn
the following sections, these two basic concepts concerning
migration deterninants and their related empirical studies
will be reviewed so as Èo provide a clear picture of the past

studies and Èo shed light on the present study.

3-.1. The conceptr+ar Backqround of Mioration DeÈerminants

3..1.1. The Push-pulI Concept

As early as the late 19th century, Ravenstein (1ggs, 1gg9)

observed that people tend to traver towards the areas which

look reLativery attractive to them and to move from areas
which are ress attractive. Later in the early 1900s, Herberle
( 1 938 ) ident i f ied two complementary forces that ruould

encourage a person to move from one pJ.ace to another; namery,

the 'puIl' forces and the 'push' forces. owing to the

'discouraging' factors existing in the place where the person

is now staying, he/she wirr be'pushed,away from the prace of
origin. rf another place seems to be better endowed, he/she
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h'ill be 'pulred' away from the prace of origin to that other
place. Herberle(1938) went on to argue that the varying
intensity of rnigration is sèarcely dependent on the variation
in the strength of the push factors; it is rather decisively
influenced by pull factors, such as the presence of industrial
districts where high vrages and more favourable living
conditions can be found. consequentry, Herberle's ideas

suggest that the 'pulr' factors at the place of destination
are in f act t,he dominant f orces that determine migration.

Lee (1966), through incorporating the ideas of Ravenstein

and Herberre, generated a theory of migration. He crassifies
the forces of migration into four major categories:

1) factors associated with the area of origin;
2) factors associated with area of

dest inat ion ;

3) intervening obstacles and

4) personal factors.
Lee's framework does not particularly place emphasis on the

importance of the 'puII' factors at the place of destination;
instead, he craims Èhat migration is a result of comparison or

differentiation of the factors or forces at origins with those

at destination by the individual potential migrants. rf the

'purl' factors at place of destination are strong enough, then

the índividuals wilr move to that destination. But if the

'pulI' factors at prace of destination are weak, then the

individuars wilr stay in the prace of origin and wirr not

contemplate a move to the place of potential destination. The
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same is herd true for the 'push' factors. Furthermore,

Lee(1966) suggests Èhat a simple carcurus : 'positives' for
the 'push' and 'minuses' for the 'purl' factors cannot decide

the act of migration. The balance in favour of the move must

be enough to overcome the natural inertia such as distance or
some other physical barriers (or political boundaries).
Besides, different persons have different characteristics,
such as sex, occupational r a9e, education background,

intelligence and the like ; and so the same environmental
factor may have varied implications to different persons,

Thus, a high Iocal property tax used to finance a good school

system may be counted as a 'plus'-sign by a parent with young

children; but it courd be a 'minus' sign to the coupres

without any children. Àt the same time, the situation will be

regarded with indifference by the individuals who are not

subject to the property tax at all. rn brief, Lee's idea

seems to suggest that migration is not only a resurt of the

'push' and 'puril forces, it is also a resurt of the cost
imposed by migration and the sociar-economic status of the
potential migrants.

Despite the fact that both Herberle(1938) and Lee(1966)

have emphasized the 'pur1' and 'push' forces in the
individual's decision to migrate, they did not further
identify the types of 'puril and 'push' factors that are
commonly affecting migration. rn response to this, Bogue

(1969 ) tries to list the situations at the prace of
destination and at the place of origin that may cause
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migration. For the push factors, Bogue (1969) identified
them as folÌows :

1 ) decline in a national resource or in the

price paid for it; decreased demand for a

particular product or the services of a

particularly industry, exhaustion of mines,

tirnber or agricultural resources;

2) loss of employment resulting from being

discharged following a decline in the need

for a particular activity or from

mechanization or automation of tasks

previously performed by nore labour

-intensive processes;

3) oppressive or repressive discriminatory
treatment because of political, religious
or ethnic origin or membership;

4) alienation from a country because one can

no longer subscribe to prevailing beliefs,
actions or mode of behaviour either within
one's family or within the community;

5) retreat from a community because it offers
few or no opportunities for personal

development, employment or marriage;

6) retreat from a community because of

catastrophe floods , f ire, drought ,

earthquake or epidemic.
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Àt the

should be

1)

same time, Bogue(1969) shows that the pulI factors

superior opportunities for employment in
one's occupation or opportunities to enter
a preferred occupation;

opportunities to earn a larger income;

opportunities to obtain desired specialized
education, or training such as a college
education;

preferable environment and living
conditions- climate, housing, schools,
other community facilities ;

dependency-movements of other persons to
whom one is related or betrothed, such as

the movement of dependants with a bread-
winner or migration of a bride to join her
husband;

lure of new or different activities,
environment or people, such as the
cultural, intellectual or recreational
activities of a large metropolis for rural
and small-town residents.

2)

3)

4)

s)

6)

Bogue (1969 ) suggests that the poor economic conditions
that stem from rack of emproyment opportunities in the primary
or agricultural sector, along with the social-culturaI factors
associated with ethnicity and religion, marriage, and the
environmentar conditions rike naturar hazards are the major
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forces in pushing people out of a region. Àt the same time,

the prosperous economic conditions deriving from better

employment opportunities and higher income; together with more

favourable social, and environmental conditions like the

availability of high education opportunities, housing and

recreational facilities are the rnajor forces in attracting
people to a destination. In brief, Bogue expressly claims

that the economic, social, and environmental forces at both

the places of origin and desÈination are in fact the major

forces determining the movement of people from one region to

another.

To concluder primarily, people tend to move towards areas

where they can improve their economic status; where the

unemployed individuals can obtain a job or where the employed

can be hired for a job with higher income than that at the

place of origin. They may also move to areas where the

amenities fit them rnost, such as a 'pleasant' climate and

abundant recreational opportunities; and where there exists a

variety of professionals and services of the kind found in

many large agglomerations and vrhich are not available in their
original residing areas. Nevertheless, costs entailed in

moving must also be directly taken into account. Despit,e the

push-pull theory's elegant abstraction of the specific forces

generating migration, a number of researchers, such as

Thomas(1954), inter aIia, have criticized it as an

oversimplication of a highly complex process. This

oversimplification of migration process implies a lack of in-
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depth conceptual understanding of the migration determinants.
Às a matter of fact, the migration process is not onry an end

in itserf, it is also a major force in affecting regional
economic arowth and these changes in local economic conditions
will in turn affect migration again. That is to sayr the
push-pur1 concept only specifies different economic, social
and environmental explanations for migration, but it fails to
account for the effect of migration itself. rn response to
the oversimplication of the push-purl concept on the process

of migration, the economic concepts which viewed migration as

an equilibrium or disequiribrium process have been emproyed

by many researchers as the basic concepts for the more recent
migration determinant studies, and it is to them that we nov¡

turn.

3.1.?. The Concept of Traditional Equilibrium

According to traditionar equiribrium theory, migration is
a convergence of spatial equilibrium in terms of regional
output and, as such, operates very much rike wages.

conversence is defined as the process in which the net effect
of locational shifts conbined with differential regionar
growth may reduce regional inequalities in economic output and

welfare ( or ineguarities in regional deveropment) (schwind,

1971). Spatial equilibrium is then defined as the condition
in which no single firm or househord is able to shift its
location without reducing the output of the whore economic
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system (Friedmann, 1966). This is the situation in which a

firm or a household has maximized its profits or satisfaction
so that any mobility will be unnecessary or costly.

One common approach which considers nigration as a

convergence process is the factor-price adjustment mechanism

or mobility concept.s This suggests that free mobility of

factors of production between different regions Èend to
egualize the prices of productive services (1ike hrages) in
different regions under the following assumptionsô:

1 ) workers are presumably homogeneous in

educational background, skiIl training,
personal ability and hence efficiency, ages

and the like;
2) the market is subject to perfect

competition in which oligopoly (in which

the market is controlled by a few firms) or

pure monopoly ( tt¡e state in which the

market is controlled by one firm) are

absent;

3) there is fuIl employment;

4) the technology used is operating at
constant returns to scale;

sThe other approaches incrude the spatiar price theory and the
generar locationar theory. For details, see Richardson(
1973).

6The factors of production refer to land, capital, labour and
technology. In this chapter, they generally refer to labour
and capital.
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5) the psychic, information and transportation
costs are assumed negligible (Borts and

Stein , 1964; Richardson , 1973).

In fact, the concept of factor-price mobility adapt,s

Èheorems developed in international trade theory to an inter-
regional context (Richardson, 1969). Munderr (19s7 ) showed

that in a situation where factor mobility ¡ras perfect but

commodity mobility rras not, and given inequarity in factor
prices between countries, then factors would move in such a
yray as to equalize factor prices, eliminating factor movement

and equarizing commodity prices. samuerson (1949), on the

other hand, showed that in the case of two goods and two

factors, factor-price equarízation would result from trade in
the absence of factor movements by establishing a unique

relationship between factor and commodity prices. Mundell
(1957 ) and samuerson (1949) bott¡ suggest that under the

specific circumstances of either commodity trade in the

absence of factor mobirity or factor mobility in the absence

of commodity trade, the outcome wirr be convergence of
regional factor prices of comparable inputs.

Às far as migration (as the mobirity of the rabour factor
of production) is concerned, Borts and stein (1964) further
exprain how the perfect mobility of factors of production can

achieve equalization in prices of production among regions.

They applied the equilibrium concept to show that those

regions with the highest proportion of capitar to labour wirl
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evince the highest rear wage and the rowest marginar product
of capital such that, in a free market, capital wirl move from
high-wage to row-wage areas. conseguently, the low-wage areas
experience higher ratios both of growth of capitar and of the
return to labour. Ànd, if the regional wage differentials are
large enough initially, labour wirl migrate from the Iow-wage
to the high-wage areas. This migration wilt yierd the same

equilibrating effect on the return to capital and labour,
arthough the effects on the growth of output in each region
will appear somewhat different.

rn Figure 6, Borts and stein (1964) demonstrate that factor
frows among regions may lead to convergence through the
mechanism that marginar physicar product of capitar, Mppk,
falls and the marginar physical product of rabour, Mppr, rises
wiÈh a rise in the capital/labour, R/L, ratio.

The Mppk is negatively sloped; so as the R/L ratio
increases, Mppk farls. on the other hand, the Mppr is
positivety sloped; so that MppL increases as the K/L ratio
rises. Because of perfect competition, the Mppr equars the
real vrage (measured in units of physicar output). As each
region produces a homogeneous output with an identical
production function, the region with the higher R/L (negion A

or RA) has the higher real nage T{a and the lower Mppk , that
is, rA. Conversely, region B, which has a lower K/L ratio RB,

has the lower real wage wB but the higher Mppk. Thus, this
mechanism predicts that capital will frow from high to low_
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wage regions, since the latter offer hígher returns to

capital, while labour will tend to flow from low-wage areas to

high-wage areas. Therefore, Iow-wa9er low-income regions

should experience the higher growth rate of capital and the

greater increases in wages.

MPPK

Figure 5 : Convergence of the R/L ratio
Di f ferent ials
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t\
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source : Borts and Stein (1964)
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Eventually, when equilibrium is reached, there would be no

differentiars in the returns of labour (w) and capitar (r)

between the two regions, RA and RB; such that the Mppk curve

and MPPI would be horizontal. Thus, Borts and Stein have

inserted the K/L ratio into the factor mobility adjustment

process. Yet, if the focus is on the effects of rnigration on

Iabour markets , then the result of the nigration process is
the same, albeit as a result of different causes. In this
case, Iabour is usually assumed to be a mobile factor and it
is responsive to wage differentials among regions. Therefore,

labour will migrate from the low-wage region to the high-wage

region. As a consequence, outmigration from the low-wage

region will put upward pressure on wages in the high-wage

region; while inmigration to the high-wage region places

downward pressure on wages until wage equalization occurs.

3.1.3. The Concept of Disequilibrium

In disequilibrium theory, migration is considered to be a

divergence process which results in spatial disequilibrium in

terms of regional output measured through wages, employment

opportunities and other social or environmental amenities.

Diverqence is defined as the process in which the net effect
of locational shifts combined with differential regional
growth may increase regional inequarities in economic output

and welfare (schwind, 19711. The spatial disequilibrium is
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then defined as Èhe condition in which regionar deveropment

levels are unequal and firms or household locational shifts
increase the aggregate as well as individual output and/or

welfare (Schwind , 1971) . As a matter of fact, this is the

situation in which a firm or a househord may migrate to seek

better opportunities elsewhere so that they can maximize their
own advantages. The concept of disequitibrium is composed of
a number of various approaches of regionat development

concepts. These different approaches include Myrdal' s(1957)

cumulative causation principte, Hirschman's (19F8)

polarization concept, Friedmann's (1966, 1969) core-periphery

theory as werr as Borts and stein's (1964) general comments

that folrow from the relaxing of some of the basic assumptions

of traditional- equilibrium theory.

3-.l_. 3 . 1 . The Pr inc iple of Cumulat ive Causat ion

Using his cumulative causation principle of growth, Myrdal
(1957) suggests that migration should be deemed and handled as

a disequilibrium process. According to this principle, 'the
play of forces in the market normally tends to increase,

rather than to decrease the inequalities between region'
(Myrdar , 19571. underdevelopment tends to reinforce itself
and thus intensify further regionar stagnation. The praces

with the advantage of past economic prosperity and growth are

likeIy to be the places of future expansion. As MyrdaÌ (1957,

p.13) suggests, 'in the normal case a change does not call
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forth contradicting forces, but instead, supporting changes,

which move the sysÈem in the same direction but much further'.
That is, a build-up of activiÈies may have started originally
because the agglomeration regions had a competitive advantage

derived from an exceptional resource endowment or good

facilities (such as mineral resources or a port). Growth has

become self-sustaining because of ever-increasing internal and

external economies in the region. Internally, the already

expanding economy wiIl expand at ever accelerating rates.

Externally, it is Iike1y that 'new increments of activity and

growth wiII tend to be concentrated in the already-expanding

regions because of the derived advantages' (Keeble, 1967,

p.258). In this wây, growth in these agglomeration regions

will become self-perpetuating. Conversely, the backward

regions fail to attract new industries because their
advantages, perhaps cheap labour, do not exert sufficient
attractive forces to outweigh those external economies found

at the centre of agglomeration. For this reason, the lagging

regions then fail to attract Iines of development that
generate self-sustaining growth. Their growth has to be

dependent on that diffused by the expansion effects in the

prosperous regions.

According to MyrdaI, these induced effects can be

classified into two categories : the spread effects and the

backwash effects. Spread effects refer to the favourable

impacts of growth in the lagging regions. The region around a

nodal centre of expansion tends to gain from increasing
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outlets of agricultural products and may feel the benefits of

stirnuli to technical advance. Raw material sources in guite
distant regions may arso benefit, even to the extent of
pernitting the growth of consumer goods industries in those

areas. Backwash effects refer to the unfavourable impacts of
growth including the draining alray of werr-qualified
personner and capital from the lagging regions. Nevertheress,

existence of counter-barance forces of spread and backwash

effects do not imply an equilibrating process in regionar
groy¡th. on the contrary, the benefits wilr normalry be

outweighed by adverse backwash effects. Even the special case

where the two effects balance each other is not a stable
equilibrium and onry a temporary one since any change in
forces wilI generate a cumulative upward or downward movement

(Myrdal , 19571 . Lankford (1972, p.1 6) demonstrated the
principle of cumulative causation by a simpre irrustration of
a smaLl city relying for enployment mainly on one plantl

Given an external 'shock' such as change in
technology, shift in national demandr ot even
an act such as a major fire, the plant closes.
The forces of a negative circular-cumulative
process begins. Significantly increased
unemployment leads to decreased 1ocal demand.
The slack in local retaiI markets Leads to
more unemployment and lower incomes. Às theprocess continues, other local business
co1lapse. Workers migrate to areas with better
employment market conditions with a
corresponding unfavourable shift in age
structure for the city. If the market forces
continue unhampered, the circular cumulationprocess will continue downward unless other
external 'shocks' reverse the process. If
allowed to continue the forces normally Iead
to greater inequality among regions.
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Migration has been considered a major divergent process in
accelerating the negative cumulative causation effects. Under

the principres of cumulaÈive causation, capital and rabour
flow into the deveroped centres, and trade advantages accrue

to this growing region as it develops at the expense of other
regions. The migration process draws young workers from the
more underdeveloped areas, reaving them with a popuration
typified by poor age distribution structure. capital, too,
moves to the more developed regions because the demand for nevr

investment in a growing region wirr exceed available supply
and the very favourable rate of return wirr draw upon the
capitar of other regions. As a result of increased capital
investment, the income of the developed regions increases.
This increased income wirr generate more savings for
additional investments, but the increasing demand for capital
wilr arways outstrip supply (Myrdar. 1957). As the region
develops, comparative trade advantages wirl accrue to the
region; regional industries become more efficient, and

regional markets expand.

But, migration may have harmful repercussions on the qge

distribution of the population in the depressed regions; the
capital market will deflect savings from poor regions where

the effective demand for capitar is low to the prosperous

regions where returns on capital are high and less risky; free
trade favours the highly developed industriar regions, and the
trade patterns of poorer regions are distorted to benefit the
rich and to prevent industralizaÈion. perhaps more
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importantly, economic backwardness resurts in non-economic

influences harmful to growth - low levers of education, lack
of aspiration and other social attitudes incompatible with
high rates of economic development and conducive to
deterioration in social capitar. rn sum, migraÈion is a

negative cumulative process in that it drains the depressed

regions of their crucial elements for production (capital and

labour) and pre-empts markets for rocal secondary and tertiary
sectors. Hence, Myrdal's views of cumulative causation on

migration have been summarized to mean onry growing inequality
among regions. Migrationrthen, is a disequilibrator and has

Èhe divergent effect on regional deveropment in accelerating
gaps among regions.

3. 1 . 3_.?. The Concept of polarization Ef f ects

Hirschman (1958) in his concept of polarization effects
suggests that migration is a disequilibrating process that
leads to spatiar disequilibrium. The term 'porarization
effects' is similar to Myrdal's backwash effects used in his
principle of cumulative causation. rt means the unfavourable
inpacts of growth in the ragging regions since growth tends to
polarize in the advanced regions and at the expense of the
lagged regions. As Hirschman ( 1 958, p.1 85) suggests, 'once
growth takes a firm hold in one part of the national
territory, it obviously sets in motion certain forces that act
on the remaining parts'. These advanced regions are usually
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associated with abundant infrastructure, and scale and

agglomeration economies. In this wêyr growth in advanced

regions become self-perpetuating. It is responsible, however,

for a number of harmful effects on the lagging regions.

First of all, Iocal indusÈries in the tagging region may

become depressed by the considerably more competitive

industries in the advanced regions. Hence, the less-efficient
and high-cost producers in the lagging region will have their
market areas severely curtailed, if not eliminated, by the

large-scale regional producers located in the growth point.
Most seriously of all, according to Hirschman, migration,
which is a conseguence of large regional differences resulting
from polarization effects, is likely to drain ay¡ay the most

qualified Labour force which is vital for further regional
development. Thus, it is obvious that under the effects of
polarization in the advanced regions, the lagging regions will
lack self-sustaining growth capability. What little growth

occurs in these regions is mainly the result of a force known

as 'trickling down effects'. This force is equivalent to
Myrdal's (1957 ) I spread effects' ; namely, the favourable

impacts of growth in the lagging regions. The trickling down

effects may take the form of purchases by the growth region of

inputs supplied from the lagging regionr or of the supply of

investment from the growth region to the lagging regionr or

even of the absorption of the lagging region by the growth

region. In sum, the advantages in the developed region are so

evident that they will partially 'spi11 over' or 'trickle
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down' to the benefit

under this concept of porarization, Hirschman then
suggests that migration is a process that reinforces the
porarization effects which read to greater disparity among

regions and is undesirable from the regional point of view.
By using the Northern u.s. to represent the grovrth region and

the southern u.s. as the declining region, Hirschman observed
that the polarization effects are dominant in the frow of
migrants between the two regions. rnstead of absorbing the
unemproyed, Northern progress may denude the southern region
of its key technicians and managers. Thus the first shock to
the south will be the loss of highly - qualified people to the
North; the continued process wirl then lead to the situation
that whatever 1ittle capital the south generates, is
subsequently lost to it as investors opt to locate their
assets in the North and so folrow the trail blazed by skilfur
Southern migrant labour.

of the lagging region.

t.1.3.3. The Core-peripherv Concept

rn his core-periphery theory, Friedmann (1969) considers
migration to be a process of divergence since migration tends
to reinforce the dominance of the core regions while denuding
the periphery of its human resources. According to Friedmann
(1969), the core region contain the major centres of
innovation change oF r more specificarly, they are the
'territorially organised subsystern of society which have a
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high capacity for generating and absorbing innovative change,

while the periphery region is the subsystem whose deveropment

path is determined chiefry by core-region institutions with
respect to which they stand in a relation of substantial
dependency' (p.93). In this core-periphery concept, it is
suggested that, in effect, the 'core-periphery' rerationship
is a'coloniail system in which the periphery's main role is
to serve the core region's economic, sociar and political
interests. The key to the development of such a core-
periphery relationship is a series of innovations which occurs

in certain points of the spatial system at certain periods of
time.7 These series of erementary innovations then become

organised into innovative clusters and finally into rarge-
scare systems of innovations. rndividuar innovations may be

technical or institutional in nature. The latter may be

usefully subsumed under the customary categories of social,
economic, political and curtural (Friedmann, 1959). They wirl
accord to the core a status of dominance over the periphery

through six processes : the dominance effect, information

effect, psychological effect, modernization effect, linkage

effect and production effect. The first refers to steady

weakening of the peripheral economy by a net transfer of

natural, human, and capit.al resources to the core. The

information effect is the increase in potential interaction

7 ¡ spatial system is a territorially-organised sociar systemor a communication fierd in wt¡ich the probabiritt of
information exchange may vary from 0 to 100, foiming a spátiat
frequency distribution (Friedmann, 1969, .
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vrithin a given core region resurting f rom its ovrn growth in
population, production and income. Àmong other things, this
effect will tend to induce a higher rate of innovations. The

psychological effect is the creation of conditions favourable

to continued innovations at the core, such as rendering the

opportunities for innovations more visibre, reducing the risks
of innovations through imitation, and creating expectations

for further innovations. The modernization effect is the

transformation of existing social values, behaviour, and

institutions in the direcÈion of greater acceptance of rapid
cumulative change through innovations. The linkage effect is
the tendency of innovations to breed other innovations by

creating nev¡ service demands as well as new markets for the

services the core region is itself able to supply to other

areas. The production effect is the creation of an attractive
reward structure for innovative activity operating through the

exploitation by innovators of their temporary monopoly

position, the appearance of linhed systems of innovations, and

growing specialization. ALr these will tend to increase

economic returns, while increasing external economies to scale

and urbanization economies (for instance, greater efficiency
in the use of social overhead capital) will tend to reduce the

cost of innovations. rn sum, these cumulative effects or

process of successive innovations conspire 'to transform the

established structure of society by attracting creative or

innovative personalities into the enclaves of accererated

change; by encouraging the formation of new values, attitudes,
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and behaviour traits consistent with the innovations; by

fomenting a sociar environment favourabre to innovative

activity; and by bringing into existence yet further
innovations' (Friedmann, 1969, p.87).

Indeed, these cumulative effects of innovations are very

similar to t,he outcomes posited by Myrdal's cumulative

causation and Hirschman's polarízation concepts in that they

all stress the highly concentrated nature of growth in certain
regions. Hovrever, in Friedmann's (1969) core-periphery

concept, the role of innovations in the path of growth is
emphasized. Like MyrdaI (1957 ) and Hirschman (1958),

Friedmann's core - periphery theory implies that while the

core (trre more advanced region) can generate serf-sustaining
growth ¡¡ith these cumulative effects of innovations, the
periphery (the lagging region) can only have induced growth

which originaÈes from the core. Friedmann then suggests that
the counter-flow of information from the core towards the
periphery is the major impetus of growth in the lagging

regions. As Friedmann (1969, p.95) states, ' sustained

contact with the core region will tend to arouse portions of

the peripheral population, not only to possibly new ways of

life, but also to their own comparative disadvantages in
gaining access to them'. Nevertheless, these awakenings of

the peripheral population can onry lead to a policy of rimited
decentralization of economic activities rike the build up in
the periphery of new subsidiary planÈs. Overal1, the dominance

of the core region wirl stilr persist, but to a lesser degree.
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Migration is regarded, under the terms of the core-

periphery concept, to be a process reinforcing the dominance

of the core while depriving the periphery of its valuable

resources for growth. Friedmann (1966) suggests that it is
generally the case that the most productive members of the

labour force migrate in response to greater factor returns
(wages) elsewhere. As a result, the lagging regions are left
with unproductive labour which possesses very limited
innovative personality traits. Furthermore, in response to

the traditional equilibrium tenet that the rate of return
(wages) should rise in areas of outmigration and decline in
the more advanced regions, Friedmann goes on to suggest that
migration is incapable of putting a downward pressure on the
yrage rates in the more advanced regions. He maintains that
lrage rates tend to rise more rapidly in the high-t{age target
areas of migration. Às a consequence, these target regions

also receive the bulk of investment arising from the rapid

increase in ¡¡age rates. This continued phenomenon of high

rates of capital or investment growth appears to have more

influence on the structure of yrage rates than the process of

Iabour transfer. Hence Friedmann (1966) concluded that 'where

investment opportunities tend to be consistently overvalued

for the urban regions (ttre core), this tendency of vrage rates

to respond to capital flows contributes to a gradual

divergence in the average returns to labour (rate of nages)

between the centre of national development (the core) and its
periphery' (p.33).
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Atl told, Myrdal , Hirschman and Friednann together lend
Èheir support to the disequiribrium view of the nigration
process through their regional growth theories. Moreover,
Borts and stein, the formulators of a factor-price adjustment
model based on equilibrium outcomes, arso unintentionally
support the disequilibrium theory by vigorousry attacking the
unrealistic assumption of labour force homogeneity in the
traditional equiríbrium theory and by putting the migration
process in a more realistic setting. They argue that
migration is a process which may lead to wage or emproyment
divergence among regions on the grounds that rabour is
heterogeneous rather than homogeneous. ït is generally the
case that the l0w-wage rural zones are Èhe regions where
labour supply grov¡s faster as a result of higher birth rates.
This internar growth of rabour supply prevents a rise in the
ratio of capital to labour, and therein prevents wage rises.
Furthermore, the two authors suggest that if rabour which
migrates out of the low-wage region is reratively werr endowed
with human capitar compared to that remaining behind, the
marginal product schedule (productivity of labour) of the
remaining workers cour-d shrink owing to the ross of a

comprementary input of productive rabour. This conseguence
would be especially likely if the migrants were members of the
entrepreneur class. outmigration from Èhe row-wage region,
therefore, can be expected to resurt in decreased emproyment.
rn putting the process into a more rearistic setting, Borts
and stein (1964) then suggest that migration is a contributor
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to divergence in wages as werl as emproyment among regions.

Despite the fact that great controversy exists between the

equilibrium and disequilibrium concepts concerning the
migration process, they are more appropriate approaches than

the push-purr model in the study of the determinants of
migration. First of alr, both tt¡eories suggest that migration
is a result of differential endowment existing among regions,
be they economic (..g. resource base endowments such as

mining and forestry) or noneconomic (e.g. innovative
advantages). Thus, the push-purl theory which suggests that
migration is a resurt of economic, social or environmental
forces, can be easiry incorporated into any equiribrium or
disequilibrium theory. More importantry, the essence of
equilibrium and disequilibrium theory alrows for the cause-

and-effect of the migration process to be furly incorporated
into the model. Both theories have pinpointed the fact that
migration is not an end in itserf; it has great impact on

regional economic arowth in terms of yrages and emproyment

opportunities, which are supposed to be the cruciar elements

in affecting the migration process itserf. rn brief, both

theories imply that there is mutuar interaction between

migraÈion and regional growth. I f the real mechanism

underrying migration is to be understood, the two-way

interaction relationship ought to be examined.

rn the forlowing section, the empirical studies which are

based on either the push-purl concept or equiribrium and
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disequilibrium theories wirl be discussed so as to give a more

profound understanding of the working of the determinants of
migraÈion in the regions of advanced-industrial countries as

well as to shed light on the designing of the specific model

of outmigration determinants for Àgro-Manitoba.

3.2. Empirical studies of Miqration Determinants

!.?.L. Def ininq the Spqtial Scope of Review

Empiricar studies of migration determinanÈs have been

characterized by the diversity of scales concerning the study
units. These studies cover different Levels of administrative
regions or natural regions, from country to country, or from
city to city, or from rurar to urban dimensions. As far as

the scope of this thesis is concerned, onry those studies of
small regional units such as counties are considered relevant
and will be reviewed. rt is important to define the study unit
because the same migration determinant might have

contradictory effects upon small and large areas. schwind
(1971 ) suggests that smalrer areal units such as counties may,

as a consequence of migration, exhibit a trend towards income

divergence while larger units such as states and major census

regions may experience a trend towards convergence. For
instance, the income variabre is an important determinant, of
migration; however, it might have a negative relationship with
the rate of outmigration at the county level while dispraying
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positive relationship at the state level. rn evaluating the

effects of various socio-economic and spatial determinants of
migration on Tyneside, Engrand, between 19G1 and 1966, wilris
(1972) found that occupational structure was the principal
determinant of migration flows, but whether it bore a position
or negative relationship depended on on whether the direction
of the flow is inter-(among) or intra-(within) regions. rt was

found that the proportion of specific occupation to regional
emproyment was positivery associated with gross in- and

outmigration, but negatively rerated to the magnitude of
intraregionar migration. put otherwise, to define the leveI
of spatial aggregation in migration analysis is very important
because the rerative significance and direction of the
independent variables (determinants) of migration are

contingent on the size of the study units. Furthermore, since

this thesis is particurarly interested in the outmigration
situation among the rural municiparities of Agro-Manitoba,

those migration studies utilising equivalent units are singled
out for review.

1.2.2. Empirical Studies of the push-pu1l Concept

!,2.2. 1_. Empirical Verif ication

rn a push-pull framework, Kariel (1963) suggests that
migration is the result of socio-economic imbarances among

areas. He applied multipre regression anarysis to the
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migration moder based on 572 counties in 48 states of the
u.s.A., for the period of 1950-1960. The dependent variabre
is 'positive net migration rate' ; the independent variabres
are : 'change in famiry income', 'proportion of professional,
technical and kindred workers', and 'size of the employed

civilian labour force'. The primary resurts of such an

overall and non-stratified regression showed that these four
variables could only explain 47% of. the positive net-rnigration
raÈe and arl vrere positively rerated to the dependent

variable. Yet' examination of the regression coefficients
indicated that onry two had statistical significance ;

namely, the 'size of the employed civirian labour force'
(b=0.68 ) and 'change in the number of emproyers in
manufacturing' (b=0.0001 ). Karier then stratified the
counties into two groups on the basis of recordings above or

below the mean winter temperature of 7.22oc. The murtiple
regression results showed that the explanatory pov¡er of the
independent variabres were raised to 79% for the warmer

region. with those findings, Kariel concludes that the

amounts of population growth due to net migration of an area

appears to be more closery rerated to economic than to non-

economic factors. However, he also suggests that the climatic
variabre arso prays a significant role in affecting migration.

rn response to Kariel's study, Tarver et ar. (1965) also
assert that the economic factors rather than non-economic

factors are more vital in determining rnigration rates at the

county level. rn examining determinants of the net migration
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rates for the 3091 counties in the u.s. in the same period as
Kariel's stucly, Tarver et ar. found that the independent
variables of their multiple regression rnodel accounted for
about 30% explanatory power. Five out of their seven
independent variables explained an appreciabre amount of the
variability of the rates of net mobility; that is to say:
'census division' (dummy variable), '% of population nonwhite,
(b=0.15), 'median family income' (b=0.006), ,% of population
under 20 years of age' (b=1.09)and ,% of employment in
construction' (b=2.15). The other two variables; namery, the
'median years of school compreted' and ,?á of popuration
completing four or five years of high school, , were
statistically insigni f icant. Among the f ive signi ficant
variables, the employment variable , '% employment in
construction', was by far the most important in expraining the
variation and was positivery rerated to net migration. Tarver
et ar. reasoned that this finding compries with the fact that
large capitar investment in industriar and residential
structures and proportional large numbers of construction
workers are concentrated in the counties with rapid growing
populations.

Rutman (1970) focused on 55 counties in west virgina for
the same period of 1950-1960. He reaffirms the findings of
Karie1 (1963) and Tarver et al. (1965) that economic factors
are dominant in accounting for migration. The independent
variables of his murtipre regression moder are : , increase in
number of 18-year olds', 'net change in mining emproyme.t,,
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'net change in manufacturing emproyment' and 'net change in
service employment' . They exprained 99% ot the variance of
the net migration rate. consist,ent with the findings of
Tarver et ar. and Karier, the employment variabres,
particularly the variabre, 'change in construction employment'
(b=4.15), are found to be the most 'influentiail variabres in
affecting net migration rate.

Another interesting study, the one by wilris mentioned

above, also reaffirmed the findings of the aforementioned

researchers. He used a higher-power technique to examine the
determinants of internal migration rate' (or net migration
rate) for the local authorities' areas of Tyneside, England,
in 1961-1966. By employing stepwise techniques, wilris
(1972) aistinguished three dimensions that wourd have

contributed to net migration rate, that is, the economic,

social and spatial structural variables. s The results
indicated that the economic and social dimensions were more

statisticarly-significant than the spatial-structural
dimension (e.g. size, shape and form of the rocar authorities)
in terms of explanatory povrer to net migration rate. Among

the significant economic and sociar variables, 'occupation
indext was found to be the most significant : it alone
accounted for 55.8% of. the explanatory poyrer of the variation

I stepwise regression is a sequential approach to murtipreregression. variabres are either entered- - forward steppingor removed backward stepping one at a tine aepeñäin!on the effects. of a particular variabre or for idenlifyin!multicollinearity.
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in net migration rate. Moreover,
(b=5.49) to net migration.

As far as these empirical studies are concerned, attention
is mainry focused on the totar population of the regions.
However, other studies have focused on certain segments of
the popuration. These studies incrude those of stinner et ar.
(1969) and shin (1979) which concentrate on the brack
popuration in the u.s. rn a study of Èhe migration
determinants of the black populace in 150 southern counties of
the eight southern states of the u.s.À. in 19so-1960, stinner
et aI. categorized the determinants of brack net migration
into several dimensions : economic activity and urbanization,
white traditionarists, non-white poverty and non-white home

ownership. The brack popuration was also divided, in this
case into four age groups : 25-34, 3s-44, 4s-s4 and sE-64

years. The explanatory poy¡er of the dimension varied among

these age groups and ranged f rom 22% t.o 66%. The expranatory
povrer, in general, nas greater in respect of younger age

groups than their older counterparts. Not all variables vrere

persistentry significant for arl age groups. rndeed, only the
variabre 'absorute change in non-primary industry' happened to
be statistically-significant across alr age groups; arthough

it had the highest coefficient varue (0.61) for the age group

between 25-34 years. At the same time, the 'non-white
overcrowding' and 'non-white poverty' dimensions were

consistently statistically insignif icant.

it was positively related
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Another county-revel study of 'brack' migration was

performed by Shin (1979). The research covered 405 selected
counties of the deep south of the u.s.A. for the 1960-1970

period. The model consisted of four dimensions (economic,

social , culturar, demographic ) for explaining the net
migration rate. The aggregate expranatory poyrer of the
murtiple regression accounted for s2% of. the variance of the
black net migration rate. Several variables v¡ere significant.
The 'personar income' variabte (witr¡ b=3.1s), had the greatest
effect upon the migration rate; it was folrowed by , % of the
rabour force in agriculture' (b=-0.28), '% of brack
population' (b=-0 .21) , '% urbanization' (b=-0.19) , ,% of
labour force in manufacturing' (b=-0.14) and '% white collar
workers' (b=0. 1 4 ) . Like the aforementioned studies, shin
again confirmed the fact that economic variables are playing
the reading rore in effecting migration. Nevertheress, his
study is different from the others in that its findings
indicate that employment opportunity is no ronger the most

important variable affecting net migration rate; rather, the
income variable has become the most important variabre.

Hithertor wê have reviewed cross-sectional studies for the
period between 1950-197a. The findings of these studies are
generarry consistent with each other, that is to sayr the
economic variabres, particurarly employment opportunities
(except for the study of shin), are playing the reading rore
in determining migration. Discussion of the longitudinal
push-pull studies which covers the more recent period, the
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1 970s, is now addressed. Heaton et a1. ( 1 9g1 ) aimed at
discerning the determinants of net migration rates for the
counties of the u.s.A. over the three time periods of
1950-1960, 1960-1970, and 197o-197s. They began by srratifying
the popuration into two groups: those aged under 6s years and

those of 65 and over. Tbey found that the five dimensions of
teconomic', turbanizationt, 'amenities', tincome' and

'environmental amenity' accounted for from 27.6% to s2.4% of
explanatory power of the variance for the net migration rate
of the 'younger' popuration for the three tirne periods. Àt
the same time, these dimensions accounted for between 29.7"Á

and 37.4% of the expranatory pov¡er of variance for the net
migration rate of the older popuration. rt is arso noted
that, in time, the expranatory power of the economic

deÈerminants diminished for the 'younger' sector of the
popuration. The economic forces as represented by the
traditionar economic base (proportion of rabour force in
agriculture, services, and manufacturing industry) and median

family income, vrere by far the most influential determinants
for the 1950s, but ress so in the 1970s. rn contrast,
recreational development and, to a resser extent, mild
temperature, emerged as important determinants of population
growth through migration. But in respect to the 'order'
population, only in the period of the 1960s was there a

significant decline in the negative effects of traditional
economic base (especially agricultural) variabtes. Meanwhile,

the effects of pure amenity variables as well as environmental
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amenity variables were relatively stable across the other two

decades. overall, it can be asserted that for both the
younger and older popuration, there was a relative decline in
the importance of economic variabres whiIe, at the same time,
the amenity variabres were becoming increasingry important in
the course of time, especiarly for the younger population.

Ànother study paraller to Heaton et al. v¡as done by Murdock

et aI. (1984). They examined the rerative effects of a set
of economic variabres, such as demographic, pubric services
and governmentalr oD age-specific net migration rates for
Texas counties for the two periods of time of 1960-1970 and

1970-1 980. The moder courd explain from 32% to ss% of the

variance of different age groups for the period of 1960-1970.

For this period, the results showed that economic variables
seemed to be reratively dominant in their influences upon

migration. The deletion of economic variabres caused the

rargest drops in p2 value for all age groups except for the
40-49 years-ord group and the 70 or over years-ord group.

However, deletion of the demographic variables red to the

rargest ¡¡2 varue changes for the 40-49 age group whereas the

deretion of the socio-economic variabÌes had the rargest ¡2
varue changes for the 70 years and over group. The service
determinants were the reast powerfur predictors for net

migration of all age groups. The'power'of the moder for the
period of 1970-1980 srightry improved over that pertaining to
the earlier decade. For the later period, the aggregate model

expranatory povrer ranged from 34% Eo 61% ot the variances of
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net migration for the same age group. But, the economic

variables were onry most powerfur in predicting the migrants
for the age groups over 40 years ord. For their part, socio-
economic variables yrere most powerful for the younger

categories, that is, for the groups of ages 10-19 and zo-29

years. The demographic variables provided the best predictors
for the age group of 30-39 years. Generalry speaking, then,
the importance of economic variabl-es had given way before the
non-economic variables in the more recent period of time.

rt is quite interesting to note from these longitudinal
studies that, in the period prior to 1970, the economic

variabres are the dominant factors in explaining migration in
the rural areas. These findings are consistent with the many

cross-sectional studies of the same period. However, both
longitudinal studies considered here have explicitly conveyed

the fact that, despite remaining dominant, economic variables
have been progressively ecripsed by other factors in
accounting for rural migration. put otherwise, social,
environmental and quality-of-life variables are increasing in
importance in expraining the phenomenon of migration.

!.2.2.?. The Implication for Reqional Development

À11 these studies based on the push-purl concept seem to
confirm the thinking that prior to the 1970s people in the
rural areas migrated mainly because of economic reasons,

largery to seek better emproyment opportunities ersewhere and,
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secondarily, to seek higher income. since the 1970s, however,

quality-of-life has emerged as a major consideration. As

shaw (1975r p.101) suggests, 'it nay be that as an economy

progresses towards an urban-industrialized state, the role of
pecuniary considerations ... declines in importance as (a)

motive (s) to migrate'. rn other words, as a resurt of

increasing urbanization and industrialization, the standard of

living wirr increase with a rising number of 'floating
population' which can settre where it pleases and which can

act upon its desires (Morrison and Wheeler , 197ü. The

actions of this 'froating population' in searching for better
quarity-of-life is evident in the 'migration turnaround'
phenomenon in the 1970s.

'Migration turnaround' is commonly used to refer to the

process where nonmetropolitan areas cease being losers of
population through net migration and become gainers (poston

and coleman, 1983). This phenomenon þras initiarly recognized

by Beale (1975) whose study shows that those nonmetropolitan

counties growing the fastest between 1970-1973 were the more

rural counties located at some distance from metropolitan

centres. A year later, the 1970-1974 data confirmed these

findings and Beale (1976) further noted that many of the

growing nonmetroporitan counties were experiencing heavy net

inrnigration of people at retirement age. The u.s. Bureau of

the Census of 1980 shows that between 1970 and 1978, the

average annual change rate due to net migration for Èhe

nonmetropolitan areas was more than 900% greater than that for
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the metropolitan areas (0.61 versus 0.06% per year
respectively) (Poston and coleman, 1gg3). rn canada, too, the
period 1971-1976 disprayed the startling new demographic
phenomenon of the nonmetropoliÈan spurt in popuration (rodd,
1980). Reverting to the u.s. situation, Litcher and Fuguitt
(1982) found that about two-thirds of the nonmetropolitan
counties experienced more rapid rural than urban growth rates
during the 1970-1975 period. During the 1950s, this was true
of only about one-guarter of the nonmetropolitan counties.
Poston and coleman (1983) arso indicate that of the 11995

counties and county-equivarents in the u.s. that rost
popuration through net migration between 1960-197or Do ress
than 11073 experienced 'turnaround' between 1g7o and 1g7g and
gained population through net migration. Most strikingly,
Ritcher (1985) found that rural areas accounted for over BO%

of aggregate u.s. nonmetropolitan popul-ation change in the
1970-1 980 decade.

A variety of explanations have been advanced to account for
this 'rural renaissance'. To date, research evidence exists
to suggest that each of the forrowing is at reast partiarly
involved in the new migration patterns : emproyment growth
resulting from industrial decentrarization; super-
suburbanization or exurbanization with transportation
improvement; the movement of urban elderly to rural retirement
areas; the development of rural recreational areas and

industries; growth in opportunities for higher education in
nonmetropolitan areas; changing residential preferences and
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especially preferences for amenities located in remote rural
areas r and growth associated with extractive industries
(william and sofranko, 1979r. Alt these forces have been

summarized by Todd (1990) such that the waning of the age of
metropolitan dominance (age of migration turnaround) has been

attributedr orì the one hand, to structural changes in the
economy and, on the other, to the final realization of
people's preferences for smal1-town (rura1) life styles.

To sum up, all of the above suggested, on the one hand,
that people movement from the metropolitan areas to the rural
areas is a result of rural attractions deriving from
increasing urbanization and industriarization. on the other
hand, it is equalry a result of the rising of living standards
and, therefore, the increasing preference for quality-of-life
improvements by the increasing number of 'froating popuration,
in the metropolitan areas. with such a background, therefore,
zelinsky (1977 r Þ.176) suggests that ,the economic-cum-
metroporitan sprawr explanatory strategy corlapses when rÍe

confront those hundreds of remote, thinly settLed, and
emphatically bucolic counties for whose recent demographic
resurgence there is no half-way plausible economic rationale'.
conseguently, it is arso no surprise to see that emphasis on

guality-of-1ife r âs opposed Èo more strictry economic
consideration, seems to be assuming increasing importance as a

rnotivation both in the decision to move and in the choice of
destination for the metropolitan or urban migrants (Goldstein,
1976). Putting alr these components into a rurar context
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requires the reverse notion

nonmetropolitan areas become more

¡vith higher living standards, then

quality-of-Iife wilI,be heightened

people's decisions to migrate.

These considerations are of great importance in so far as

the regionar development of Àgro-Manitoba is concerned. As

indicated in chapter 2, both the provincial and federar
governments have evinced great inÈerest in formulating
programmes to cope with the probrem of outmigration which is
believed to be a major component in inducing regional
disparity. Most of these programmes are economic-oriented and

incrude Èhe resources (mainly the land and water) development,

together with secondary and tertiary sector schemes. rn the
past few decades, the rnain effort of governments has been put

into the stimuration of economic arowth in order to counter

the problems of outmigration and regional disparity. They

have been less concerned with the sociar or quality-of-rife
indicators of development. However, if empiricar studies are

to be berieved, these are precisery the issues which shourd be

addressed in regional development programmes.

that as the rural or

urbanized or industrialized
the preference for upgraded

as a factor accounting for
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interaction effects between outmigration and regional economic

growth so as to examine the underlying mechanism of migration.
Most of these studies have focused on the metropolitan/urban

areas or are inter-regional in scope. However, there are also
a small number of studies based on rural or nonmetropolitan

units. rn conformity with the interest of this Èhesis, only

those studies that concern rural or intra-regional themes will
be considered.

Mead ( 1 982) , for instance, examined the interaction
relationship between the migration rate and economic growth

for 69 u.s. nonmetroporitan state Economic Areas over the
period of 1960-1978 by ernploying simultaneous-equations system

techniques. The findings supported the claim that there is a

significant Iink between the patterns of economic growth and

migration rate within the nonmetroporitan areas. Mead

reported that the wage growth had a negative effect upon

outmigration rate (b=-1.15), and so a decrine in vrage growth

wourd lead to a considerabre outmigration and vice versa. At

the same time, the outmigration rate evidenced a negative

effect upon vrage growth as well (b=-0.20). Such an

interaction between outmigration rate and v¡age growth has

partially supported the assertion that migration (in this
case, ouÈmigration) is a disequilibrium process widening

economic disparity among the nonmetropolitan areas in the u.s.
Ànother piece of evidence substantiating this relationship is
the finding that agriculturar employment growth and the

outmigration rates yrere negatively interacting with one
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another to the extent that a change in employment growth would

lead to a 35% decline in ouÈmigration rate (b=-0.35), and a

change in outmigration rate wor¡rd lead to a 40% decline in
emproyment growth (b=-0.40). This four-equation system has a
minimum p2 value exceeding 0.60, that is, the expranatory
power of the predetermined variables to the dependent variable
was at least 60% in all instances. The outmigration function
had the highest p2 value of 0.80; the two rowest explanaÈory

potrers were found in the non-agricultural and agricultural
employment growth equations with R2 values around 0.50.

rn their five-equations simultaneous anarysis, chalmers and

Greenwood (1985) also concluded that there is a significant
relation between net inmigration rate and the market forces,
which together determined regional (economic) growth among 3s0

counties in the U.S.A. in the period of 1960-1970. Their
study showed that there is a mutual interaction between net

inmigration rate and both the labour force participation rate
and emproyment rate, and with unemproyment rate and the level
of earnings. In respect of the employment rate variable, it
indicated a statistically significant and positive influence
upon the net inmigration rate for both the male (b=1.0)and

female(b=0.6) groups. Reciprocarly, the net inmigration rate

arso statisticarly-significantry deterrnined the rate of

employment of the female popuration (b=1.2) but was not

appricabre to the male counterpart (b=1.1). rn reference to
the labour force participation rate variabre, it showed a

sÈatistically-significant and positive influence upon the net
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inmigration rate of the mare group (b=0.11) but negativery
upon the female group (b=-o.gg). Meanwhile, the net
inmigration rate was onry positivery and statistically-
significantly related to the female labour force participation
rate (b=0-11) but again yras not influential for the male
group (b=0.21) .

concerning the lever of earnings, it was once again
affirmed that it was a significant and positive infruence on

the female net inmigration rate (b=0.55) but not the male

counterpart, which was in negaÈive rerationship it
(b=0.46). on the other hand, net inmigration rate registered
a significant positive influence on the male leve1 of earnings
(b=0.68) but vras not found significant in the female case
(b=0.76) . Meanwhile, in respect of unemployment rate, it
proved to be statistically significantly and negatively
rerated to both the mare net inmigration rate (b=-0.22) and
the female equivarent (b=-0.s6). Reciprocalry, net
inmigration arso significantry affected the unemproyment rate
of both males (b=0.179) and females (b=0.50). rn sum, the
study of Chalmers and Greenwood indicated that there exists a

mutual rerationship between net inmigration rate and market
forces, the latter of which rÍere represented by the rabour
force participation rate, emproyment rate, revel of earnings
and unemployment rate. rf the whole study is to be put into
an 'outmigration' context instead of that of inmigration, the
same mutual rerationships would continue to hord but with the
proviso that all the 'signs' of the rerationships wouLd be
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reversed.

Put otherwise, in an 'outmigration' context, the

outmigration rate and emproyment rate wourd have been

negativery and mutualry related. The labour force
participation rate would be negativery affecting the mare

outmigration rate and positivery infruencing the femare

counterpart; whereas, the net outmigration rate wourd be

negativery affecting femare participation rate and positivery
affecting that of the mare. Level of earnings would be

negatively rerated to femare net outmigration rate and

positively to the male rate; at the same time, net

outmigration wourd have a negative influence upon both male

and femare levers of earnings. Finarly, the unemployment rate
wourd have been positively infruencing male and femare

outmigration rates; whire, at the same time, the outmigration
rate wourd have borne a negative effect upon the male and

female unemployment rates. Above arr, the resurts showed that
migration would be an equiribrating process because net

migration was positivery rerated to emproyment rate and the

participation rate of the female population.

There is another studyr pêrformed by Todd (1980),

investigating the interaction relationship between

outmigration and regional growth; in this case focusing on the

114 rurar municiparities in southern Manitoba for the period

of 1966-1971 emproying the simultaneous-equations technigue.

Todd particularry emphasised the effects of agricultural
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development on outmigration. Às a result, the agricultural
development variables such as farm size, farm capitar, farrn

sales and farmers' characteristics were the main concern of
his study. Às far as the two-way interaction rerationship
between outmigration and regionar growth is concerned, the

study found that the linkages between outmigration and the

variabres concerning regional growthrsuch as rurar economic

hearth and agricultural components of t,he milieu, were rather
weak and indirect since statistically no significant tyro-vray

relationship was found between net outmigration and the

average famiry income and the level of agricultural
deveropment in the study region. The net outmigration courd

not be exprained by the average family income variable as werr

as the large farm sares variabre. Net outmigration was

significantry rerated only to the 'no schooling' (b=1 . a1) ,

'family size' (b=1.51 ) , 'distance to Winnipeg' (b=0 .67) , 'the
size of rural popuration' (b=-0.96) and 'distance to urban

centre' (b=.28) variabres. The resurts also showed that net

outmigration did not have direct influence on the median

family income, rather it was affected by the '% of ukrainian
in the popuration' (b=-0.05) , the 'lagged outmigration'
variable (b=-0.03), 'population size' (b= 0.16) , 'distance to
winnipeg' (b=-0.04) r 'employment in manufacturing' (b=0.03)

and '% of popuration Mennonite' (b=-0.02). Finarry, the large
farm size equation courd not be significantry exprained by net

outmigration as welr. This equation t¡as significantly
explained by the 'varue of fixed farm capital' (b=1.68), '% of
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employment in services' (b=.ZZr, ,% of Ukrainians in
population' (b=-0.11 ), ,i( of population Mennonite, (b=_0.09),
'high school education level' (b=-0.25) and,no schooling
education' (b=-0.36).

Another interesting study was performed by wilriam (19g1).
He vras not particularly interested in the interaction
relationship between migration and the regionar economic
growth. Rather, within a framework of simultaneous equations,
he looked into the shifting of the importance of the economic
variables in expraining migration in the ,migration
turnaround' period. Then by conparing the results of
significant regression coefficients in affecting ouÈmigration
of the 19ss-1960 and the 1955-1970 periods, he concruded by
rejecting the hypothesis that the importance of economic
variables is diminishing in the course of time in contrast to
an emerging quality-of-rife dimension; at reast in reration to
the 91 nonmetroporitan state Economic Areas of the u.s.
Midwest. william showed that empl0yment growth was a cruciar
determinant of outmigration in both time periods.
FurÈhermore, the absorute effects of employment change in
terms of standardized coefficients were larger in the 1960s
Èhan in the 1950s. This impried that ernproyment change has
become more important in explaining outmigration. The
quarity-of-rife variabre (represented by % of land under
forest) was insignificant in expraining outmigration for both
time periods. However, results showed that the guality_of_
life dimension is reratively more important in the rater
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period than the earlier period in effecting outmigration,
arthough this was inferred indirectry through the 'emproyment

rate'. Among the three simurtaneous equations for the early
period of 1955-1960, the employment change function had the
highest expranatory power (R2=0.82) arnong the independent

variabres. The other two equations, for inmigration and

outmigration, were less well explained; both of them recording
p2 values slightLy below 0.60. Meanwhire, for the period of
1965-1970, arr three equations performed reasonabry : the
emproyment change function remained supreme among the
independent variabres (R2=0.86), whire the other two equations
maintained R2 values of about 0.60.

In sum, most of the spatial eguilibrium/aisequilibrium
studies are interested in reviewing the nature of the two-way

interaction relationship between outmigration and regional
economic arowth. The latter phenomenon is often expressed in
terms of income (wage) and employment (unemployment)

variabres. The foregoing studies have consistently
demonstrated the existence of a two-way inter-relationship
between outmigration and regional growth, arthough it might be

'weak and indirect' (Todd, 1980). However, the resurts were

inconcrusive in identifying the migration process (or the
outmigration process) as an eguilibrium or a disequiribrium
process. Mead (1982) affirmed that outmigration is a

disequilibrium process by showing that the outmigration rate
was negativery affecting vrage growth. rn contrast, the
results of Chalmers and Greenwood (1985) showed that their net
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inmigration rate was positively affecting Èhe employment and

participation rate of the female popuration, which wourd

signify an equilibrium process. rn attempting to identify the
major forces behind outmigration, WilIiam (1981) demonstrated

that the economic dimension remains predominant in explaining
the motive and hence the process of outmigration; yetr there
is some sign that the quality -of-life dimension is gaining in
weight in explaining outmigration as we1l.

3-.3-. Àn Evaluation of the Modellinq Techniques amonq the
Empirical Studies

The early theoretical studies of migration ( or
outmigration) determinants mainry followed the'push-puIl'
theory. Migration, in them, is regarded as either being

'pushed'by the unfavourable factors of the place of origin or
being 'puIled' by the attractive factors of the place of
destination. They examine the 'push factors' at the original
areas rather than the 'pufr factors'at the destination,
justifying their stance by the unavairability of data for the

'destination' at the county or nonmetropolitan lever.
Multiple regression has been the most commonry used technique
in these studies. More recentry, based on the economic theory
of equilibrium/ disequilbrium, advanced studies have focused

on examining the two-way interaction rerationship between

outmigration and the regional economic arowth indicators. The

simultaneous-equations technique is widely used for these
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latter researches.

As a matter of fact, the murtipre regression technique is
subject to severe criticisms when appried to discerning the
determinants of migration. The cardinar faurt of murtipte
regression lies with the problem of multicollinearity. The
existence of multicollinearity violates the crucial assumption
of the ordinary least square (or,s ) technique that the
independent variabres, together with the error term, are
independent of each other, to the effect that the original
sources of interaction with the dependent variable can be
identified or isorated. In reality, there is often a high
degree of inter-relatedness among the independenÈ variables
(nogue et ar., 19s3). For instance, employment growth and
income growth, which are t,he major determinants of migration,
may be highly correlated with each other. Although
murticollinearity wilr not affect the ,best rinear unbiased
estimator' (nr,ue) properties of the oLS, yet it wirl
contribute to unexpected signs as well as unreliabre
regression coefficients. Though some authors (such as wi11is,
1972) have resorted to the sÈepwise regression technique in
reducing the seriousness of colrinearity within the daÈa set,
such a procedure is yet weakened by the tendency for highty-
interrelated variables to eliminate each oÈher. Only when
there are prior theoretical guiderines, and the number of
variabres is small can the stepwise procedure be used
effecÈively (Lewis, 1gA2). A better technique for confronting
the problem of collinearity is the simultaneous-equations
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regression methodology.

Meanwhile, an overview of the murtipte regression technique
repays the effort of enquiry. rt is a procedure whereby the
effects of one or more independent variables can be assessed
on a control or dependent variable. The dependent variable is
expected to be functionally regulaÈed by the independent
variabres and it is 'exprained' Èo various degrees by the
combination of the independent variabres. This wilr work
perfectly well under the assumption that there is a one-way
effect from. the independent variabre(s) to the dependent
variable. However, many researchers have recognized that
there will be a two-way interaction relationship between the
dependent variable on one hand, and the independent variabres
on the other. For instance, migration is determined by

various economic, social and environmental variables, while at
the same time, these independent variables are instrumental in
af f ecting later migration (l,teyers , 197g) . wilris ( 197s)

noted that most migration studies explain migration by using
economic variabres such as income differentials, the
unemployment rate and wage rates as expranatory variables :

arl factors which, equalry, are affected by migration. Todd
(1979) also reasserted that a true modeL of migration must

allow for the feedback effect of the dependent variable on the
independent variables. Thus, conceptually and technically,
multiple regression anarysis is out of place in the
construction of an effective migration model.
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The simultaneous-eguations technique, for its partr cân

provide a framework for monitoring effects of variables
contained in one equation as they feed back into variables
contained in other eguations. Therefore, allowance for a

number of variables dependent to some degree on the other
variables scattered throughout the equations necessitates an

elaboration of terminology ovêr and above the division between

dependent and independent variabLes in classical least squares
regression. This is accomplished when we distinguish between

those variables that are trury independent and those that
depend on other equations in the moder for their solution.
The trury independent variabres are known as exogenous

variables or those which are given and not determined by the
model. on the other hand, those which are to be exprained by

the moder and its constituent equations are termed jointly
dependent or endogenous variabres. rn fact, the number of
equations in the moder is rimited to the number of endogenous

variables, for each of these variables must have its
accompanying right-hand side independent variables. yet, an

endogenous variabre may appear on both sides of the equations
system, either occupying the dependent variable position in
Èhe regression equation set up sorely to exprain its
variationsr oE acting as an independent variable in other
eguations of the model. rndeed, a lagged endogenous variable
(the phenomenon measured at a previous time period and

therefore known) can appear as an independent variabre in the
eguations containing Èhe same, though unlagged, phenomenon as
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dependent variable. Lagged endogenous variables along with
exogenous variables are lumped together as predetermined
variables. This distinction between endogenous and
predetermined variables is essential because the endogenous

variables can appear anywhere in the equation system, given
the interdependent nature of phenomena( Todd, 1g7gb).

rn sumr in a system of simultaneous equaÈions, rnigration
(or outmigration) is then viewed as a circular, interdependent
and serf-modifying system in which the effects of changes in
one part has a ripple effect throughout the whore system. By

conceptualizing migration as a system, it is therefore
possible to identify the interacting erements, their
attributes and their relationship (Lewis, lggz). within a

system of simurtaneous equations, migration and the
expranatory variables courd be viewed as interdependent
processes, each acting both as dependent and independent
variables. As a resurt, this technique alrows for the
incorporation of the two-way interaction of migration and the
other variables int.o the model and allows deeper understanding
of the forces that contribute to migration. Moreover, since
the interacting (or endogenous) and the truly independent
variables (exogenous) variables are identified, this can avoid
the problem of multicollinearity and the inconsistent results
of the oLS regression coefficients. To reiterate, not only is
the simultaneous-equations technigue a conceptualry more

satisfying way of viewing the process of migration and its
causation, but, in addition, this approach reduces the
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multicorrinearity error in the singte-equation regression
model commonly used in prevíous migration determinant studies.

rn order to provide a crear picture of the real m-.chanisn
underlying the phenomenon of migration, most of these studies
have focused on the interdependent rerationship between
migration and the economic variabLes. Except for the study of
william ( 1 981 ) , tittle attention has been paid to the
investigation of the increasing importance of the quality-of-
life variables (which is a major theme of the multiple
regression model studies) ttrrough l0ngitudinar studies.
Hence, these studies can onry provide limited insight into
future regional growth or deveropment. Furthermore, except
for the study of Mead (1982'), arl these studies seem to
indicate that models are often more powerful in explaining
the regionar growth variabres rather than the migration or
mainry the outmigration functions; that is to sayr the
outmigration function is often not as well predicted as the
employment, wage or income functions. This may be due to the
fact that the number of exogenous variabres are not adequate
in explaining the outmigration function. Moreover, in spite
of being based on nonmetropolitan or county studies which are
largely characterized by agricultural activities, several of
these studies have not incorporated the najor agricurtural
themes or the revel- of deveropment of this fundamental
economic activity into the moder. Hence, the p2 varue in the
outmigration models are generalry row. Therefore, it seems

that the addition of a development index which shows the
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prosperity of the local
the explanatory power of

3.4. Hvpotheses to be Tested

rn light of the above empirical studiesl â simultaneous-
equations moder was set up for both the time periods of
1961-1971 and 1971-1981 for the 112 rural municipalities in
Agro-Manitoba to test for the folrowing hypotheses :

1 ) the economic variabres ( particularly the

employment opportunities variables) are the
fundamental determinants of outmigration in
Agro-Manitoba in the periods of 1961-1971

and 1971-1 981 ;

2) there is an increasing importance attached

to the quality-of-life variables in
explaining outmigration in the period of
1971-1981 compared to the period of
1961-1971;

3) there is a two-way interaction relationship
between outmigration and regional growth

(as measured by service employment growth

and employment income growth);

4) outmigration is a disequilibrium process

which lowers the service employment growth

and the growth of employment income;

5) the development index is a function of
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outmigration.
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There are two major technical problems which need to be
overcome before the eguations in a simurtaneous system are
acceptabre. Firstry, there is the identification problem which
is concerned with unigueness of each of the structural
equations in explaining each of the specified rerationships in
the simurtaneous system. rn short, identification is about
the adequacy of the predetermined variables in explaining each
of the endogenous variabres. rf there are enough
predetermined variables to exprain any particular endogenous
variable, then that set of predetermined variables are unigue
in explaining that particular phenomenon but not any of Èhe

other phenomena. This structurar equation is said to be
identified, otherwise the structural equation is said to be
unidentified and results in -invalid moder construction.
secondly', there is the consistency probrem which is concerned
with the underlying assumptions of the simulÈaneous eguations.
Put more explicitly, if the assumptions of the simultaneous-
equations are not met, there will be strong mathematical bias
in Èhe model which may lead to very inconsistent or invalid
results. Therefore, in the fol10wing section, these problems
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will be discussed

simultaneous model

9.1. The Identification probrem and its solution

rn addition to providing the foundation for a realistic
model, the purpose of a priori information is to rure out most
hypotheses that are inconsistent with observed facts. rt is
inherently reasonable to suppose that any set of observed
facts can be explained in many different yrays. The ideal is
to find only one acceptabre hypothesis which makes . sense in
terms of both the moder and the facts, that is, one hypothesis
consistent with both. A strucÈure is identified wittr respect
to a given model and a given type of data if, and onry if,
there is exactry one structure that belongs to both Èhe data_
admissible set of structure and the moder (christ, 1966) . A

structurar equation is identified if, among arl the structurar
equations compatibre with the data, there is only one that is
arso compatible with the restrictions imposed by the moder on

that equation. rn essence, the structural equation is onry
identifiable when it can be shor¿n that it is impossibte to
produce a different equation of the same prescribed form by
linear combination of arl equations in the moder.
consequently, the problem of identification is said to occur
in those situations where any set of observed facts can be
explained in a number of ways, that is, several hypotheses can
be coined to account for a given set of relationships. The
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probrematic aspect emerges when one tries to disentangre the
singre, 'best' hypothesis from the murtiplicity of possibre
explanations. rn effect, the problen of identification
summarizes to a question of whether the observations wirl
enable the analyst to measure each and every equation in the
simultaneous system ( roda, 1g7gb). rn order to furfil the
reguirement of full identifiabrity, two conditions must be met

: (a) the order condition, and (b) the rank criteria for
identifiablity.

L.1.1 . Order Condition

To be identified, alr eguations in a model of G number of
eguations must exclude at Least (C-l ) number of variabLes from
the equation. The number of variables to be excruded is
represented by the difference between the total number of
variables ( including both endogenous and predetermined) in the
model (¡t) and that of the number in the respective equation
(u). The order condition of identifiablity can then be stated
as:

(n-u)> (c-1).
when (t<-u)> (c-l ), then the respective equation in the model

is said to be overidentif ied. rf (¡t-l¿)= (G-1), then it is
just identif ied. If (r<-r.r)< (c-l ), then it is underidentif ied.
rn order to carry out the ongoing regression analysis, each

and every eguation of the model ought to be either over-
identified or just identified. underidentífied equations
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shourd then be discarded from the model or be re-formurated.

In respect of the model in hand (see later sections of this
chapter), it has three equations (c=3) and 10 variabres
(incruding endogenous and predetermined). The basic number of
variables to be excluded from each of the three equations
(G-1) is two (or 3-1=2). Eraborating on the first equation,
the number of variables it has excluded (n-u) is two (10-8=2);

therefore, it is just-identified because 2=2 or (n-u)=(G-1).

Elaborating on the second equation, K-M=10-6=4 and as A>Zi it
is overidentified because (n-u)>(c-l). The third equation,
has (x-u) = 10-6=4; hence (t<-u)>(G-1), and it is
overidentified as welI.

4.1.2. Rank Criteria For Identifiabilitv

while the order condition helps to crassify the

identifiablity of the structurar equations, their
identification properties have arso to be endorsed by a

subsequent test for the rank condition. The order criterion
onry serves as a necessary condition whereas the rank purports

to be both a necessary and sufficient condition to the

identification problem. The rank criterion for identification
states that, 'in a system of G equationsr any particurar
equation is identified if and only if it is possibre to
construct at least one non-zero determinant of order (G-1 )

from the coefficients of the variables excluded from the

particular eguation but contained in the other equations of
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the model' (Koutsoyiannis, 1995r p.353). The rank test will
start with 'the row and column array of coefficients in the
nodel, omit al-l columns not having a prescribed zero in the
equation, and omit the row coefficients of that equation,
(witlis, 1975). The test, which has been attached in Àppendix
r ' shows that there are more than one non- zero determinant of
order (G-1) for the model specified in this chapter.

!.2. The Problem of Consistencv

Squares

The crucial difference
equations estimation Iies
regression mechanism. For

Y=BX+Ur

The assumptions for OLS

1) x is a (Hxn)

observations on

(fixed numbers

dummy variables

between OLS and simultaneous_

in the assumptions underlying the
a regression equation, such as :

and the Two-Staqe Least

2) U is random disturbance vector of
elements, each element being independent

the sample observations in X;

3) the distribution of U is normal

regression are :

random matrix of sample

the independent variables
such as constant terms and

are also admissible);

accordance with the central lirnit theorem

and has the properties of :
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-zero mean e(u)=0

-constant variance g(uz )=õ2

-zero covariance e(umun)=0. s

The zero mean assumption signifies the absence of any
systematic component in the random disturbance affecting the
dependent variable (regressand), whereas the zero covariance
assumpÈion implies that the elements of the disturbance terms
are uncorrelated. Thus the independent variables (regressors)
are not only independent of each other but are independent of
the disturbance term too. Moreover, the elements of the
disturbance term are supposed to be independently distributed.
rn fact, these assumptions of independence do not bear up in
models util-izing endogenous as werl as predetermined
variables. By definition, endogenous variabres are not
independent entities within the linear system of simultaneous-
equations and so conflict with the independence assumption.
The disturbance terms for the system of equations are not
independent either. on the contrary, the principle of
interdependence between the dependent and the disturbance term
of other equations in the model applies throughout the
simultaneous-eguations system. Therefore the apptication of
oLs estimates to these noders conceptually would be

s The Central Limit rheorem states that if randorn samples of nobservations are drawn f rom a- popuration with ii"i[ã'-ä.un, u,and standard g.Iivarion, . õ, thênl when n ia 
-i.;;;, --t't. 

samplemean z !, wirr _be approximately normalry distri6ùÉea-with mãanequal to u and standard deviãtion ó/ ;. The approximationwill become more and more accurate as n ueèõmes large(Mendenhal1, 197Ð .
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inappropriate because they would provide inconsistent results;
in effect, they wourd offer no meaningfur solution at all.

The rúay to surmount this probrem and ensure consistent
resurts is to utilize reduced-form eguations whereby the
original structural equations are transformed to express the
endogenous variables as functions of exogenous variables and

disturbances onry (an example of the reduced-form of the
eguations can be found in Àppendix rr). rf a simultaneous-
equations system satisfies the conditions of identification,
then the reduced-form of its structural equations can be used

as the basis for the derivation of consistent regression
estimates. The methods to achieve this (reduced-form) include
: two-stage least sguare(2sLs) and three-stage reast sguare
(3sr,s). undoubtedry, 2sLS is the most straight-forward means,

and is at least as good as, if not superior to, other more

conplicated methodologies (roaa, 1979b). Furthermore, the
2sLS has comparative advantages over the 3sLs in that the 3sl,s

are only appropriate for models containing more than 20

predeternined (exogenous) and Lagged endogenous variabres;
whereas the 2sLS is not subject to this liniting total number

of variabres (rodd, 1979b). Therefore, the 2sLS is preferred
in this thesis for the purpose of anarysis. The operations
invorved in 2sl,s can be summarized in the following manner :

1 ) select one endogenous variable from those

in the model to act as the target dependent

var iable ;

2) (first stage 1east. squares) determíne the
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OLS estimates of the reduced-form equations

for the remaining endogenous variables in

the equation using aII the predetermined

variables in the model (that is, in a1I

equations, not just the one of interest);
replace the observed values for these

remaining endogenous variables by their
estimaÈed values f rom step (2l;
(second stage of 2SLS) perform OLS

regression of the target dependent

variables made up of the reduced-form

parameter estimates for the remaining

endogenous variables ( step 3 ) and the

original, observed values for these

predetermined variables present in the

equation of interest;
repeat steps 1-4 for each target dependent

variable in the model (Todd, 1979b).

3)

4)

rn sum, 2sLs is used in this study to sorve the probrem of
inconsistency. rt is an equation by-eguatíon procedure for
handling the simultaneous-equations system which has the

advantage of producing consistent parameter estimates for aIl
equations that are just-identified, or as is the more usual

case, over-identified. The property of consistency irnpties

that the 2sLS regression coefficients converge in probabirity
to the true parameter values as the sample size of the set of
observations approaches inf inity.
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L,1. Model Spec i f icat i on

The study model consists of a three-equation

simultaneously-determined system. It defines employment income

growth Ieve1, service employment growth and net outmigration,

as the three critical dependent variables to be solved within
the simultaneous system. The model is specified as follows:

Y r =ß I +a r Y z+â zl s +a gX r +a +X z+â sXs +â oX¿ +âzXs +E r

Y z=ßz+br Yt +bzYs+bsXr +b+Xz+bsXo+Ez

Ys=ßg+c tYt +C zXl +Cs'X z+c+Xs+C sXz +Es 3

where

Yr is net outnigration from 1961-1971;

1971-1981,

Yz is employment income growth 1967-19721' 1971-1981,

Ys is service employment growth from 1961-1971;

1971-1 981 ,

Xr ís % of population with university education,

1961; 1971 ,

Xz is distance to Winnipeg,

Xs is population growth, 1961-1971;197 1-1981,

X+ ís % of dwelling owned, 1961;1971 ,

Xs is development index , 1961;1971 ,

Xs is % ot employment growth in primary industry,
1961-1971 ;1971-1981 ,

2lz is service employment level, 1961;1971.

ÀII the Ys represent variables endogenous to the system
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rehereas the xs are exogenously determined and the 'Es are the

disturbance terms. .Eguations 1, 2 and 3 represent a conplete

set of equations in that their number equals the number of
endogenous variables. To reflect their mutual

interdependence, the variabres representing net outmigration,
service employment growth and employment income growth leve1

are expressed both as dependent and independent variables
within the simurtaneous system of equations. To faciritate
the comprehension of the whore system, Figure 7 (next page) is
drawn to indicating the dimensions that each and every

variable is going to represent. rn order to estabrish whether

there has been a reduction in the importance of economic

determinants in affecting outmigration, this study is
performed longitudinarry for two time periods , 1961-1971, and

1971-1981. Thus, a comparison study can be made between these

two time periods to see if there is a shift in the sensitivity
of outmigration to quality-of-Iife factors and to see if Èhere

is a shift in importance of the economic variables affecting
outmigration. By and large, variable selecÈion is influenced
by the spatial equilibrium and spatial disequilibrium concepts

of outmigration and the findings of- the previous empirical
studies of simultaneous-equations migration analysis outlined
in the previous chapter.
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Figure 7 | The Interdependence
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Equation !

the first equation of the model is known as the net
outmigration function (y.l ). It is the outcome of two

dimensions; namely, the objective economic conditions of the
labour market and the subjective forces concerning the
quality-of-1ife of the rurar population. The variabres used

to represent the economic aspect of outnigration are :

'employment income growth' (yz), 'service employment growth'
(ye), '% of. population with university education' (x,r) and the
'development index' (x. ) . The variables representing the
quality-of-rife dimension are i '% of dwelling owned' (x+),

'population growth' (xr) and ' distance from Winnipeg' (Xr).

the 'employment income growth' variable (yr) has a dual
interpretation concerning its effects on outmigration.
According to economic models, and hence the aggregate reveI,
high income growth areas are deemed to be the centres
attracting inmigrants and reducing the frow of outmigrants;
while, areas of low income growth may encourage outmigration
and discourage inmigration at various scales. The two-part
proposition is inspired by examining the disaggregate lever of
the population/migrants. Numerous disaggregated studies
suggest that those in highly skirred occupations and those
that are well-educated tend to be more migratory (shaw, 1g7s)

: both education and occupation status are híghly correl_ated
with the growth of income and thus those with higher incomes

shourd be more migratory. As far as this thesis is concerned,
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the 'employment income growth' variabre, which is an
aggregate, is hypothesized to have a negative effect upon
outmigration, that is, Èhe higher the level 0f empl0yment
income growth , the lesser the chance of outmigration.

Empl0yment opportunity is definitely a factor encouraging
(ir expanding) or díscouraging (if decreasing) the voruntary
movement of people. The 'service employment growth rate' (yr)
is used to represent this aspect. rt is chosen for two main
reasons. Firstlyr âs far as the study unit of this thesis is
concerned, Agro-Manitoban rural municiparities, it has been
averred that service industry is a vital sector in providing
employment opportunities, particularly of the non-farm kind,
for the region's populace. secondly, the service industry has
been instrumentar in providing a major economic base to many

rural municipalities. The growth of employment opportunities
is here considered to be a proxy for the expansion of job
opportunities in an area and is expected to reflect growing
labour demand ( Greenwood, 1973). rt is generarly expected
that outmigration will be lowered in areas where the growth of
employment opportunities is more rapid. wilriam (19g1) found
that the outmigration rate is adverseì_y affected by the growth
of emproyment rate for the period of 19s0-1960. Mead (1ggz)
also demonstrated the existence of a negative rerationship
between agricultural employment growth and outmigration
(b=-0.36). Furthermore, a positive rerationship is found
between employment opportunities and net inmigration rate (

the reverse of net outmigration rate) and others for the
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relations between inmigration and the growth of employment

rate for both male(b=0.65) and female (b=0.60) populations for
the period of 1960-1970 (chalmers and Greenwood, 19gs). rn
this study, it is hypothesized that a large proportionate
decline in any of the economic sector's share of labour wirl
spur outmigration while a rise in the economic sector's share

of the labour force should reduce outmigration. Tbe model

expects to confirm a negative effect of 'service employment

grov¡th rate ' on outmi grat i on .

The variable of '% of population growth with university
education' (X,' ) has a dual character relating to outmigration.
It serves to represent the characteristics of the migrants as

well as employment opportunities. However, its infruence upon

outmigration is inconcrusive. rt has been hypothesized that
higher growth of education lever means greater emproyment

opportunities at the original locarity of the subjects; and so

the subjects do not have to migrate elsewhere to seek

employment. This implies that outmigration would be lowered

in the area where education attainment is higher; thus, higher
education lever has a negative effect .upon outmigration.
Nevertheless, at.the disaggregated level, it has been found

that well-educated peopre are usuarly more migratory than the
less educated. Àccording to this ratter finding, the
hypothesis wourd be recouched to imply t,hat the growth of
education attainment of the individuals may have a positive
effect upon outmigration. The rationare behind this positive
hypothesis may owe much to the fact that employment
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infornation and opportunities are both expected to increase
with increased education (Greenwood, 1973'). Individuars with
high levels of education are rikely to have more employment
opportunities elsewhere, possibry in better areas; and may

face lower risk when moving and consequently, are more tikely
to move than those with less education (Renas and Kumar,
1 983). Moreover, education may reduce the importance of
tradition and family ties and increase an individual's
anareness of other l0calities, Ìrith the consequences that the
forces that hold him to his present rocality are weakened
(Greenwood, 1973). Therefore, an area in which educational
attainment is high may experience a rarge amount of migration.
Indeed, William (1981) and Mead (1gg2) found that there is a

positive rerationship between higher educational rever and
outmigration rate for the period of 1960-1970 among the
nonmetropolitan areas in the u.s. on the contrary, Todd
(1980) found a positive relationship between lower education
lever and outmigration among the 114 rurar municiparities in
southern Manitoba for the period of 1971-1976. For this
studyr Do definite positive or negative relationship is
hypothesized; rather its determination wilI await empiricaL
analys i s .

The general IeveI of development

affect the intention of the population

'development index' (xs), which is
agricultural variables by means of
Analysis (see Àppendix V), is used to
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of development in the rural economy of Àgro-Manitoba. rt is
observed that simultaneous-equations analysis studies of rural
or nonmetropolitan areas would result in a row explanatory
power (n2) for the migration equation if there was the
omission of an index or variable representing the level of
development for the studied areas or regions. Todd (19g0,
p'446) has suggested ' the rationale for rural outmigration is
inexorably bound up with the standing of the rocal
economy...'. For the purpose of this study, the devel0pment
index is hypothesized as negatively affecting outmigration;
the better the development index the fewer the ensuing
outmi grat i on .

rn an effort to tap the quality-of-rife dimension of Agro _

Manitoba's outmigration, the variables of 'population growth,
(xs), 'distance from winnipeg' (xz) I and ,% of dwellings
owned' (x¿ ) r are incl-uded in the outmigration f unction. In
general' higher population growth indicates larger tax base,
and thus better provision of public services such as
transporÈation facirities, schoors, and hospitars and,
thereby, fewer incentives for outmigration. smarrer
popuration growth or negative growth means a shrinking tax
þase and, therefore, the decrining provision of pubric
services and boosted outmigration in consequence. rn this
respect, 'population growth' (Xs) is a measure of social
amenities. For this thesis, 'population growth' (xs ) is
hypothesized to have a negative effect upon outmigration:
thus, the larger the popuration size, the resser the
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outmigfation wiIl be.

Another y¡ay to look at social amenity is from the indirect
effects of distance separating the rural municipality from the
urban centre. proximity to the larger metropolitan centre
implies the higher degree of availabirity of goods and
services and hence the greater satisfaction of the rural
municipality residents. The variable 'distance from T.rinnipeg,
(xr) is used to represent this aspect. The closer the rural
municipalities to metropolitan l^rinnipeg, the greaÈer the
degree of professionar and shopping services and other
facilities wilr be availabte. Âs a result, it is hypothesized
that 'distance from Winnipeg, (X2) is positively influencing
outmigration. Lastry, environmental amenity is a factor which
ought to be considered by migrants before deciding to move or
to stay. If the ,% of dwellings owned, (Xq) is great, then
this may impry that the environmental amenity of the
respective locarity would be good. Thus, once rurar residents
become home-owners in such rocalities, they wirl be ress
inclined to move. rt can then be hypothesized that ,% of
dwellings owned' (x¿) is negatively affecting outmigration.

Equation l

Equation 2 is known as the employment income growth
function. rt tries to signify that there is a feedback effect
from outmigration (yr) to employment income growth (yr) as
well as to isorate other major factors contríbuting Èo
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employment income

feedback effect from

other dimensions;

variables and social

Based on the traditionar- economic equiribrium concept,
outmigration means an outflow of labour. rf the rabour is
considered as 'surplus', then, arthough there may not have
been a pressure on nage rates, the income per capita of the
area/region will definitery be higher than before as a direct
result of outmigration. r f the outfrow of rabour has
contributed to a shortage of rabour, then the wage rates wourd
have been driven upwards; in effect, wage income of the area
will be higher. Accordingry, outmigration wirl increase the
*age income (either in per capita or absorute terms) of the
sending region. By way of contrast, the disequilibriun
concept sees outmigration as a factor shrinking the size of
the local market. As a resurt, output would have to be cut
back; unemployment will set in; with the effect of the income
growth lowered. Taking these two opposing themes into
consideration, this thesis intends to argue that the feedback
effect of outmigration to income is inconcrusive. Three
variabres are used to measure the ernployment opportunities
dimension; namery, the 'service employment growth', 'growth of
labour force in the primary industry' (xu) and 'growth of
population with university education' (x.r). It is apparent
that the greater the employment opportunity in the original
locarity, the greater the corresponding income growth. In
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that J.ight, these variables are hypothesized as having a

negative effect upon income. singling out the last variable,
'growth of population with university education ' (xr ) r
Greenwood (1975) argued that at the disaggregate revel,
increased education wilr faciritate upward mobirity and

occupational transference; in turn this will usuarly mean an

improvement in income. He also argued in an earlier paper
(Greenwood, 1973) that at the aggregate lever, increased
educationar lever wilr imply an increase in rabour
productivity, and hence an increase in rabour demand. Given

that labour supply is not perfectly responsive to r{age

changes, increased labour demand wilr result in a greater than
ever increase in income growth. The 'distance from l{innipeg'
variable (xr) is again used to represent social amenity.
According to the notion of spread or trickling-down effects,
the rural municiparities which rie crose to the rarge
metropolitan areas in generar would gain a greater share in
the infrastructure of the metropolitan areas than those
further al¡ay; and they might be benef ited by .receiving and

attracting the outreaching investments of the expanding
metroporitan areas. rn short, it is expected that 'distance
from winnipeg' is negatively affecting the income growth of
the rural municipalities, that is, the shorter the distance
from winnipeg, the higher the income growth of the rural
municipality.
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Equation 3

Finally, Equation 3, which is known as the service
ernployment growth function, depicts the feedback effect of
outmigration (yt ) as well as the other factors contributing to
service emproyment growth; namely, 'growth of population with
university education' (Xl)r .% of labour force in service
industry' (xz ) , 'population growth' (xg ) r and , distance from
Winnipeg' (x, ) .

The traditional economic theory of eguilibrium suggests
that outmigration might help to redistribute rabour from the
surprus areas to the deficient areasr or to drive the
unemployed to seek for employment in some other areas. By the
same token, when outmigration is magnified, then some jobs may

become vacant in the sending areas. rn this respect,
outmigration creates relatively plentiful emproyment
opportunities for those who stay. This eguiribrating process
has been contradicted by another argument. The disequiribrium
argument asserts that outmigration is rikely to lower the
employment level as werl as to reave the depressed area in a
position of being ress abre to revive itserf than before the
movement took place so that Less ernployment wirl be 'created,.
Mead (1982) found a statisÈicarly-significant negative effect
of outmigration raÈe to non-agricultural employment growth for
1950- 1970 (b=-0.40). charmers and Greenwood (19gs) found a
positive effect of female net inmigration rate (the
reciprocal of outmigrat.ion rate) to. the growth of female
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employment rate in 1960-1970 (b=0.50). To be more objective,
there is no specific sign to be expected from the feedback

effect of outmigration to employment growth rate for this
thesis. rt all depends on the actual situation of the area

being studied.

As far as attributes are concerned, service employment

growth will be positively affected by the 'growth of
population with university education'(Xr ) in the way that
service industry requires a highly riterate or werr-trained
labour force. rn terms of the accererating cumulative
causation principre, service growth is arso determined by ,%

of labour force in the service industry' (Xz)r that is, the
greater the proportion of the labour force in a certain
sector, the greater the growth it wilr experience. Thus, it
is expected that lever of emproyment in the service industry
is positivery affecting its growth rate. Besides, a higher
popuration growth wirr impry a greater demand for services,
which means a greater growth in the service sector. rn other
words, 'population growth' is positively affecting service
employment growth. Lastly, as stated before, as a consequence

of the spread or trickling-down effects, the croser th; rural
municipalities are to the metropolitan centre, the great,er

will be the stimuration of employment growth. Thus, 'distance
from Winnipeg' (xr) is negatively affecting service employment

growth.
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ANALySTS OF THE SYSTEM OF EQUATTONS

The coefficients for the simurtaneous-equations systems
are estinated according to Èhe two-stage least squares
procedure outlined in chapter 4, and the results are
presented in Table 2 and Tabj.e 3.

CHAPTER 5

Þ.1. Analvsis for the 1961-1971 period

The seven independent variabres in the outmigration
eguation exprained 16.88 % of. the variance in the net
outmigration equation of the 1961-1971 period. only two
variabres are significantly affecting the net outmigration
in a statistical sense; namely, 'population
growth'(b=-0.37) and 'growth of popuration with university
educaÈion' (b=-124.G0). The statisticarly insignificant
variabres are, by default: rservice employment growth,,
'distance from winnipeg' and '% of. dwerlings owned'. The

most significant variable affecting outmigration in agro
Manitoba is I growth of population with university
education'. rÈ is found to be negatively affecting
outmigration; which is to sâyr the greater the increase of
population with university education, the lesser the
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Yl

Tab1e 2
Two Stage Least Squares Estimates, 1961-1971

Equation for
Y1 Y2 Yg

b:

Yz

t:
b:

t:
b:

t:
b:

t:
b:

t:
b:

Ya

-731 0.6s

-0.04
1 493.53

0.32

-124.60

-1 .37i,

-0.94

-0 .17

-0.37

-l .$l**tc

-2.09

-0.37

-56.72

-0.12

Xr

-0.000072

-0.54

0.54

0.27

Xz

Xg

X¿

0.000063

0.37

Xs

-0.89

-0.39

-0.0016

-0.77

Xo

2lz

t:
b:

1 .60

1.60rk

-0.0008

-2 .1*tc*

0.000033

0. 53

¡¡2 0. 1 69g 0.041 1

t:

*x* at 0.01 level of significance** at 0.05 level of significance* at 0.10 level of significance

-0.0012

-0.40

-0.73

-2.02***
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Yl

Two

b:

t:
b:

t:
b:

t:
b:

Stage
Yr

Y2

Table 3
Least Square Estimates, 1971-1981

lz Y3

Yg

717 .29

0.91

-963.12

-0.57

-2614 .31

-0.81

-2.95

-0.95

-0.24

-1 .75¡h

-25.00

-1 .50*

2292.03

1 .53*

Xl

Xz

-0.0006

-1 .51'k

t:
b:

t:
b:Xs

Xa

-2.05

-0.996

2.66

1.40*

0.0020

0 .63

!.

b:

-0.0001

-2 .40*

Xs

t:
b:

t:
b:

t:
b:

Xo

Xz

0.12

0.76

-0.0008

-2.77*tc*

0.000046

2.27)c**

p2 0.3278 0.1022

t:

*** at .01 leveI of significance** at .05 leve1 of significance* at .10 level of significance
( one-tai 1ed)
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outmigration; and the lower the increase of population with
university education, the higher the outmigration. This
result is eonsistent with the hypothesis that a high growth of
educated population in general will be forthcoming with wider
employment opportunities as a result of the better competitive
advantages offered by the educated individuals. By the same

token, the hypothesis that highly-educated individuars are
more migratory than the less-educated is not appricabre in
this case. The finding indicates that in regions where the
educated popuration has been increasing rapidlyr oE in areas
where the educated population are dominant, the outflow of
migrants is very Iow. At the same time, in the areas either
where t,he highry-educated people are rare or the growth of the
educated popuration has been very srow, the outmigration is
high. This finding arso gains substance from Todd's(1990)
study which inferred that the 'no school' variabre is
positivery correrated with net outmigration in the 1966-1971

period; that is, in rurar Manitoba, the ress-educated peopre

are more migratory than the educated population.

Ànother significant variable which affects outmigration
from the rurar municipalities in Agro-Manitoba is the
'population growth' variable which has the expected negative
sign. Put otherwise, if the popuration growth of the ruraL
municipalities becomes greater, the scare of outmigration will
be row. on the other hand, in areas where the population
growth rate is lower, the tenpo of outmigration from the
regions will be greater. The reason for this is readiry
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apparent: higher growth of population indicates rarger
increases in tax bases and, as a consequence, the avaitability
of many public sociar amenities rike transportation
facilities, hospitars, schoors, post offices and recreational
centres are likely to increase so as to meet the increase in
demand. Because of such adequate provision of social
amenities, in regions where population growth is high, the
flow of large-scare outmigration is rare. rn contrast, in
regions where the population growth or the increase of tax
base is insignificant, large-scale outmigration witr be a

commonplace event.

The second equation, the emproyment income growth equation,
is composed of five variables. onry 4.11% of the variance in
the dependent variable is to be explaíned by these five
predetermined variables. Moreover none of them are found to
be statistically significant contributors to the ,employment

income growth' variabre. As a matter of fact, the ,emproyment

income growth' variabre is not a well-constructed variable;
owing to data paucity it is a measure of the ratio of the
'employment income' of the 1972 and the 1967 period instead of
that for the 1971 and 1951 period. Às a resurt, the
independent varíables, particularly the'growth, variables
such as the 'service employment groy¡th' and 'the growth of
primary industry employment' which are based on a ten-year
period of 1971 and 1961, cannot predict this five-year-based
variable successfully. suffice it to say that this five-year_
based employment variable was used only with reluctance since
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other income data covering the 1961 , 1971 and 1 9g1 periods are
not available.

The third equation is known as the 'service emproyment
growth' equation and consists of five independent variables
together explaining 28.22% of. the variance in the dependent
variabre. rn this equation, three variabres significantly
affect service emproyment growth. These variabres are ,growth

of population with university education' (b=1.60), ,distance
from winnipeg' (b=-0.0009) and '1eve1 of service industry
employment in 1961, (b=-0.73). Meanwhile, the variables of
'net outmigration' and 'popuration growth, are found to be
insignificant in expraining the employment growth of the
service industry. yeÈ, the variable 'growth of popuration
with university education' is found to be a significant
regressor affecting service empl0yment growth. Às expected,
this variable positivery affects service emproyment growth.
rn other words, the more the growth of highly - educated
population, the greater the service empl0yment growth. rt
accords with the fact that the growth of service industries
requires large numbers of werl-educated individuars in the
labour force. Hence, in ar.eas where there .ra 

"bundant werl-
educated workers or in areas where the educated population has
been growing rapidryr or where there are adequate suppries of
well-quarified labour, the growth of service industries wilr
arso be enhanced and so will the employment opportunities.

As a point of fact, it is quite unexpected to find that
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this lagged service industry emproyment rever variable is
negatively associated with service employment growth. This
suggests that in areas where the level of the service
employment is high in 1961, the subsequent growth of service
employment opportunities will be row. on the other hand, in
areas where the level of service employment is low in 1961,
the growth of service employment employment opportunities wirl
be high. This finding seems to reject Myrdal's (1gs7)

cumurative causation notion that a change in generar will not
call forth contradicting forces; instead, it wirl summon Èhe

supporting forces which wirl move the system in the same

direction and much further. NeverÈhe1ess, this breaking away

from the cumulative causation principre on the issue of
service employment opportunities is not $rithout explanation
for the case of Agro-Manitoba. As indicated in chapter 2,
since the 1960s great efforts have been made by the federal
and provinciar governments to increase emproyment

opportunities in the lagging regions where the emproyment

revels are low. Às a consequence, those areas which had very
low employment opportunities in the 1 960s had become the
targets of attention. Because of the various regional
development programmes implemented precisely for the purpose

of stimurating employment opportunities, it lras these lagging
regions that experienced the greatest growth of employment

opportunities rather than the areas with previousry higher
revel of service emproyment opportunities. rndeed, this
finding signifies the importance of the role of governments in
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intervening in the negative cumulative causation process of
regional deve.lopment. rn other words, if the intervention of
governments is absent, it wirr be likery that only those

regions which have a higher level of service employment

opportunities will experience on-going higher service
employment growth, while the growth of Èhe service employment

opportunities in the ragging regions wilr remain stagnant or

occur at a very low rate.

As indicated by the statistics, another variable affecting
service emplo¡zment growth is 'distance from winnipeg'. As

expectedr this variable is negatively associated with service
emproyment opportunities growth, that is to sâyr the greater
the distance of the rurar municipalities from winnipeg, the
rov¡er the service emproyment opportunity growth. This
negative relationship indicates that proximity to winnipeg is
an advantage, serving to attract more investment because of
the sharing of many social amenities with the metropolitan
centre. Therefore, more employment opportunities can be

provided for the rural municiparities adjoining or reratively
close to the region's capital.

5.2. Analvsis for the 1971-1981 period

The seven independent variables in the net outmigration
equation can exprain 32.78% ot. the variance in the dependent

variab'le. Three variables are statistically-significant.
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They are 'populàtion growth' (b=-0 .Zq), ,development index,
(b=2292.03) and '% of dv¡ellings owned, (b=-25.00). The
insignificant variabres incrude'employment income growth,,
'service emproyment growth' and 'growth of popuJ.ation with
university education'. rn contrast to the 1961-1971 results,
the 'development index' is the most statisticalry-significant
variabre affecting net outmigration. However, it is very
unexpected to find that this 'development index , bears a
negative rerationship with net outmigraÈion. This negative
relaÈionship suggests that in areas where the agricultural
sector has been prosperous, the outmigration is generalry
high; whereas in areas where the agricurturar deveropment is
less prosperous, the outmigration is rower. The reason for
this seemingly anomarous finding may be that the prosperous
agriculturar areas are usually associated with the
capitalization of farming as expressed through whclesare
mechanization and rapid expansion of farm size. As a
conseguence, large numbers of farm rabourers are sgueezed out
and have to seek employment opportunities ersewhere.
Evidently, the reciprocity of the higher the index of
agricurtural deveropmenÈ and the greater the outmigration
results is an equir-ibrating process contingent upon farm
rationalization.

The variable ,yo of dwellings owned, is
signif icant determinant of outmigration.
indication of environmental amenities
relationship with outmigration. In
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environmental amenities

satisfying, outmigration is
housing conditions are Iess
those localities are likely

The last significant variable affecting net outmigration
is once again 'popuration growth' : an echo of what applied
for the 1961-1971 period. As expected, 'population growth, is
found to have a negative relationship with net outmigration,
which indicates, on the one hand, that the higher Èhe
population growth, the lesser the frowing out of migrants; and
on the other, that the lower the popuration growth the greater
the outflow of migrants to other places. This finding again
suggests that the avairability of sociar amenities or public
services is an important underlying force which affects
outmigration throughout the tvro periods of time under review.

The second, 'employment income growth' eguation, consists
of five independent variabres expraining 10.22% of the
variance in the dependent variable. Three out of the five
independent variables are found to be statistically
significant. They are 'net ouÈmigration' (b=-0.0005), ,growth

of primary industriar employment opporÈunities' (b=0.01) and
'growth of population with university education, (b=2.66).
The two insignificant variables are 'service emproyment
growth' and 'distance from T{innipeg'. rt so transpires that
'growth of popuration with university education , is the most
statistically-significant variable affecting the income growth
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variable. unsurprisingry, this determinant has a positive
effect on income growth. rt suggests, then, that educational
attainment is a vital determinant of income growth. put

otherwise, the higher the growth of population ¡¡ith university
education, the greater the income growth.

'Growth of primary industrial employment opportunities' is
another variable which is found to be statistically
significant in regulating the income growth eguation. As

hypothesisedr this variabte has a positive effect on income
growth. one can thereby infer that the higher the deveropment
of the primary industry, the greater the employment

opportunities for the individuars; hence, income growth is
more rapid. However, in areas where the employment

opportunities are few or there is low development of prinary
industries, the income growth is bound to be Iower.

As expected, 'net outmigration' has an adverse effect on

the 'employment income growth' variable. This finding is
consistent with the hypothesis that outmigration, in fact, is
a disequilibrium process which has the capabirity of lowering
income growth of the regions and therein further enhancino
divergence among the regions.

The third equation is styled the 'service emproyment
growth' eguation and consists of five predetermined variables.
They account in total for 64.0s% of the variance in the
'service emproyment growth' endogenous variable. Four out of
five regressors show statisticalry significant rel.ations
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with this ernployment opportunities growth variable. They are
'previcus service employment 1evel, (b=-0.g1 ), ,distance from
Winnipeg' (b=-0.OOOB), ,net outmigration, (b=_0.0001 ) and
'population growth' (b=0.000046). once again it is found that
the previous rever of service employnent bears an adverse
relationship with the service empl0yment growth variable.
This suggests that wherever the previous revel of service
employment is high, the growth of service ernproyment will be
row. As suggested in the aforementioned paragraphs, this may
be the result of the sustained governmenÈal effort in
stimulating emproyment growth in the regions with row revers
of employment opportunities in the 1970s. Às a result¡ â
negative relationship is found between Èhese two variabres,
and the hypothesis of a negative cumulative causation process
affecting the service sector is rejected.

'Distance from winnipeg' is another variabre which emerges
as a major determinant of service empl0yment growth. rn
accordance with expectations, this variabre is negatively
related to service emproynent opportunity growth. This again
indicates that the croser the rurar municipalities occur in
relation to Metropolitan I{innipeg, then the greater is the
growth of service employrnent opportunities. This phenomenon,
in factr rêinforces Myrdal's spread effects, Hirschman,s
trickling-down effects and Friedmann,s , counterfrow of
information flow from the core'. Essential-ly, they arr assert
that the near-by areas of the more advanced or developed
regions will benefit from sharing the infrastruc.ture or social
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amenities or information wiÈh those more developed regions.
Therefore, more investment and industries will- be attracted to
the region and the awareness of individuars on the prospects
of regionar development will be increased. Atr these forces
will coalesce to enhance regional development and, in turn,
wirl generate even more emproyient opportunities. rn
contradistinction, the employment opportunities are Iess
1ikely to grow in the more remote rurar municipalities.

rn this equation, 'net outmigration'(b=-2.40) is arso a

major force underrying service employment growth. However, it
bears a negative relationship with service emproyrnent growth.
This finding is consistent with the disequiribrium concept
and its proposition that outmigration is a divergence process
which will lead to the rowering of the growth of employment

opportunities in the lagging regions.

Finalry, the last variable affecting service employment

opportunity growth is 'population growth'. Às anticipated,
this variabre bears a positive rerationship with service
employment growth. specifically, it implies the higher the
popuration, the greater the grovrth of the emproyment

opportunities. This finding reinforces the fact that higher
popuration growth in generar implies a greater demand for
existing services or provokes the expansion of the service
market. Às a result, the service sector grolrs in concert with
the rise in service employment opportunities.
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5.3-. Summarv

The longitudinal study for the two periods of time,
1961-1971 and 1971-1981, confirms the 'traditional, or
'fundamental' role of the economic dimension in determining
population movement. rn the first period, the statisticar
results show that the migrants are very sensitive to the
availability of employment opportunities. At the same time,
it appears that most of the migrants rnainly belong to the ress
well-educated segment of the rural population. The

statistical results of the second period elicit the fact thaÈ

the migrants are mainly the 'sgueezed-out, labourers from the
rurar municiparities, made redundant as a consequence of
mechanization and size consolidation in the farm sector.
Hence, these findings establish Hypothesis 1 which suggests
that employment opportunity is the fundamental determinant of
outmigration in Agro-Manitoba.

Notwithstanding the economic dimension, the quality-of-life
dimension arso prays a vital rore in affecting outmigration
in Agro-Manitoba during both periods of time. statistical
results show that, in the first period, many migrants moved in
search of better guarity and/or guantity of pubtic/social
services. rn the second period of time, the resulÈs suggest
that migrants wiIl not only concern Èhemselves with the level
of provision of public/social services but also wiII care much

about the betterment of their housing conditions.
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Meanwhile, the statistical resurts also convey the picture
that the quality-of-life dimension has arisen in inportance as
a factor determining the outflow of migrants from Agro_
Manitoba. This may be regarded as a sign for the advancement
in the rever of deveropment of the rurar economy and society
in general. on cornparing the resurts between the periods of
time, the growing importance of the quality-of-1ife dinension
can be seen from the increase in the number of statistically_
significant variables of this dimension in the whole
simurtaneous-equations system. rn not so many words, then,
Hypot.hesis 2 is confirmed.

rn respect of the dual or the two-way interaction between
outmigration and its endogenous variables, the results of the
recent simultaneous-equations system do not strongly support
the third Hypothesis. rn the first period, the system shov¡s
that the endogenous variables of 'employment income growth,
and 'service employment growth' are not statisticarty-
significant determinants of outmigration. rn the second
period, it is found that outmigration is statisticalry
affecting the two endogenous variables; but, this resurt does
not hold true for the reverse interaction. rn short, ani,
study affirms but a vague interaction relationship between
outmigration and the regionar growth variabres. Thus,
HypoÈhesis 3 is only weakry substantiated. Besidesr ât an
aggregate revel, Èhe study shows that outmigration is a

disequilibrium process. The effects of such a process are
more apparent in the second period of time. Therein,
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outmigration exhibits a detrimentar effect on both income
growth and employment growth of the lagging rurar
municiparities, and the development index is negatively
relaÈed to outmigration. rt may then be concluded , that
Hypothesis 4 is supported in the empirical study, and is
especially pronounced in the second period of time.

For iÈs part, Hypothesis 5 is weakly supported by the study
because the 'development index, appears to significantry
explain outmigration only in the second period of time, and is
irrelevant in the first one.

rn comparison with other empirical studies, this sÈudy has
reasserted the role of the quality-of-life dimension and,
further, shows its importance to outmigration in the course of
time. Àdditionally, this study reaffirms, though weakty, the
proposition that outmigration can be a function of the
deveropment 1eve1. But unlike many equiribrium or
disequiribrium migration models, this study does not grant
ful1 support to the two-way interaction between outmigration
and the regional growth variabres. As a matter of fact, in
measuring the efficiency of this moder in terms of R2, it is
found that the simultaneous equations in both time periods are
onry moderatery successfur in predicting the endogenous
variables- rn the sinultaneous-equations system of the
1961-1971 period, the per cent ¡2 ranged from 4.11 to zg.z2.
The service employment growth equation attained the highest
predictive value while the employment income growth eguation
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had the lowest predicÈive varue. rn the 1g71-1gg1 period, the
p2 vaLue ranged from 10.22 to 64.0s. Again, the service
employment growth equation emerged with the highest predictive
poÌrer while the empl0yment income growth equation was

associated with the lowest predictive varue. A comparison of
the service employment growth and the employment income growth
equations of the two time periods indicated that the two
outmigration equations only achieved medium predictive values
of 16.88 and 32.78 respectively. rt seems that the
simultaneous-equations moders in both time periods are more

successfur in predicting the service emproyment growth, but
least successful in predicting the emproyment income growth
equations. As mentioned before, this outcome may be due to
the fact that the ernployment income is a complex phenomenon

and not so easily predicabre as other income variabres.
Hence, it is suggested that other income variables like the
median family income or wages index shourd be used in any
future research concerning Àgro-Manitoba. Furthermore, in
comparison with other empiricar studies, the service
employment equation is onry moderately predicted. Again, this
outcome suggests that the service employment growth variable
may not be a very satisfactory endogenous variable in
representing the total emproyment growth of rural
municipalities. Substitution of variables such as the total
employment rate or the unemployment rate (as they are used in
Greenwood and charmers' study) may furnish the employment
growth equation with higher predictive power. Nevertheless,
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as stated above, it is unfortunate that the employment rate or
the unemployment rate are both unavailab.te for a1l the three
tirne periods, that is, 1961, 1971 and 1991. Hence they are
not used in this study. rn short, it is suggested that better
endogenous variables concerning regional economic arowth
should be used if a more powerful simultaneous-eguations model

for outmigration determinants is to be achieved.
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Despite the specification errors contained within the
models, these simultaneous-equations systems stilr reÈain
their validity for regional development planning. As the
employment and service employment growth equations of the
1971-1981 period indicate, outmigration is indeed a

disequilibrium process which reads to the widening of
disparity: a phenomenon which, in turn, needs particurar
governmental attention, especiarry for the more recent period.
These two equations have clearry demonstrated that
outmigration wilr significanÈty lower the emproyment income
growthr âs well as the service empl0yment growth of the
lagging rural municipalities. on the issue of determining the
triggers of outmigration, Èhe two outmigration equations for
both time periods have provided insights into future regional
deveropment programmes needed for coping with the problem of
outmigration. one can infer from -these tvro equations that
governments must not only focus on the economic_oriented
programmes which are aimed at stimurating economic arowth of
the locarities, they must arso show more concern for the
programmes which are related to the quality-of-life of
individuals. In the outmigration eguation of the earrier
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period, it is found that 'population growth, is significantLy
affecting outmigration. This f inding suggests Èhat the
availability of social amenities or public services is a vital
determinant of outmigration. Mobt of the individuars of the
rural municipalities migrate in search of better social
amenities or public services elsewhere. rn the 1971-1gg1

outmigration eguation, this trend of seeking better social
amenities or public services has not abated. Furthermore,
there ís an increasing number of individuars migrating in
order to seek better environmental conditions, particularly as
expressed through better housing amenities in other rural
localities- These results add credence to the notion that if
outmigration is to be harted, both the federar and provincial
governments should pay more attention to those programmes

which are concerned with the social or environmental amenities
of the rural population. put otherwise, the programmes

directed at the provision of public services and housing are
parÈicularly imporÈant to rural areas if outmigration is to be

hampered and regionar disparity is to be reduced.

The two outmigration eguations in this study further
indicate that Èhe ecoriomic-oriented programmes are cruciar as
werl. rn the earlier period, it is noted that 'growth of
population with university education' is negativery impinging
on outmigration. This relationship implies that in areas
where there is a high growth of educated personnel, there is
usually an increase of employment opportunities and conditions
of economic betterment commensurate with a viable rife style.
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Therefore, individuals in these areas are less J-ikely to
migrate. Perhaps paradoxically, in the more recent period,

the 'development index' has been positively associated with

outmigration. This finding indicates that the prosperity of

the agricultural sector, which is based on the continuation of

mechanization and farm consolidation, is 1i-kely to squeeze out

sizable numbers of surprus workers who will then be forced to
nigraÈe out of their rural municipalities to seek employment

opportunities elsewhere. It also implies that the

agricultural sector is incapable of providing more employment

opportunities for the rural population. By the same token, if
more employment opportunities are to be provided, the non-

agricultural sectors must be expanded. In brief, the results
of these outmigration equations for both time periods suggest

that employment opportunities are the basic economic force

affecting Àgro-Manitoba outmigration in the past twenty years.

As a matter of fact, not only do the two outmigration

equations have significant implications for regional

development, but the service employment growth equations also

shed light on future economic development prospects. The

previous lever of service employment in both time periods was

found to be both hi.ghry signif icant and negatively related to
service employment growth. Therefore, it is reasonable to
conclude that if employment opportunity growth is to be

stimulated in these lagging regions, both the federal and

provincial governments must be pressed to continue with active
development initiatives. In other words, these lagging
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regions should not be leÈt to their own devices if regional
disparity is to be reduced. Another variable ,distance from
winnipeg' is also found to be significantly affecting service
employment growth for both time periods. This implies that
the spread effects or the trickring-down effecÈs of the more
deveJ-oped regions to the ragging regions are very obvious in
Agro-Manitoba. put otherwise, it suggests that those areas
which have the highest poÈential of emproyment growth should
receive the first priority in governmental attention of any
sort so that their growth effects can further trickle down or
spread to the less-developed regions in a process of
contagion.

The service emproyment growth equation of the earlier
period shoyrs that the growth of educated popuration is a vital
determinant of employment opportunities, that is, the higher
the education lever of the popuration, the greater the
employment opportunities. Nevertheless, in the later period,
this education variabre has become insignificant. rnstead,
the variables of 'net outmigration' and 'population growth,,
which related to the narket size of demand for services, have
played a more significant rore in affecting the service
employment growth. These results imply that in the more
recent period, the size of market has acted as the major
stimulus of service emproyment growth. As far as the type of
economic programmes is concerned, these results suggested that
if empl0yment opportunities are to be expanded, more measures
aimed at Èhe expansion of market size must be contemplated.
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rn short, this study has provided three major directions
for future regional deveropment on the issue of coping with
the problem of ouÈmigration. First of all, Èhe resurts of
this study also indicate that it is the more objecÈive forces
that are the most fundamentar underrying determinants of
outmigration. rn other words, longstanding economic-oriented
regional porices have been correct in focusing on the most

critical aspect of rural Manitoba. crearry, this
substantiates their importance as key underlying elements and

endorses continuance of themr oF sornething like them.
Furthermore, the DRrE should be made to emphasize the
programmes which have the greatest potentiar for providing
more employment opportunities. Às made abundantly clear in
this study, the agricurturar sector is incapable of providing
more employment opportunities for rural dwelrers. Hence, the
development of non-agricurtural jobs in the secondary and

tertiary sectors is a vitar task confronting regional
pranners. rn other words, diversification of economic

activities is a key goal for rurar municiparities if more

employment opportunities are to be provided for the rural
population.

secondly, in addition to promoting non-agricultural
sectoral devel0pment programmes, this study suggests that the
DRrE shourd devote increasing attention to economic

initiatives which are conducive to the expansion of the
markets for rurar-based consumer goods and services. rn no

uncertain terms, the empirical model evinced that the
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expansion of market size is
employment opportunities.

Finarry, jn the case of Agro-Manitoba, arr governments must

become cognizant of the fact that the quality-of-rife
dinension is important in affecting outmigration. Às

indicated in chapter 2, past poticies folrowed by DREE and

DRIE are mainly centred on economíc-oriented programmes which

are basically biased to land and water resource development as

well as the sectoral development measures of the agricultural,
manufacturing and tourism industries. As far as Agro-Manitoba

is concerned, there are no particurar schemes geared to
providing for better public services or housing amenities in
tt¡ese regionar development agencies. Nevertheress, results in
this study show that if the probrem of outmigration is to be

sorved or regional disparity is to be reduced, the DRIE must

direct more resources towards the subjective satisfaction of

individuals which arise from improved social or environmental

amenities in the rural localities. In other words, if a

rearly successfur rurar development is to be achieved, better
public facilities or services must be provided, and the

quarity-of-life or quantity of housing conditions must be

improved.

crucial force in widening

In fact, there are not a few difficulties in the way of

integrating these guality-of-rife concerns into the

initiatives of DRIE. Firstry., there is the probrem of budget

constrainÈ. under the present system of given budget, it is
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like1y that the inclusion of quality-of-Iife initiatives will
only come about at the expense of the originar econornic-

oriented programmes. clear1y, this scenario courd be serf-
defeating. secondry, there is the probrem of overlapping of
programmes with other departments. public services such as

transportation services (for example, highway construction or
maintenance) or housing have been the responsibirity of
federar Transportation canada, the provincial Department of
Transportation, The canada Mortgage and Housing corporation
(c¡¡uc) and the Manitoba Housing and Renewal corporation
(uunc). without interdepartmental co-ordination, the proposed

quality-of-life initiatives would likery founder if left
sorely in the hands of DRIE. perhaps what can be done at this
stage is to improve the co-ordination between DRIE and the
other departments as a preliminary step in the rong, hard task
of realizing regional deveropment in Àgro-Manitoba.

At the provinciar revel, the present trend is more

desirabLe. The recent provincial government though has not
provided any blue prints concerning the direction of regional
development in Agro-Manitoba, many of the provincial
programmes do indicate that the recent NDp government has

attempted to not only promoting economic arowth but arso
enhancing the quality-of-rife of the localities. one very
good exampre is the attempt of the provinciar government in
promoting the construction industry. The expansion of
construction not onry can provide higher emproyment

opportunities for the individuals, it can provide better
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housing conditions in the localities, hence the guality-of_
life. However, the provincial government should note that
economic arowth should be remained as the primary concern of
regional development in coping with the problem of
outmigration. rn this case, the economic programmes should
deserve a higher share of the avairable fundings. on the
other hand, the provincial government shourd continue to
reinforce or issue the quarity-of-rife programmes which are
capable of complementing regionar economic arowth. Finarry,
it should be noted that regional development is an on-going
concern that needs clear and definite future direction. rn
this sense, it is the responsibirity of the provincial
government to provide black-and-white guidelines for the
forthcoming regional development programmes.
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1 st equation
2nd equation
3rd equation

APPENDIX I

Identif ication Problems

lv' lv, lv' lx' lx, lx. lxo lxu lx. lx,
1

btz
bsr

The coefficient for the endogenous variables is denoted by

bij ; where :

i' = the order of the equation in the nodel,
j - the assigned number to the variable.

For instance, variable Yr wilI have a coefficient in equation

two designated as bz I i and in eguation three as ba r. The

coefficient for the predetermined variable is denoted as aij;
where :

i. = the order of the equation in the model,

j = the assigned number to the variable.
For instance, variable X1 will have a coefficient of ârr in

the first equation, dzt in the second equation, and hence, âgr

in the third equation. If any variable does not appear in any

of the equations, it will be signified by a zero. The

variabre of each eguation wiIl be assigned a numericar value

of 1.

btz
1

0

br s
bzs
1

ãr r

àzt
âs r

dtz
dzz
ãsz

âre
0
âsg

âl+
0
0

ãrs
0
0

0
ãze
0

0
0
âsz
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Z. Extendino the Equations

(i) To extend the first equation, a) strike out the row of

coefficients of the first equation; b) strike out the

columns for those with non-zero coefficients.
The outcome is a tabre of parameters of excluded variables, as

follows :

| ,nu equation

I ,ru equation

Determinant

D

(ii) To extend the second equation, and to perform the same

procedures as for first equation, we obtain a table of
parameters of excluded variables, as follows :

X¿

âzeProvided

âze

âzo 0 
I0 aszl ,

ê26.â37 0

â26.êg? .

and a37 *

Xs

âsz

| 1st equation

0, then I P I r 0.

| 3rd equationl âss I

Dr

Xs

I utt
= | ags

ãrs I

X¿

är¿ I

0
dgz

Xs

= âtg.agz 0;

ârs I
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provided a13 ând asz + O, then I

l^ I l?,o o 
II Dz | = | 0 aszl = âr4.êsz -

provided ar¿ & a37 * 0, then I O,

l^ I l?,u o 
II Ds | - | 0 astl = êrs.aaz -

provided ars & as7 r 0, then I O.

In other words, there is at leastthe expansion not equal to zero.

(iii) To extend

following table

Dl | * o.

= âf +.a-gZi

* 0.

the third equation,

of paraneters of the

llYzlxolxulx.l
| 1sr equation | ;,,-i--;;;- l--;;;- l--õ---T

0

I

| 2ndequarionl o I o I o I âzs I

0 = als.âszi

| * o.

one determinant for

I o, | =

provided b

I o, I =

provided a

Y¡e can construe the

excluded variables,

btz 0
0 a26

z âDd azs *

âr¿ 0
o azs

¿ and azo +

âls 0
o aze

5 and 425 +

rds, there
¡...fì.

ll
lDe l=
provided

In other
where i =

= bt 2.ê,26 -

0, then I o.¡

a

lú

= â14.â26 0

0, then I o, I

= Elts.âzo - 0

0, then I oa I

s at least oneo
1

Q=

l+
blz.âzo ;

0.

âl¿.âzO ;

0.

= âts.aZo i

* 0.

I oi | * 0,
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APPENDIX II

The Reduced Form for the Three Equations

Transposition of the

Yl

-bzrYr

-bsrYr

br zYz

lz
0

three equations :

br aYa

bz sYs

Yg

The matrix equation becomes :

t -btz -br¡
-bzr r -bzs

-bsr 0 1

br0 + âr rXr

bzO + âz rXr

bsO + âsrXr

Applying Cramer's RuIe, the reduced-form equation for y1 is as follows :

âtzKz

dzzKz

aa zXz

Yr =((Ct0 + CrrXr + Ctz[z + CreX¡ +

where cr0 = br0 +blzbzO + brzbzgbgQ +

cll = ä1t + btzãzt + brzbzaasr

C'tz = Elt z + b,tzâzz + br zbz zãsz

cla = âts 1 brzbzsêss + brsâgsr

ct+ = at4,

Cts = at5,

Cle = brzâzor

Ctz = brzbzsdgz + brsêszr
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Y1

l2

Yg

ârsXe

âzeXe

âsgXs

br0

bz0

b¡0

+

+ âr+X¿ + âlsXs

âr rXl

êz lXr

âs lXr

+ àszKz.

êlzXz + areXs + âl+X¿ + êlsXs

AzzKz + az oXe

âszXz + aaeXe + ã¡zXz

cl¿X¿ + ClsXs + clsXe + ctzKzr>/ O

brsbs0,

+ blsâslr

a br3âs2r



D

Reducing Yz

Y2 =((Cz0

where, cz0

czt

czz

czs

cz+

czs

cze

czz

D

r - btzbzt brsbgrbzs - brebgr.

by Cramer's Ruler w€ may get :

CzlXl * CZzl'Z + CzsXs + CZq)/'+ + CzsXs + CzoXo

bzO + bzsbaO + bzrbr0 + bs rbzabr0 + br abzrbsO

àz't + bzsâar + bzrârr + bsrbzsârl + brsbzrâer

ãzz + bzsa3z + bzrârz + bstbzadtz + blsbzlâsz

bzsâes + bztêrs + bstbzsârs + brsbz'tdsst

bztat+ + bslbzsâlqr

bzlâts a balbzsâlsr

êze brsbsiaz6t

bzsâsz + brsbz'tàaz,

Reducing Y3 by Cramerrs Ruler w€ may have :

= I - brzbzl - blsbsrbzs brsbgr.

Y3=

túhere

(<CsO + CarXr + Csz[z +

, cs0 = bg0 blzbzrbs0

Csr = âsr - blzbzlâsr

Caz = Asz - bl zbzlasz

Cgs = aa3 - brzbzrâgg

c zzX'z >> / O

brsbsrbz0,

brsbstdz,tt

b I aba tdzz ¡

Cs+ = bgtâl¿r

Css = bslâlsr

Cse = brzbarãzor

CsgXg + Cs+X¿

+ br zbs rbzO

+ blzbslazl

+ blzbsrâzz +

a bslârsr

Caz = A3z - bl zb z'tãsz ¡

D = r - b.tzbzr - brabsrbzs brebsr.
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The study area subjected to research is known as Agro-

Manitoba, and is defined as the southern part of the province

of Manitoba in which agricultural activities are dominant. To

be more exact, the area stretches southward to the nationar
boundary with the u.s.A.; to its west and east, there ries the
provincial boundaries with saskatcheyran and ontario
respectively; to its north, the 53o ratitude (grierrey and

Todd, 1985). The total area amounts to 14.2 million ha.

Agro-Manitoba has been much troubred by the probrem of
outmigration in the past as well as the more recent period.
Between 1961 and 1971, alr the 114 rurar municipalities ín
Àgro-Manitoba lost popuration through outmigration. rn the
period of 1971-1981, it is found that 17 of rhe 112

(redefined) rurar municipalities gained population through net
migration. rn other words, 15.18% ot the rurar municiparities
had gained population while 84.4% of them continued to rose

population through the process of outmigration. Therefore, in
the past 20 years, rural Manitoba is quite rightly considered

to be one of the probrem regions in the province of Manitoba

.Moreover, both the , federar and the provincial governments

have attempted to solve this regional- problem through various
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programmes aimed at stimulating economic Arowth.

Rural municipalities (or county equivarents) are used as

the study units. According to statistics canada (19g1 ),
'municiparity refers to an area with corporate status

,government by Provinciar and Territorial Acts. These acts
differ from province to province and vary in name, status, and

administrative powers'. As noted by Bogue (1959) and Lee
(1950), the county (or rurar municipality) is a meaningful
unit for studying migration. rndeed, it is the smarlest areal
unit for which comparable data are available for the entire
study area - Agro-Manitoba.

Prior to 1981, there were 114 rurar municipalities in Agro-
ManiÈoba. In 1981, the Northern Fisher and southern Fisher
units were combined to form one unitary municipatity, as rúere

Northern Alexander and southern Àrexander. since 19g1, then,
there are 112 rural municipalities. For the ease of
comparison and analysis of migration determinants of the time
periods for 1961-1971 and 1971-1991, the data of Northern
Fisher and Southern Fisher or Northern Alexander and Southern
Arexander are regarded as if- they have been combined in the
1961-1971 period. Among these 112 rurar municipalities,
cornwallis, Daly, Mountain North and Mountain south are
considered to be the outliers and are excluded from this study
owing to their extremery high turnover of net outmigration in
the past two decades. Hence in this study, onry 10g rural
municipalities are involved (see APPENDIX IV).
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APPENDIX IV

Rural Municipalities of Agro_Manitoba

Àlbert
ÀIexander
Alonsa
Archibald
ArgyIe
Armstrong
ArÈhur

Bi frost
Bi rtle
Blanshard
Boulton
Brenda
Broke.nhead

Cameron
Cart ier
C1anwi 1I iam
Coldwe11

Dauphin
de Salaberry
Duf fer in

Edward
El1ice
Er i ksdale
Ethelbert

F i sher
Frankl in

Gilbert Plains
Giml i
GIenella
Glenwood
Grahamdale
Grandview
Grey

Hamiota
Hanover
Harr i son
Hi 1 1 sbery

La Broquerie
Lac du Bonnet
Lakeview
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Langford
Lansdome
Lawrence
Lorne
Loui s

MacDonaId
McCreary
Min iota
Min i tonas
Minto
Montcalm
Morr i s
Morton
Mossey River

North Cypress
North Norfolk

Oakland
Ochre .River
Odanah

Park North
Park South
Pembina
Pinawa
Pipestone
Portage Ia Prairie
Reynolds
Rhineland
Ritchot
Riverside
Robl i n
Rockwood
RoIand
Rosedale
Rossburn
Rosser
RusseIl

Saskatcherran
Shell Mouth
Shell River
Shoal Lake
Sifton
S i glunes
Silver Creek
South Cypress
South Norfolk
Springf ield
Stanley
St rathc Ia i r
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Strathcona
StuarÈburn
St. Andrews
St. Clements
St. Francois Xavier
St. Laurent
St. Rose
Ste. Anne
Swan River

Tache
Thompson
Turtle Mountain

Victor ia

!{allace
Westbourne
glhitehead
Whitewater
WinchesÈer
Woodhaven
Woodlands
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Category

Farm Structure
1.Farm Size

ÀPPENDTX V

Variable Names

2. Animal
Rearíng

Crop
Farming

3. Residency

4. Tenancy

Code

s10
s249
s560
s1120

CÀTT
MILK
Hens
}THEAT
BARLEY
PEA
SEED
RES
NONRES
owN

% of. farms with size 10-248 acres
% ot farms with size 249-559 acres
% ot. farms with size 560-1 1 1 9 acres
% of farms with size 1120-2239 acres

No. of cattle
No. of milk co$¡s
No. of hens and chickens
Bushels of wheat
Bushels of barley
Bushels of peas
Bushels of seeds
% of residential farmers
% of non-residential farmers
% of. farm owned

Farm Operators
1. Ethnicity

Name

2. Àge

Technical
Àdvance

BRI
FREN
GER
UKR
F2544
F50
y2544
Y65

AMTCH

%ot
"Á of
%of
%of
%of
%of
%ot
%of

population of British origin
population of French origin
population of German origin
population of Ukrainian origin
farmers 25-44 years old
farmers over 60 years old
population 25-44 years o1d
population over 65 years old

Amount of chemical used
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ÀDA Area Development Àgency

ADIÀ Àrea Development Incentive Act
ARDÀ Àgricultural and Rural Development Act
BLUE best linear unbiased estimator
coMEF Committee on Manitoba's Economic Future
DREE Department of Regional Economic Expansion
DRrE Department of Regional rndustrial Expansion
ERDA Economic and Regionar Deveropment Àgreement
FRED Fund for Rura1 Economic Development Act
GDA General Development Àgreement

rRÐP rndustrial Regionar Development programmes

RDIA Regional Development Incentives Àct
TED Targets for Economic Development

Glossary
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